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Abstract

Whilst the spread of plant disease depends strongly on biological factors con-
trolling transmission, epidemics clearly also have a human dimension. Disease
control depends on decisions made by individual growers, who are in turn influ-
enced by a broad range of factors. Despite this, human behaviour has rarely
been included in plant epidemic models. This thesis focusses on addressing
this oversight by developing combined epidemic and economic models of dis-
ease spread. We use simple continuous-time models of disease spread which we
couple with behavioural models which set the management programme of the
growers for the next growing season. Our models are rooted in game theory,
with growers making strategic decisions based on the expected profitability of
different control strategies.

In the first instance, we compare different versions of this behavioural
model, which differ in terms of the information used by the growers to assess
profitability. We investigate these models in the context of Cassava Brown
Streak Disease (CBSD) and its management via the use of clean seed systems
(CSS). We find that both the information used by growers to assess profitabil-
ity and the perception of economic and epidemiological parameters influence
long-term participation in the CSS. Over-estimation of infection risk leads to
lower participation in the CSS, as growers perceive that paying for the CSS
will be futile. Additionally, though the CSS can reduce the burden of disease,
and allow a scenario in which all growers control, disease is not eliminated
from the system.

For the remainder of this thesis, we use one behavioural model to investigate
the deployment of crop that is either resistant or tolerant to Tomato Yellow
Leaf Curl Virus (TYLCV). We find that when growers used resistant crop,
higher yields were achieved by both controllers and non-controllers, though
widespread use of resistant crop was not achieved. The use of tolerant crop re-
duced the yields for non-controllers, but generally benefited its users, inducing
a positive feedback loop that resulted in a high proportion of growers using
tolerant crop.

By extending this TYLCV model to allow a three-way choice of tolerant,
resistant, and unimproved crop, we see again how growers prefer tolerant crop.
However, these responses can be manipulated by changing the cost of each
crop type through subsidisation schemes. To do this, we consider the efforts of
a “social planner" who moderates the price of crops. We find that subsidising
tolerant crop costs the social planner more in subsidies, as its use encour-
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ages selfishness and widespread adoption. Subsidising resistant crop, however,
increased the use of resistant crop, again enabling higher yields across the
community of growers.

Many of our results obtained were robust to spatial and stochastic effects.
Some differences arose when growers narrowed their information sources to
only consider those growers whose fields are in close proximity to their own, as
this allowed assessments of profitability to be based on local disease pressures.

In this thesis, we show how simple models of grower behaviour can be
incorporated into both deterministic and spatial-stochastic models of disease
spread. Understanding the influence of economic and epidemiological factors,
as well as the feedback loops induced by different control mechanisms, on these
behaviours can help to promote better outcomes for growers.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 The global challenge of plant diseases

Global food security relies on the deployment of plant disease control mech-

anisms. Disease-related yield losses in five staple crops (rice, wheat, maize,

potato and soybean, which collectively provide nearly half of the world’s calo-

rie intake) vary between 20-30% (Savary et al. (2019)). These losses are not

shared evenly; losses are disproportionately concentrated in resource-poor re-

gions such as Sub-Saharan Africa or South East Asia. Such low yields can

have severe economic consequences, but also threaten the health and security

of millions of people (Savary & Willocquet (2020)). Consequently, much effort

has been expended in researching effective control mechanisms for disease.

However, even when available, crop protection mechanisms are not univer-

sally adopted. Barriers to adoption are varied, and are likely to be context-

dependent. Growers may be concerned by the unreliability of control (Milne

et al. (2018), Singerman & Rogers (2020), Rodriguez et al. (2009), Sherman &

Gent (2014)), or potential lack of transferability between tests and real-world
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scenarios. Another oft-cited reason as to why growers are reluctant to enter

into a management scheme is the belief that others would not also do the same,

so the grower would effectively be subsidising the disease management efforts

of others (Milne et al. (2018), Singerman & Useche (2019)). Growers may be

economically limited (Rodriguez et al. (2009), Sherman & Gent (2014)). Ac-

cess to information is also an important influence over a grower’s management

decisions (Kaup (2008), Milne et al. (2018), Singerman & Rogers (2020), Ro-

driguez et al. (2009), Sherman & Gent (2014) Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)).

Understanding why growers choose to partake in control is vital for predicting

not only epidemic outcomes, but also to learn how to incentivise participation.

Whilst the motivations behind grower participation have been studied from

a sociological perspective, its inclusion in epidemic models of plant disease

management has been limited (exceptions include Milne et al. (2016), Mc-

Quaid et al. (2017a), Milne et al. (2020), Saikai et al. (2021) and Bate et al.

(2021)). Yet growers’ participation in voluntary control schemes will have a

substantial impact on disease spread. In this thesis, we develop models of plant

epidemics that integrate grower behaviour, addressing the oversights discussed

above. A primary aim of this work is to assess how not only the inclusion of

behaviour, but its means of inclusion, affects model predictions and potential

policy recommendations.

1.2 History of plant disease management

The diverse nature of plant diseases, as well as the varied contexts in which

they occur, have inspired a broad range of disease control mechanisms. These
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vary depending on the type of organism that causes disease (bacteria, fungi,

viruses, nematodes etc. all have unique physiologies that require targeted

control mechanisms), the mechanism of disease spread (for example, whether

it is vector-transmitted or soil-borne) and the cultural context of the grower

(as they may be limited by regulations, resources, or current local practices).

The efficacy of control will also vary depending on local environments, and

some may be more dependent on the collective action of a group of growers

than others. Broadly, there are four main categories of plant disease control:

chemical, biological, cultural and genetic. For the purposes of this thesis, we

only focus on cultural or genetic controls.

Cultural controls

There is a long history of using cultural controls to manage plant diseases; as

far back as 1660 France, laws required that barberry bushes be removed due

to their concurrence with cereal rusts (Katan (2010)). Many different forms of

cultural control have been recorded and vary in intensity.

Roguing is a common means of cultural control whereby scouts survey an

area of land for signs of infection. Any infected hosts found during these sur-

veys are then removed. This removal can be paired with culling of other hosts

within a defined radius and/or with replanting of non-infected hosts. Roguing

has been used to manage huanglongbing (Candidatus Liberibacter spp) with

varying degrees of success (Sisterson & Stenger (2013), Yuan et al. (2021), Gra-

ham et al. (2020)). It has also been used to manage tomato yellow leaf curl
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virus (TYLCV; Polston et al. (1999), Polston & Lapidot (2007), Ddamulira

et al. (2021), Ioannu (1987)), banana bunchy top virus (Allen (1978)) and

grapevine leafroll disease (Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3 ; Almeida et al.

(2013))

Crop rotation schemes are common in disease management, as growing

non-host species between crops of at-risk species can interrupt pathogen repli-

cation cycles or reduce the build-up of toxic substances in the soil (Krupinsky

et al. (2002)). Strawberry plants inter-cropped with tomato were less suscepti-

ble to fusarium wilt (Fusarium oxysporum) than those in non-rotational plots

(Fang et al. (2012)). Other common cultural controls include clean seed sys-

tems (Vroh et al. (2011), McQuaid et al. (2017b)) and altered planting times

(Karungi et al. (2000) and Asante et al. (2001)). Cultural controls may also be

specific to a pathosystem: to manage citrus greasy spot (caused by Zasmidium

citri) it is recommended that growers remove leaf litter from the vicinity of cit-

rus trees, as this acts as a source of inoculum that can cause further infections

(Whiteside et al. (1970)).

Genetic controls

Harnessing and manipulating the genetic underpinnings of plant immune re-

sponses allows for pathogen-specific disease control. A broad range of such

modifications has been made, targeting all aspects of the plant’s immune re-

sponse (van Esse et al. (2020)). Disease resistance is the best-known form of

genetic control, and involves the plant host mounting an immune response to
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kill the invading pathogen. A wide range of crops have been bred or genetically

edited to be resistant or partially resistant to pathogenic organisms (van Esse

et al. (2020)).

However, pathogen evolution occurs at a much faster rate than that of

the development and deployment of resistant varieties, particularly as there

is high selection pressure from monocultures (Consortium et al. (2013), Yang

et al. (2021)). “Resistance breakdown”, where a pathogen has evolved to evade

or otherwise overcome the plant’s immune defence, follows. In the 1990s, for

example, a new strain of Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici (Ug99), the causative

agent of stem rust, was detected that overcame the resistance genes of many

wheat varieties that had been in use (Singh et al. (2015), Njau et al. (2010)).

The potential for resistance breakdown has encouraged much research into the

development of durable disease-resistant varieties (such as by “pyramiding” or

“stacking” quantitative resistance traits, requiring the pathogen to overcome

multiple plant defence mechanisms) (Mundt (2018)) or co-deploying different

resistant varieties (McDonald & Stukenbrock (2016)).

Other forms of genetic improvement include modifying a crop so that it is

resistant to herbicides, allowing more selective elimination of weeds (Meissle

et al. (2011)). Alternatively, crops may be bred/modified such that they are

tolerant to the effects of disease; rather than mounting an immune response

that reduces the pathogen burden, the host will instead mitigate the negative

consequences of infection (Pagán & García-Arenal (2020)). Historically, the

development of disease-tolerant varieties has been slow, partially due to con-
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fusion over the distinction between tolerance and partial resistance (Bingham

et al. (2009)). Nevertheless, tolerant varieties for a variety of pathogens have

now been developed (for example, peppers tolerant to cucumber mosaic virus

(Lapidot et al. (1997b)) or identified in already-common varieties (such as cas-

sava landraces tolerant to cassava mosaic virus infection (Allie et al. (2014))).

Indeed, given that the benefits of tolerant crop are only felt by an individual

grower, and cannot be shared across the landscape by others (i.e. they generate

negative externalities, discussed below), breeders may actually be incentivised

to develop disease-tolerant cultivars in the future. However, this has not been

studied to date.

Integrated pest management

Increasingly, to achieve better management outcomes and ensure sustainable

use of current control mechanisms, a suite of different controls is employed

when faced with disease. Integrated pest management (IPM; more broadly

called integrated disease management; McDonald & Stukenbrock (2016)) schemes

encourage a holistic approach to crop control: there is no rigid approach to

IPM, and individual schemes may involve using a mixture of chemical controls,

cultural practices and host genetic resistance. For example, better control of

tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) was found when a combination of resis-

tant plants, insecticides and reflective mulch (that deterred whitefly vectors)

was used (Fonsah et al. (2018)). Similarly, small-holder farmers in Northern

India improved cauliflower yields when IPM techniques that included raised
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beds, polythene sheets, bio-pesticides and insecticides were adopted (Ahuja

et al. (2012), Ahuja et al. (2015)). This mixed-method approach may also slow

the emergence of resistance-breaking pathogens, ensuring long-term durabil-

ity and efficacy of current management practices (McDonald & Stukenbrock

(2016)). Overall, IPM schemes are effective at reducing pesticide use whilst

maintaining yields, though the need for specialised training or equipment may

limit their use (Rezaei et al. (2019)).

1.3 Human behaviour and epidemic models

In recent decades, much attention has been devoted to including aspects

of human behaviour into epidemic models of human disease spread (reviewed

in Funk et al. (2010) and Chang et al. (2020)). Historically in human disease

epidemiology, most models of disease followed the law of mass action where

individuals interact with each other at random, axiomatically excluding any

human decision-making. Expanding models such that awareness of disease can

spread in the population leads to different degrees of susceptibility between

groups (Epstein et al. (2008), Kiss et al. (2009), Funk & Jansen (2013), Perra

& Vespignani (2013)). Other extensions to the classical susceptible-infected-

removed (SIR) models include individual characteristics (such as ignorance,

previous experience or risk aversion; Epstein et al. (2008), Vardavas et al.

(2010)) and models where individuals change their actions based on game-

theoretic evaluations (Bauch & Earn (2004), Karlsson & Rowlett (2020)).

Many of these studies focus on vaccination behaviours, though other stud-

ies have included social distancing measures (Epstein et al. (2008), Del Valle
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et al. (2013)) and protections such as face masks (Karlsson & Rowlett (2020)).

The inclusion of human behaviour into models of plant epidemics has been

much more limited. There are a number of qualitative differences between

plant and human disease spread that in turn impact how behaviour may be

included into plant disease models, the most obvious being that plants cannot

make decisions so all behaviours must be enacted by a grower. In plant disease

models, therefore, there is a decoupling of those that are infected (plants) and

those who bear the consequence of infection (growers, as they may suffer a loss

in yield if their plants become infected). This facilitates a gap in knowledge,

as growers may be unaware of infection in their field and consequently fail to

adjust their behaviour. The spread of disease and the spread of information

are naturally separated.

Additionally, though human-mediated transport is possible, plants are largely

sessile so some control options (such as changing contact networks, social dis-

tancing or vaccinations) have limited utility in plant epidemics, though there

are analogous control options available (such as limiting the import/export

of plant materials). Even so, there is a range of control options that are not

available in human disease management (such as deployment of resistant crop,

roguing, use of crop protection chemicals, altering trade networks etc., though

again they may have analogues such as vaccination or social isolation). Unlike

many options for human disease prevention which may have small economic

costs (e.g. receiving a government-subsidised vaccination or wearing a face

mask), many of the options for plant disease prevention will place considerable
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economic burdens on growers. This, and the distinction between making a

decision about one’s health and one’s livelihood, may change how individuals

evaluate risk and make decisions.

Recently, a small number of models of plant disease epidemics have in-

cluded aspects of the grower’s decision-making processes. The behavioural

components of the models in Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a) and

Saikai et al. (2021) all take a similar form in which growers have a binary choice

of whether or not to control. Their decision rests on the grower’s assessment of

the profitability of each action and how it compares with their own profit in the

previous season (meaning the growers act based on strategic-adaptive expecta-

tions (Fenichel & Wang (2013)), discussed in detail below). These models have

complex spatial and stochastic components, allowing the inclusion of factors

such as trade networks and diverse information sources. Whilst this adds an

element of biological realism to the models, it can obscure underlying mech-

anisms that drive particular behaviours. Simplifying these complex models is

therefore a key goal of this work.

Milne et al. (2020) examine co-operative control schemes, using “opinion

dynamics” (Xia et al. (2010), Moussaïd (2013), Moussaïd et al. (2013)) to focus

on the influence of social factors on the control decisions of growers. In the

model, growers consider the control practices of their neighbours, and have a

tendency to conform with practices that align with their current beliefs. Bate

et al. (2021) use coalition theory (Mesterton-Gibbons et al. (2011)) to model a

farmer’s voluntary participation in a co-operative control scheme. Individual
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farmers want to maximise their own profit, but those who are members of

a scheme must consider the impact of their actions on others (which non-

participating farmers do not). Bate et al. (2021) find that such schemes can

be successful, but require external support (e.g. from governments).

Though each of these models successfully incorporates aspects of grower

behaviour into plant disease models, they also have limitations. Those that

consider the economics of disease control are largely based on the same form

(strategic-adaptive expectations; Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a),

Saikai et al. (2021)) and do not consider the impact this has on model dynam-

ics. The complexity of most of the models, too, precludes any generalisations

that would allow for general conclusions to be drawn about the incentives re-

quired to encourage control. Finally, in each case growers could only choose

between two options, which for many pathosystems in resource-rich settings

may be an unrealistic constraint.

1.4 Introduction to game theory

Throughout this work, we use techniques and principles borrowed from

game theory, a branch of economics that uses mathematics to study the strate-

gic interaction between individuals (Morris (2012)). Each of these individuals

aims to optimise their own outcome, which usually relies on the decisions other

individuals make. The core concept underlying game theory is that of a Nash

equilibrium (Nash Jr (1950), Morris (2012)). A Nash equilibrium is a steady-

state solution where the strategy choices of the player mean no individual

should rationally deviate from their choice, given that they have full informa-
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tion on the strategic choices of others. Nash equilibria are closely related to

the concept of an evolutionary stable strategy (ESS; Smith & Price (1973),

Thomas (1984)), which has the additional stipulation of non-invasibility (that

is, an individual adopting a variant strategy cannot achieve a higher payoff

than anyone currently in the population).

Game-theoretic approaches have been used in a wide variety of disciplines,

from resource management (Madani (2010), Munro (2009), Meshram et al.

(2021)) to cancer treatment (Archetti & Pienta (2019), Wölfl et al. (2022)) and

political theory (Austen-Smith & Banks (1998), Duell (2020)). It is particu-

larly prominent in the field of evolutionary biology, where the theory of repli-

cator dynamics has been used to study how a strategy’s frequency changes in a

population depending on its relative fitness (Taylor & Jonker (1978), Schuster

& Sigmund (1983)). In that formalism, in a two-strategy model, the perfor-

mance of the player’s own strategy is compared against that of the average

performance of the population. If the payoff is less than that of the popula-

tion, the focal player changes strategy; if it is higher, they remain with their

current strategy.

Game theory in human and veterinary disease models

The nature of the games used in human and veterinary disease modelling is

varied (Chang et al. (2020); Table 1.1), though many are based on replicator

dynamics. Games can either be repeated (“iterative”), where players can have

multiple opportunities to update their information and make decisions (e.g.
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Delabouglise & Boni (2020), where farmers make repeat decisions whether to

vaccinate their flock of poultry based on current disease prevalence) or non-

repeated, where the decision made at the beginning of the game is what is

used throughout (e.g. Nixon et al. (2017), where farmers play a game once

to determine whether they should invest in prophylactic treatment for sheep

scab). The games can be played across the entire population (e.g. Sykes &

Rychtáǎ (2015), where individual pet owners base their vaccination strategy

for their pets on the expected payoffs for the entire population ), or across

networks that connect a subset of nodes (e.g. Fu et al. (2011a), in which an

individual’s decision to vaccinate is based on the payoffs of those in their social

network).

Strategies may be self-learned, where individuals have perfect information

on the state of the system and base their decisions on this information coupled

with their previous history of adopting a strategy (e.g. Mohr et al. (2020),

where a farmer’s previous experience will inform whether they adopt diagnos-

tic tests for livestock). Alternatively, individuals may learn through “imitator

dynamics” (Hofbauer & Sigmund (2003), used in: e.g. Galvani et al. (2007),

where individuals base their vaccination decisions on what the most profitable

strategy is across the population). The forms of the equations or models based

on imitation dynamics bear a close resemblance to replicator dynamics, and

both are based on the relative fitness of each strategy averaged across every

player using each strategy. The differences lie in which values are compared,

as imitation dynamics can allow a number of different “imitation” rules. For
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example, imitation dynamics often directly compare the outcomes of two play-

ers interacting (and not the average across entire strategies as is the case for

replicator dynamics; Hofbauer & Sigmund (2003)). Additionally, imitator dy-

namics can allow for an “adopt if better” rule, where individuals will always

adopt the alternative strategy if it offers a better payoff.

Perhaps the best-studied application of game theory in disease modelling

is the “vaccination game”, first introduced by Bauch & Earn (2004). In the

vaccination game, individuals have a choice of vaccinating or not vaccinating

(either themselves, another person or animal). Usually, the individual’s deci-

sion is based on their weighting of their perceived risk of the vaccine, its cost

and the benefit it provides (which can be based on its efficacy, the risk of the

disease etc.) (Chang et al. (2020)). A simple example of the vaccination game

is provided in Box 1, though it has spawned many derivatives that incorporate

the extensions described in this section. Vaccination games are typically non-

repeated, as the decision to vaccinate occurs either at the beginning of life or

the beginning of an epidemic and it is assumed the vaccination will provide

coverage over the individual’s entire lifetime, though in some cases there may

be an annual decision to vaccinate (Delabouglise & Boni (2020)).
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Table 1.1: Classification of Game Theoretic Models in Epidemiology
.

Game classification Examples

Iterative Fukuda et al. (2014), Eksin et al. (2017), Reluga et al.
(2006), Bauch & Bhattacharyya (2012), Mohr et al.
(2020), Delabouglise & Boni (2020), Poletti et al.
(2012), Poletti et al. (2009)

Non-repeated Bauch (2005), Nixon et al. (2017), Sykes & Rychtáǎ
(2015), Bhattacharyya et al. (2019), Bhattacharyya &
Bauch (2011), Fu et al. (2011a), d’Onofrio et al. (2007)

Population-level Bauch (2005), Mohr et al. (2020), Nixon et al. (2017),
Sykes & Rychtáǎ (2015), Galvani et al. (2007), Bhat-
tacharyya & Bauch (2011), Reluga et al. (2006), Bauch
& Bhattacharyya (2012), d’Onofrio et al. (2007), De-
labouglise & Boni (2020), Poletti et al. (2012), Poletti
et al. (2009)

Network-based Fukuda et al. (2014), Eksin et al. (2017), Bhat-
tacharyya et al. (2019), Fu et al. (2011a)

Self-learned Eksin et al. (2017), Mohr et al. (2020), Nixon et al.
(2017), Sykes & Rychtáǎ (2015), Bhattacharyya et al.
(2019), Bhattacharyya & Bauch (2011)

Imitator dynamics Bauch (2005),Fukuda et al. (2014), Galvani et al.
(2007), Bhattacharyya et al. (2019), Fu et al. (2011a),
Reluga et al. (2006), Bauch & Bhattacharyya (2012),
d’Onofrio et al. (2007), Delabouglise & Boni (2020),
Poletti et al. (2012), Poletti et al. (2009)
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The vaccination game.

Here we summarise Bauch and Earn’s canonical “vaccination game”, from

which many other models of vaccination behaviour have been derived.

The game focuses on the vaccination intentions of parents in a population

of size N . The parents play a mixed strategy, vaccinating their children

with probability P or not vaccinating with probability Q. The current

proportion vaccinated is given by p.

When evaluating the expected payoffs for each strategy, parents con-

sider the perceived risk of the vaccination (rV ) and the actual risk of

infection rθ(p). The risk of infection depends on the current proportion

of the population that has been vaccinated, p, and is strictly decreasing

as p increases. When the herd immunity threshold, p′ = 1 − 1
R0

is met,

then rθ(p
′) = 0 (as disease should be eliminated). Conversely, the risk of

infection is at its maximum when p = 0 (rθ(0) = max(rθ))

The expected payoffs of each strategy are given by:

EP (P, p) = −rV P − rθ(1− P ) (1.1)

EQ(Q, p) = −rV (1−Q)− rθQ (1.2)

The expected benefit of vaccination, then, is given by:

∆E = EP − EQ = (rθ − rV )(P −Q). (1.3)31
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If the perceived risk of vaccination is greater than the actual risk of in-

fection when no-one is vaccinated (i.e. rV ≥ rθ(0)), then rV > rθ for all

values of p. The only way for ∆E > 0 (i.e. for there to be a benefit

of switching to the vaccination strategy) is if P = 0. This is a Nash

equilibrium.

Conversely, if the perceived risk of vaccination is less than the actual

risk of infection when no-one is vaccinated (i.e. rV ≤ rθ(0)), there must

be some value of p, p∗, at which rV ≤ rθ(p
∗). This is because there is

an upper bound on p, p′ (i.e. the herd immunity threshold), at which

point rθ(p
′) = 0, so any positive value of rV must be greater than rθ(p

′).

The value p∗ must be less than p′, so the second Nash equilibrium for

this game results in sub-optimal vaccination levels, and disease cannot be

eradicated.

Game-theoretic models have also been adapted to include stochastic effects

(Fukuda et al. (2014), Eksin et al. (2017), Mohr et al. (2020), Galvani et al.

(2007), Fu et al. (2011a)).

1.4.1 Game theory and plant disease models

The management of plant disease has inspired an expansive field of study, often

focusing primarily on optimal resource use (Ndeffo Mbah & Gilligan (2010),

Vyska et al. (2016), Cunniffe et al. (2015b), Mastin et al. (2020), Thompson
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et al. (2018), Hilker et al. (2017), Bussell et al. (2019) and Bussell & Cun-

niffe (2020)). However, few studies focus on the effect of growers’ individual

decision-making processes on the outcome of a control scheme, instead assum-

ing that all growers will enact control mechanisms as advised.

Whilst many studies make the comparison between disease control decisions

and the prisoner’s dilemma (Nowak et al. (1994), Richardson et al. (2017),

Karlsson & Rowlett (2020)), there are also clear similarities between decisions

in plant protection and the snowdrift problem (Milne et al. (2016); also called

“chicken” or the “hawk-dove” game). The game’s central concept is as follows:

there are two drivers who come across a snowdrift that blocks their path.

Neither can proceed on their journey, so if neither clears the snowdrift they

incur a negative payoff (waiting for the snow to melt). Both drivers may choose

to co-operate, contributing some effort to clearing the snow. If they do this,

they will split the cost of clearing the snow (as it is cleared more quickly,

with less of an investment of time and energy from each participant). Yet if

only one of the drivers clears the snowdrift, they get a direct benefit (as they

can now proceed on the cleared road) but paid a high energeic cost to do so.

The other driver, however, can also proceed on their journey without having

endured any of the negative consequences of having to clear the drift. This

non-co-operative behaviour is called “free-riding”, and is a major deterrent to

co-operation. Unlike in the prisoner’s dilemma, the incentive to “co-operate” is

often enough to ensure that some individuals will adopt that strategy, lowering

the risk of exploitation by others.
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This has clear analogies to plant disease control. If a disease is present in

an area, and no grower enacts any crop protection mechanisms, disease will

become widespread and all growers will have a high probability of crop loss. If

growers co-operate and coordinate their control practices, it may be possible to

eliminate disease (or at least minimise losses) with reduced individual efforts

from each grower. However, if one grower engages in control, and another does

not, the non-controller can free-ride off the efforts of their neighbour.

However, the use of game theory in crop management models is limited.

Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Saikai et al. (2021) all use two-

strategy models where growers assess profitability using “strategic-adaptive”

behaviour, comparing a grower’s own outcome from the previous season with

the potential profits they could earn if they adopted the alternative strategy.

The growers then change strategy probabilistically based on the magnitude of

the difference between the two quantities. In the Milne et al. (2016) model,

growers compare their outcome with what they could expect to earn if they

adopted the alternative strategy. The growers can either adopt or abandon

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) maize, which has been modified to expresses in-

secticidal proteins) when faced with European corn borer (ECB; Ostrinia nu-

bilalis). The growers are connected in a variety of communication networks,

the structure of which will determine the value of the profit of the alternative

strategy. Saikai et al. (2021) developed a similar agent-based model also based

on the adoption of Bt maize. The profit-based decision component is identical

to that of Milne, but now growers balance this consideration with the infor-
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mation they get from social contacts. Both studies uses stochastic dispersal of

ECB spread.

In the McQuaid et al. (2017a) model, as well as basing their decisions to

switch strategies on the profits of others, growers had a range of characteris-

tics, such as “contrariness” or “stubbornness”, which modified the probabilities

of joining a clean seed system (CSS) that distributed disease-free cassava. The

growers could either compare their profits with growers across the entire land-

scape or with a subset of growers. Additionally, growers could be part of a

trade network from which they sourced their planting material. It is a spatial

model with stochastic disease spread (both in terms of the trade networks and

spread of the vector), though the within-field “bulk-up” is deterministic. We

use McQuaid et al. (2017a) as a basis for our model in Chapter 2, simplify-

ing the spatial and stochastic components to a continuous-time deterministic

model that is more mathematically tractable.

Bate et al. (2021) take a different approach, instead modelling growers’

participation in a co-operative control scheme using what they call “coalition

games”. In coalition games, players must consider both their direct payoffs but

also the effect of their actions on others who are also in the scheme. Growers

must decide whether to partake in a biosecurity-related assurance scheme in

which all members deploy certain biosecurity measures. When making deci-

sions, growers not only consider the direct cost of control, but also the impact

of trade restrictions etc. that could result from an outbreak of disease. Some

growers will have a co-operative mindset, assuming that if they control for
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disease, others will reciprocate, whilst others will act only in their own self-

interest. The scheme can be supported by the government, which can lower

the costs associated with an outbreak for members of the scheme.

In Milne et al. (2020), no consideration is given to the cost of control.

Instead, growers’ decision-making is based on their perceived risk of infection

and belief that area-wide control is effective. These growers are influenced by

the opinions of those around them, and growers are more likely to consider the

opinions of those in close proximity to themselves.

The dynamics of grower behaviour in response to market pressures (amongst

others) can be studied using partial adjustment models, which were originally

conceived by Nerlove to study agricultural supply response. In the models,

growers estimate the demand from the markets, and match their production

accordingly (Nerlove (1958), Askari & Cummings (1977)). That is, they esti-

mate what the “desired” level of production will be, and adjust their current

production in line with that estimate (hence the “lag”). The “desired” level of

production requires a theory of expectation formation, which can be based on

rational expectations (Kennan (1979)).

Conclusions of game theory in plant disease models

Both McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Milne et al. (2016) found that allowing

growers access to a wide range of information sources improved engagement in

control, though Saikai et al. (2021) found that access to information on other

growers’ profitability could discourage the use of control. Oscillations in uptake
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were also observed in all models. Growers were sensitive to the rewards offered

by the control schemes, and McQuaid et al. (2017a) note that if the disease

pressure is sufficiently high, growers will likely not control as the rewards will

not be sufficient to overcome the coupled burden of the costs of control and

high probability of loss due to infection.

As with the previous models we have discussed, Bate et al. (2021) found

that growers were very sensitive to the costs of the control scheme, and that

stable coalitions could only form once costs were sufficiently low, without which

co-operative schemes are likely to fail.

Where growers make comparisons based on profit (Milne et al. (2016),

McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Saikai et al. (2021)), all models use the same form

of equations. Yet as was discussed earlier, a range of different decision-making

rules have been devised in human disease models. These different decision

rules based on replicator, imitation, best-response dynamics etc. are known

to influence model dynamics (Sun & Hilker (2021)), though the exploration

of their use and effect in plant disease modelling has not been investigated to

date.

1.5 Control mechanisms and externalities

A key factor underpinning the strategic nature of disease control is that the

decisions of each individual are interdependent; the choices of one have clear

implications for others. In economics, these third-party effects are called “ex-

ternalities”. Externalities can be positive or negative in nature, but are usually
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hard to quantify and - crucially - are not considered by the actor undertak-

ing the action. Many disease control schemes generate positive externalities,

meaning that the actions reduce the probability of infection for others (Geof-

fard & Philipson (1997)). For example, vaccinated individuals are less likely

to infect other individuals with whom they interact, offering them some pro-

tection from disease (Figure 1.1). In this sense, the success of a disease control

scheme may be self-limiting: as more individuals control for disease, the less

incentive there is to control (because there is a lower prevalence of disease)

as they can “free-ride” off the control efforts of others. Such control mecha-

nisms are called “strategic substitutes”: their use discourages further adoption.

This may induce oscillatory dynamics, with peaks and troughs of both dis-

ease prevalence and control uptake (Fisman & Laupland (2009), Epstein et al.

(2008), Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a)).

Alternatively, control mechanisms that generate negative externalities are

called “strategic complements”. Examples of disease control mechanisms that

act as strategic complements include tolerance-based therapies such as anti-

inflammatory drugs that reduce the symptoms of illness without actually clear-

ing pathogen load (Hozé et al. (2018)). This could lead to the further spread

of disease and increased use of those tolerance-based therapies.

Externalities are a well-documented phenomenon in agricultural systems,

with some consideration given to the externalities generated by pesticide ap-

plication. These externalities can be positive, for example by reducing the

need for other growers to spray for pesticides themselves (Zheng & Goodhue
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(2021)). However, unintended negative effects are also possible: Grogan &

Goodhue (2012) found that growers spraying pesticides in one field killed the

natural enemy of a pest of a different crop in neighbouring fields. Similarly,

Citrus Health Management Areas (CHMAs, which coordinate pesticide spray-

ing between growers to combat citrus diseases) are more successful if more

growers in a region participate, but benefits are still experienced with incom-

plete grower participation (Singerman et al. (2017))

Resistant crops have similar characteristics to pesticide-treated crops, as

they also lower the likelihood a field will act as a reservoir of infection for

others. Theoretical studies have shown that only a subset of growers need plant

resistant crop for their benefits to be experienced widely across the community,

including by growers of non-resistant crop (van den Bosch & Gilligan (2003),

Lo Iacono et al. (2013), Vyska et al. (2016)). Indeed, Hutchison et al. (2010)

estimate that the majority of the benefits conferred by Bt-resistant maize in

the United States were experienced by free-riders and not those who invested

in the improved crop themselves. Considering the potential externalities of a

particular control mechanism can help predict the success of a control scheme,

but may also afford those overseeing the scheme more control over its success by

enabling them to alter the weighting of externalities through taxes, subsidies,

policies, and other incentives.
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1.6 Conclusions from game-theoretic epidemic

models

Many of these conclusions relate specifically to vaccinations and individual

uptake under a voluntary vaccination regime. However, they may be gener-

alised to other control mechanisms that offer sufficiently high protection such

as cultivars with a high degree of resistance or pesticides with a high degree

of efficacy.

In voluntary vaccination regimes, the proportion of the population

vaccinated will always be less than that required for herd immunity.

Under a voluntary vaccination regime, the proportion of the population elect-

ing to vaccinate will always be less than that needed for herd immunity (and,

therefore, the disease will not be eliminated) (Bauch & Earn (2004),Bauch

et al. (2003), Bauch (2005), Sykes & Rychtáǎ (2015), Galvani et al. (2007)).

Similarly, if vaccination is perfectly effective, a steady-state where all individu-

als vaccinate cannot be reached under a voluntary vaccination scheme. Instead,

situations where no individuals vaccinate or an intermediate number vaccinate

are achieved. Herd immunity thresholds for vaccine-preventable diseases can

be extremely high (e.g. poliomyelitis: 80-86%, measles: 91-94% (Plans-Rubió

(2012))) and context-dependent (ebola: 42.2-63% (Gittings & Matson (2016))).

Indeed, these sub-optimal vaccination rates may create greater damage than

the case where no one vaccinates. It is known that age structure influences the
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herd immunity threshold needed for disease eradication (Hoppensteadt (1974),

May & Anderson (1984)), and Liu et al. (2012) found that intermediate vacci-

nation coverage can increase the average age of those infected with chickenpox,

which is typically associated with worse outcomes.

As vaccines generate positive externalities, they act as strategic substitutes

and discourage widespread use. A schematic of the externalities produced by

vaccinations is shown in Figure 1.1. These positive externalities induce a neg-

ative feedback loop, leading to periodic adoption and abandonment of control,

which are accompanied by resurgence of disease (Bauch (2005), McQuaid et al.

(2017a), Milne et al. (2016), d’Onofrio et al. (2007)).

Figure 1.1: Externalities generated by vaccination. (A) When no one is
vaccinated (green), the probability of infection (dark red) is high. (B) and (C)
Once individuals in the population are vaccinated, the probability of infection
for others decreases (indicated by the lightened shade of red). (D) If all in-
dividuals vaccinate, there is no risk of infection. (E) Individuals “free ride”
off the protection provided by other individuals’ vaccinations, largely avoiding
infection without having to vaccinate themselves. Vaccination decisions are
largely irreversible, but such dynamics could apply either when individuals ex-
press an intent to vaccinate or when seasonal/periodic vaccination is possible.
Created using Biorender.com.
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The structure of contact networks influences decision dynamics

Contact networks (both for disease spread and dissemination of information)

have a strong influence on an individual’s decision dynamics, though the pre-

cise impact factors such as connectedness or structuring have is varied and

highly dependent on other factors (namely the cost of the control mechanism).

Heterogenous networks, where individuals are only in contact with a subset of

the population, may lead to opinion clustering (Salathé & Bonhoeffer (2008)).

If these opinions are sufficiently sceptical of disease control, disease may still

invade an otherwise well-protected community (Eames (2009)).

Milne et al. (2016) found that when growers considered a range of local and

population-level information (including information from extension workers),

losses due to infestation with European corn borer were minimised, partic-

ularly when compared with a scenario where growers only considered local

information. Similarly, a high degree of community structure (where connec-

tions between nodes are unevenly distributed across the population) can cause

many localised epidemics to occur of varying size and duration (Salathé &

Bonhoeffer (2008)). Similarly, both Fu et al. (2011a) and Zhang et al. (2010)

found that individuals with more social contacts are more likely to vaccinate,

as they are at a higher risk of infection. Fu et al. (2011a) also found that when

an individual can only access local information sources, they are less likely to

free-ride and pro-social vaccination behaviour becomes more likely.

Cumulatively, models where games are played across a network of indi-
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viduals find that nodes with a higher number of connections are more likely

to engage in disease control. This correlates with empirical studies, which

found that those who communicate with neighbours and/or specialised ex-

tension workers may be more likely to participate in area-wide pest manage-

ment (AWPM) of plant diseases (Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021), Sherman et al.

(2019)).

Many different factors influence model outcomes

A range of parameters, from risk perception to cost of the control mechanism,

impacts how decisions will be made.

Unsurprisingly, the cost of the control has a strong influence on its uptake.

Many studies found that high costs alone were sufficient to deter individuals

from controlling for disease (e.g. Bauch & Earn (2004), Liu et al. (2012), Jijón

et al. (2017), Delabouglise & Boni (2020), Fu et al. (2011a), Brettin et al.

(2018)), perhaps necessitating some sort of intervention to encourage uptake.

Bate et al. (2021) found that external, government-provided incentives were

required to encourage participation in biosecurity schemes aimed at preventing

plant disease. The incentives did not need to be direct financial subsidies (they

could, for example, be relaxation of trade restrictions for those who are part of

the biosecurity scheme) but they did have to increase the payoff to controllers.

Nixon et al. (2017) found that the willingness to pay for control depended

on the risk perception of the farmer; if they assessed their flock of sheep to

be at high risk of infection, they were willing to pay for diagnostic tests. If
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growers perceived a low probability of infection, however, such tests were rarely

adopted. Similarly, increased “selection” (analogous to a strong willingness

to imitate neighbours) can have a detrimental effect on vaccine uptake, as

individuals are more sensitive to the benefits of free-riding (Fu et al. (2011a)).

Efforts to educate the population on the risks associated with diseases have

the potential to positively influence control uptake (Brettin et al. (2018), Mc-

Quaid et al. (2017a)), though the extent of their influence is hard to gauge. Any

educational campaigns would primarily act on parameters related to disease-

avoidance behaviour or risk perception, potentially lowering the gap between

perceived and actual risk (Funk et al. (2010)). In cases where perceived risk

has been inflated by exposure to misinformation, educational campaigns would

encourage the use of a control mechanism.

Though not based on game-theoretic principles, Milne et al. (2020) used

opinion dynamics to model how growers decide to join an AWPM scheme. The

model does not consider any economic incentives, but only how the opinion of

growers changes through their contact with growers, some of whom may have

very different beliefs on the benefits of AWPM. The growers could also receive

information through extension agents, who are trained to educate growers on

the risks of disease in their area. Growers can prioritise the opinions of those

who are already more similar to their own, minimising the impact of encoun-

tering a diverse group of growers. The educational information provided by

the extension agent had relatively little impact, as did the range of opinions

listened to, especially when compared with factors such as the efficacy of con-
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trol. However, if control is effective, regular contact with extension workers

can bolster participation in AWPM, ensuring better control outcomes.

1.7 Overview of case studies

In this thesis, we focus on two pathosystems and model the uptake of

control mechanisms for each. The first case study we consider in Chapter 2

is cassava brown streak disease (CBSD) and its management through clean

seed systems. CBSD is caused by either cassava brown streak virus (CBSV,

Monger et al. (2001)) or Ugandan CBSV (UCBSV; Patil et al. (2011)), and is

widespread across East and Central Africa (Tomlinson et al. (2018)). CBSV

and UCBSV are spread by Bemisia tabaci (Maruthi et al. (2005)), a whitefly

vector, and through vegetative propagation of infected cuttings. As yet, there

are no resistant cultivars available (Tomlinson et al. (2018)), though there are

some that are tolerant to infection. Instead, clean seed systems (CSSs) have

been devised as a means of cultural control. In CSSs, growers are provided with

cassava cuttings that are guaranteed to be virus-free, reducing long-range viral

spread through the trade of infected cuttings and preventing the introduction

of CBSD to new areas. CSSs have been piloted in several countries (Tomlinson

et al. (2018)).

In Chapters 3 and 4 we model the management of tomato yellow leaf curl

virus (TYLCV) via the deployment of varieties that are either tolerant or re-

sistant to disease. Also transmitted by B. tabaci , TYLCV is a major threat

to global tomato production and has been detected in nearly seventy countries

and territories (www.cabi.orgiscdatasheet55402#toDistributionMaps). Infec-
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tion can be devastating, causing up to 100% yield loss (Czosnek & Laterrot

(1997)). Consequently, many different management schemes have been de-

vised, including insecticide treatments (Rojas et al. (2018)), quarantining of

plants (Polston et al. (1999)), the application of biocontrol agents (Stansly

et al. (2004)) and the removal of alternative hosts (Papayiannis et al. (2011)).

In Chapters 3 and 4, we model the use of TYLCV-tolerant and -resistant

varieties of tomato, as well as the effect of roguing infected fields.

1.7.1 Economic context of the case studies

Cassava is a staple crop in much of sub-Saharan Africa; in Zimbabwe, for

example, 30% of the population relies on cassava as a staple part of their diet.

Most of the cassava is grown on fields of less than 1 ha in size (Chikoti et al.

(2019)).

In the models presented in this thesis, we focus on the subsistence growers

who use these smallholdings to grow cassava that they will then consume. The

growers will then sell any excess that they have (a practice carried out by

around 20% of Zambians). The income of these growers is hard to estimate,

but given Zimbabwe’s Poverty Assessment Survey of 2011/2012 estimated that

61.3% of rural households earned less that US$100 a year (UNDP, 2013), we

assume that the income of the growers we model here will be low. We also

assume that all growers will come from the same income bracket (i.e. that

there will not be large income disparities between growers).

For tomato production, we assume that a similar system is in place. Tomato
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is the third most popular vegetable crop to be grown by smallholder farmers

in Zimbabwe, with on average 37.1

In both cases, limited income and resources, alongside a lack of knowl-

edge of the disease and farming practices, means that growers cannot easily

access different control mechanisms (particularly expensive chemical controls;

(Mukarumbwa et al. (2017))).

1.8 Empirical evidence linking human behaviour

and disease management decisions

1.8.1 Experimental studies on health-related behaviours

Collecting data on how individuals behave is challenging, as many experimental

settings are necessarily artificial. However, some efforts have been made to de-

velop agent-based participatory simulations of epidemics (Wilensky & Stroup

(1999), Maharaj et al. (2011), Delaney et al. (2013)). In Merrill et al. (2019a)

and Merrill et al. (2019b), the game’s players are in charge of a virtual farm,

intending to earn units of virtual money (which are sometimes translated into

cash payouts for participants). The growers could either comply with costly

biosecurity measures and reduce their risk of infection or ignore protocols and

risk infection. Similar simulations have been used to study an individual’s

response to how information is conveyed (e.g. graphically or linguistically;

Merrill et al. (2021)), finding that graphic portrayal of risk levels using simple

language was most effective. The approach has obvious limitations, as the
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simulations are divorced from reality and therefore may not accurately reflect

the decisions an individual would make.

Simulations have been used to study specific disease systems, such as the

effects of risk attitudes on social distancing behaviours during an influenza

epidemic (Reluga (2010)), or more general systems (such as Chen et al. (2013),

which modelled general "disease-prevention" behaviours for a disease that can

re-infect hosts). The latter found that individuals responded positively to

reduced cost, and more engaged in self-protection behaviour. This interacted

with other factors, as the players were more sensitive to information regarding

disease prevalence if the cost of the control option was low.

Simulated games need not be virtual. For example, vaccination games can

be held in laboratory settings, with players making simultaneous decisions on

whether to accept a hypothetical vaccine (Lim & Zhang (2020)). Such studies,

though small, support theoretical studies that emphasise the importance of

the relatively large benefits of vaccination.

1.8.2 Nudge theory and health behaviours

Nudge theory (Thaler & Sunstein (2008)) posits that changing certain aspects

of an individual’s environment can influence their decisions in a predictable

fashion. The nudges do not limit an individual’s range of choices but often alter

how information or options are presented to the individual; opt-out schemes

for organ donations, for example, are nudges (Thaler & Sunstein (2008)).

Some experimental studies have been carried out investigating the effect of
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different nudges on the vaccination intentions of individuals. A meta-analysis

(Reñosa et al. (2021)) found that seven categories of nudges had significant

positive effects: novel or targeted messaging; direct incentives; reframing the

decision (e.g. making vaccinations opt-out); invoking or establishing social

norms during communications; using dramatic narratives to evoke emotional

responses; communicating messages through a trusted, non-medical source and

reframing the outcomes (e.g. communicating the benefits of vaccination, rather

than the consequences of being unvaccinated). There are some overlaps in these

conclusions with those derived from the simulated games, particularly those

related to incentives and the communication of benefits.

Nudge theory has been applied in some agricultural settings. Nudges such

as monetary rewards or increased social capital were considered effective at

encouraging food safety measures during pork production in Vietnam (Hen-

nessey et al. (2020)). Increased access to price information encouraged farmers

in Nigeria to divert more resources toward growing commodities (Belay & Ay-

alew (2020)). Providing free delivery for fertiliser increased its use amongst

Kenyan farmers, boosting yields (Duflo et al. (2011)). However, there are no

studies to date on the effect of nudges on the disease decisions made by growers.

1.8.3 Surveys of behaviour changes

Aside from simulated games, surveys are often used to gather information on

individuals’ responses to the threat of disease. Surveys do suffer from limita-

tions, such as self-selection bias of respondents or sampling bias from surveyors
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(Sedgwick (2013)), and results are often context-dependent. Nevertheless, they

can provide useful information on trends in behaviour.

Previous surveys have estimated that around 75% of individuals would

avoid public transportation during an influenza pandemic (Sadique et al. (2007)),

and 60% said that they would restrict shopping trips. During the 2009 H1N1

("swine flu") epidemic, however, self-reported engagement with disease avoid-

ance behaviours was low (4.9%), though 37.8% engaged in behaviours rec-

ommended by the government (such as increased hand-washing). Overall,

amongst these participants, anxiety related to swine flu was low (24%), per-

haps affecting the degree to which individuals will undertake protective or

avoidance behaviours.

The recent outbreak of COVID-19 has provided a wealth of opportunities

to study how individuals respond to disease threats. For example, early in the

pandemic (June 2020), the vast majority of survey respondents in North Amer-

ica stated they "strictly" followed health guidance disseminated by their local

government (Wang et al. (2021)). However, the majority of the respondents

were women (who are known to be more likely to engage in health-protection

practices; Hibbard & Pope (1983), Pinkhasov et al. (2010)), potentially im-

pacting the conclusions.

The willingness to comply with health advice will vary over time. In Ire-

land, though initial compliance with government regulations relating to the

COVID-19 pandemic was generally high, as time progressed, compliance fell

(Kearney et al. (2022)). Generally, those who reported breaking restrictions
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did so for work-related travel, indicating that economic factors underpin an

individual’s ability to comply with regulations.

1.8.4 Conclusions from empirical studies

Across human, veterinary, and plant epidemiology, lack of certainty relating to

the risk of infection has been cited as a barrier to adopting control strategies

(Huang & Liu (2022), Karafillakis et al. (2019), Roberts et al. (2012) Singerman

& Useche (2019), Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)). Individuals were less likely

to engage in disease-avoidance behaviour during the H1N1 pandemic if they

were uncertain about the accuracy of the information regarding the epidemic’s

severity (Rubin et al. (2009)). Similar results were found for the recent COVID-

19 pandemic (Wang et al. (2021)). Some evidence suggests that individuals

will pay more to reduce uncertainty (Merrill et al. (2019a)).

Cost is an often-cited factor that influences behaviour and is included in

many theoretical models. In these models, costs can be pecuniary (e.g. Mc-

Quaid et al. (2017b)) or related to the health-related consequences of infection

(e.g. Bauch & Earn (2004)). Both simulated games and surveys show a ro-

bust behavioural response to these costs. Other studies show that individuals

were willing to miss pre-paid flights during the H1N1 pandemic (Fenichel et al.

(2013)), representing a "willingness to pay" to avoid infection.

Recent experience with infection can also increase the likelihood of en-

gaging with control (Elbers et al. (2010); Merrill et al. (2019b), Chen et al.

(2013)). Related to the idea of "psychological distancing", individuals may
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be less likely to take disease-preventing actions if they have not had recent

exposure to disease. There is experimental evidence for importance of other

factors such as the biosecurity practices of coworkers on the use of control

measures (Trinity et al. (2020)). Interestingly, in a meta-analysis of surveys of

care givers’ decisions to vaccinate their children, many respondents cited herd

immunity or considerations of the health of others as a factor, even if they

went on to refuse vaccination.

Many of these conclusions fall in line with Protection Motivation Theory

(PMT; Floyd et al. (2000)). Under PMT, individuals will undertake health-

preserving actions if they perceive the risks of illness to be greater than any cost

associated with the avoidance action. The decision hinges on how an individual

perceives four factors: the risks posed by illness, their own vulnerability, the

efficacy of the potential action and their own ability to undertake such an

action (self-efficacy). PMT has many similarities with the Health Belief Model

(HBM; Janz & Becker (1984)), which again focuses on the underpinnings of an

individual’s health-related behaviours. The HBM, however, is more limited in

scope, only focusing on the value an individual places on their health and the

belief that an action will help them to achieve good health. The two theories,

however, are largely complementary, and there is evidence supporting both in

the studies we have outlined above.

1.9 Aims of this thesis

The overarching aim of this thesis is to develop epi-economic models that

integrate aspects of growers’ decision-making into models of disease spread. In
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particular, we are interested in how assessments of profitability affect a growers’

decision to use a control mechanism, and how the externalities generated by

other growers affect long-term disease and control outcomes.

In the first instance, we will compare different models of grower behaviour

and examine how model formulation affects grower participation in control

schemes (Chapter 2). These models differ in terms of the “decision rules” used

by the growers, varying whether growers compare solely based on the expected

profits of a particular strategy (rational expectations) or on a mix of their

previous and expected profits (strategic-adaptive expectations). To date, a sys-

tematic investigation of the effect of the decision rule has not been undertaken,

so how they impact the long-term dynamics of decision-making is unknown. In

our models, growers will have only two choices - to control or not control. We

will examine these model formulations using the management of cassava brown

streak disease (CBSD) via clean seed systems (CSS) as a means of control. We

investigate the models’ response to changes in economic and epidemiological

parameters. We also vary the accuracy of the information on these param-

eters that growers use in their estimates, breaking a common assumption of

economic models (that growers have perfect access to information).

For the remainder of the thesis, we use one of the strategic-adaptive for-

mulations developed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we will use this model to

examine the effect of deploying crop varieties that are tolerant or resistant to

disease, with the specific aim of determining the effect of the externalities gen-

erated by each crop type on the uptake of control. Such an investigation has
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not been conducted to date. As both tolerant and resistant crops are being

deployed as a more sustainable and environmentally-friendly means of disease

management, we aim to address this gap in knowledge here. We will again

examine the response to changes in economic and epidemiological parameters,

this time focussing on the efficacy of each control option, which moderates

these externalities. We will carry out these investigations using tomato yellow

leaf curl virus (TYLCV) as a case study. Again, in this model growers will

only be able to choose between two crop types (either tolerant/unimproved

crop or resistant/unimproved crop).

In Chapter 4, we will expand the decision model developed in Chapter 3 to

include three different strategy options. In the plant epi-economic literature to

date, growers have only been given a binary choice of control strategies. The

effect of including a third strategy is therefore unknown. We will use the disease

model for TYLCV developed in Chapter 3, giving growers the choice between

three crop types: tolerant, resistant, and unimproved. We will investigate

how to incentivise an optimal solution to the model using Pareto optimality

and Gini coefficients. The former determines the set of model solutions that

provide the best outcome for all invested parties (in this case, the growers and

a subsidy-provider who controls the price of crop). The latter is a measure of

fairness and will indicate if one party’s outcome is being prioritised over the

other’s.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we investigate the effect of adding space and stochas-

ticity into our models. We will develop a spatial-stochastic model for both of
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our case studies (clean seed systems and CBSD and improved crop types for

TYLCV). We will use the model of CBSD to investigate similar questions to

those in Chapter 2 (the effect of parameters and parameter mis-estimation), as

well as establish the role of spatial heterogeneity and stochasticity on growers’

participation the CSS. We will investigate similar questions for the model of

TYLCV in Chapter 2, but additionally will investigate if spatial clustering of

strategy choices occurs.To study this, we include networks of growers that vary

in scale, limiting the amount of information a grower has access to regarding

the profitability of each strategy.
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Chapter 2: Models of grower decision-

making1

2.1 Introduction

Human behaviour is intuitively important in the control of plant infectious

disease, as individuals often face choices when adopting infection-limiting be-

haviours. This behaviour has been widely considered in the context of human

(e.g. Bauch et al. (2003), Bauch & Earn (2004), Salathé & Bonhoeffer (2008),

d’Onofrio et al. (2011), Cascante-Vega et al. (2022); reviewed in Funk et al.

(2010) and Chang et al. (2020)) and animal (e.g. Hidano et al. (2018), Bucini

et al. (2019), Delabouglise & Boni (2020), Mohr et al. (2020)) diseases, though

there have been fewer studies for plant diseases (with the exception of Milne

et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a), Szyniszewska et al. (2021), Milne et al.

(2020), Bate et al. (2021) and Saikai et al. (2021)). Where studies do con-

sider individual’s decisions there is much variation in how decision-making is

1The work presented in this chapter is based on Murray-Watson et al., 2022.
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modelled, although it clearly will affect the outcomes of their decisions.

We assume that decisions regarding disease control are intrinsically linked

to disease prevalence. Clearly, they must also depend upon considerations such

as the cost of control, the consequences of infection and the perceived risk

of becoming infected (Kaup (2008), Sherman & Gent (2014), Garcia-Figuera

et al. (2021)). Additionally, and crucially, decisions made by one grower will

influence the decisions of another. Voluntary disease control programmes can

therefore be viewed as a collective action problem (also termed social dilemmas;

Siegal et al. (2009)) as they generate externalities that affect the outcomes

of those not involved in the programme. By reducing or eliminating their

own chance of infection, growers who control also lower the probability that

their neighbours will be infected, thereby generating a positive externality that

disincentivises their neighbours’ engagement in disease prevention (Geoffard &

Philipson (1997)).

Such “free-riding” behaviour is indirectly encouraged when there is higher

overall participation in control schemes, as growers are less likely to become

infected whenever the proportion controlling is high. Yet if too many growers

engage in free-riding behaviour, there will be a resurgence of infections, which

may make disease control more likely. These feedback loops are believed to

be a major reason why some public health schemes for human disease, such

as subsidised vaccination campaigns, have failed to lead to disease eradication

(Geoffard & Philipson (1997)). Consequently, the success of voluntary control

policies may be self-limiting. Indeed, perceived risk of other growers benefiting
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from an individual’s control policies are a prominent reason why growers do

not participate in control schemes (Kaup (2008), Singerman & Useche (2019)).

2.1.1 Game theory and assessing profitability

In Chapter 1, we outlined how game theory has been used in previous epidemi-

ological models. These models were often based on evolutionary game theory

(e.g. Bauch (2005) and Delabouglise & Boni (2020); for non-epidemic uses see:

Riechert & Hammerstein (1983), Roca et al. (2009), Hummert et al. (2014),

Anderson (1984), Nowak et al. (1994), Pacheco et al. (2014)). In this formal-

ism, in a two-strategy model, the performance of the player’s own strategy is

compared against that of the average performance of the population. If the

payoff is less than that of the population, the focal player changes strategy;

if it is higher, they remain with their current strategy. For plant disease, this

would involve growers comparing the average profit of all of those using their

own control strategy with the average profit over all growers in the population

(we call this the “strategy vs population” model). Of course, this assumes,

perhaps unrealistically, that growers will base their decision-making upon the

profit of all those using the same control strategy.

An alternative means of assessing profitability is used in Milne et al. (2016),

McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Saikai et al. (2021) (though the inclusion of grower

characteristics in McQuaid et al. (2017a) means it deviates from pure game-

theoretic assumptions of rationality as growers may adopt a strategy that will

earn them lower profits). In these two-strategy models, growers compare their
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own profit with the average profit of those playing the alternative strategy

(the strategy that the grower does not currently use; for a controller, this

would be non-control and vice versa). We henceforth call this the “grower vs

alternative” model. Ostensibly this seems a more likely comparison a grower

will make, as it requires less information and focuses more closely on a grower’s

own performance, rather than all who act similarly to that grower. Other

possible models combine elements of both approaches, since growers compare

their strategy with the expected profit of the alternative strategy (“strategy

vs alternative” model) or compare their own profit with the average of the

population (“grower vs population” model). To our knowledge, the “grower vs

population” and “grower vs alternative” models have never been compared. A

schematic showing each type of comparison is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of different means of comparison. Each circle
represents a grower, and there are two possible strategies: orange or blue. (A)
Growers compare the expected value across their entire strategy (blue) with
the value across the entire population (“strategy vs population”). (B) Grow-
ers compare their outcome from the previous season with the expected value
across the entire population (“grower vs population”). (C) Growers compare
the expected value across their entire strategy (blue) with the expected value
of the alternative strategy (orange) (“strategy vs alternative”). (D) Growers
compare their outcome from the previous season with the expected value of
the alternative strategy (“grower vs alternative”). (A) and (C) are based on
rational expectations, whereas (B) and (D) are based on strategic-adaptive
expectations. Created using Biorender.com.

The two model classes (“strategy vs” and “grower vs”) can be broadly clas-

sified based on the economic concepts of “rational” and “adaptive” expecta-

tions, respectively (Mlambo (2012)). If an individual forms their expectations

rationally, they assess the information available at any instant and then ex-

trapolate/determine what that means for the future. This has a clear rela-

tionship with our “strategy vs” models, which use the current probabilities of

infection as a proxy for what the future probabilities will be. Conversely, adap-

tive expectations are based solely on historical outcomes. Rather than simply

being “adaptive”, our “grower vs” models can instead be viewed as “strategic-
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adaptive” (Fenichel & Wang (2013)), accounting for prior experience whilst

still accounting for future events.

Hypothetical scenarios in which each of these model types could potentially

apply can be constructed. If a grower is part of an area-wide control scheme

(such as the citrus health management areas (CHMAs) for citrus diseases in the

United States of America (Council et al. (2010)), or to manage Queensland

fruitfly populations in Australia (Florec et al. (2013))) that only includes a

subset of the population, they may wish to compare the profits of the scheme

with the expected profit of the entire population (the “strategy vs population”

comparison). The “strategy vs alternative” comparison may be used if a grower

is part of an area-wide control scheme but wishes to join another scheme with

a different means of control. If a particular strategy may confer a market

advantage to the grower (for example, if pesticide use is widespread, they may

wish to stop spraying to then market themselves as “organic”), the grower may

compare their outcome with the expected profit of the population (“grower vs

population”). Finally, if a grower is using a particular control strategy and

is then approached by an extension worker who proposes a different strategy,

they may employ the “grower vs alternative” comparison.

2.1.2 Case study: Cassava Brown Streak Disease

To examine the effects of these different models of growers’ decision-making

in a concrete setting, we use a simple model describing the spread of Cassava

Brown Streak Disease (CBSD) based on the model presented in McQuaid et al.
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(2017a). Cassava (Manihot esculenta) is a staple food in Sub-Saharan Africa,

where it is predominantly grown as a subsistence crop. Cassava production

is threatened by CBSD, a viral disease caused by either cassava brown streak

virus (CBSV, Monger et al. (2001)) or Ugandan CBSV (UCBSV; Patil et al.

(2011)). Infection results in necrosis of the stems and tubers, leading to yield

losses of up to 70% (Hillocks et al. (2001)). Coupled with its increasing spread

from east to west Africa, this positions CBSD as a major challenge to cassava

cultivation across the region (Legg et al. (2014)).

Both viruses are transmitted horizontally by a whitefly vector (Bemisia

tabaci ; Maruthi et al. (2005)) and vertically through the replanting of in-

fected stem cuttings. Informal trade of cassava cuttings is widespread amongst

growers, though the subtlety of symptoms often means that the practice con-

tributes to vegetative propagation of infected material (Chipeta et al. (2016))

and spread of CBSD between growers (McQuaid et al. (2017b)).

This potential for vertical transmission means that clean seed systems

(CSSs) are a plausible CBSD management strategy (Legg et al. (2017)). CSSs

disseminate virus-free planting material, thereby avoiding the vegetative prop-

agation of infected material. The success of CSSs will depend on grower be-

haviour, as participation will be governed by the balance of costs and benefits

of the scheme. This, and the combination of trade- and whitefly-mediated

pathogen transmission, means that a grower’s profit will depend on the action

of others.
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2.1.3 Aims of this chapter

The overall objective of this chapter is to investigate how including grower be-

haviour in plant epidemic models affects the outcome of control schemes, and

how the factors influencing behaviour can best be manipulated to encourage

control uptake. We use our behavioural model alongside the CBSD case study

to address the following: (1) How does the formulation of the profit compari-

son (i.e. “strategy vs” or “grower vs”) affect the model and its results, and can

a scenario where all growers use the CSS be attained? (2) How does grower

participation in the CSS depend on epidemiologically and economically impor-

tant parameters, and how can high levels of control be encouraged? (3) How

does systemic uncertainty in epidemiological parameters affect participation in

the CSS? Though the “strategy vs” models are mathematically tractable and

therefore allow for the derivation of analytical expressions, our view is that it

is less likely that growers will make their assessment of profitability based on

every other grower using the same strategy as they are using, rather than just

their own outcomes. Thus, after our initial comparisons (Question 1 above),

we focus solely upon the “grower vs alternative” model to investigate the effect

of parameters and systematic uncertainty on CSS participation (Questions 2

and 3 above).
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Epidemiological model

Our model (Figure 2.2(A)) is a simplified representation of a CSS. Fields are

classified by infection status (susceptible, S, or infected, I), as well as whether

their growers currently control, i.e. used certified clean seed the last time the

field was planted (subscripts: controller, C, or non-controller, N). We assume

each grower cultivates only a single field, and so use the terms “grower” and

“field” synonymously. Infection status and control status are binary classifica-

tions; we do not model within-field spread of disease, and assume controllers

plant only certified virus-free material.

Susceptible fields are vulnerable to horizontal infection (at rate β) due

to viruliferous vectors moving from infected fields (fields of class IC and IN)

(Table 2.2.2). Vertical infection also occurs via infected propagation material.

We assume that the propagation material used by controllers is never infected.

The probability of a non-controller becoming vertically infected depends jointly

on the probability of acquiring infected planting material from an individual

infected field (p) and the prevalence of disease at the time of planting
(
IC+IN

N

)
.

The season length (1/γ, where γ is the rate of harvesting) is independent of the

control strategy adopted in, and infection status of, any given field. Since we

use a continuous time model, fields are asynchronously harvested and replanted

(Madden et al. (2007)), a plausible assumption for cassava cultivation in much

of Sub-Saharan Africa (Szyniszewska (2020)).
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To integrate behavioural dynamics, we represent the decisions made by

growers at the time of planting by switching terms. These reflect the probabil-

ity of growers switching strategy for their following crop, based on their current

strategy and the current state of the system, as well as, potentially, whether

their previous crop was infected. In general, we distinguish four switching

terms:

zSC = P (switch from C to N |previous crop remained uninfected (S)) , (2.1)

zIC = P (switch from C to N |previous crop was infected (I)) , (2.2)

zSN = P (switch from N to C|previous crop remained uninfected (S)) , (2.3)

zIN = P (switch from N to C|previous crop was infected (I)) . (2.4)

As described below, the probabilities encoded in the switching terms depend

on growers’ assessments of likely profits, and thus depend on the comparisons

we assume are made by growers.

Our general model is

dSC

dt
= γθC − βSC (IC + IN)− γSC , (2.5)

dIC
dt

= βSC (IC + IN)− γIC , (2.6)

dSN

dt
= γθN

(
1− p(IC + IN)

N

)
− βSN (IC + IN)− γSN , (2.7)

dIN
dt

= γθN

(
p(IC + IN)

N

)
+ βSN (IC + IN)− γIN , (2.8)
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where:

θC = SC(1− zSC) + IC(1− zIC) + SNzSN + INzIN (2.9)

θN = SCzSC + ICzIC + SN(1− zSN) + IN(1− zIN) (2.10)

A schematic if the model is given by in Figure 2.2(A).

2.2.2 Parameterisation

Baseline parameter values for CBSD were taken from previous studies where

possible (Table 2.1). The rate of secondary infection, β, was set by matching

the results of our model against McQuaid et al. (2017a). In particular, we

used the baseline behaviour of that model to motivate the choice that, in the

absence of trade-mediated transmission, with 1% of fields initially infected and

with no option of controlling for disease, 50% of fields would be infected within

10 seasons. Importantly, here and in the rest of the thesis the term “season"

refers to the average length of time a field spends planted before it is harvested

(300 days). To only account for the horizontal transmission, the probability of

vertical transmission, (p) was set to zero when matching these results.

The value of 60% of fields’ potential profit lost due to infection was assumed,

to account for both the loss of starch content – which causes up to 40% loss

of yield (Ephraim et al. (2015)) – and the reduced market value of infected

materials (Hillocks et al. (2001)).

Vertical transmission requires cuttings taken from infected plants to be re-
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Table 2.1: Summary of parameter values.

Parameter Meaning Value Reference

1/γ Length of the growing
season

300 days McQuaid et al. (2017a);
Jeger et al. (2004)

β Rate of secondary infection 8.93× 10−6

day−1 field−1

Calibrated to McQuaid
et al. (2017a)

p Probability of planting
infected cuttings

0.8 Assumed (see main text)

η Responsiveness of growers 10 Assumed (see main text)
Y Maximum yield 1 All values scaled relative

to yield
L Loss due to infection 0.6 Hillocks et al. (2001);

Ephraim et al. (2015)
ϕ Cost of control 0.25 McQuaid et al. (2017a)
N Total number of

fields/growers
750 Illustrative

SC(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible controllers

0.1N Illustrative

IC(0) Initial proportion of infected
controllers

0 Illustrative

SN(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible non-controllers

0.89N Illustrative

IN(0) Initial proportion of infected
non-controllers

0.01N Illustrative

planted and cause infection in the next season. The probability of vertical

transmission is therefore reduced by selection, in which growers avoid replant-

ing visibly infected stems (van den Bosch et al. (2007)) and by reversion, in

which low viral titres mean healthy cuttings can be taken even from infected

plants (Gibson & Otim-Nape (1997)), a process that has been acknowledged

for a range of virus diseases (Mohammed et al. (2016)). It is difficult to quan-

tify these effects into a single parameter value; we therefore take p = 0.8 as

a pragmatic but arbitrary default in which vertical transmission at the field

scale often, but not always, occurs.
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Growers’ responses to differences in profit are notoriously difficult to quan-

tify (Milne et al. (2020)), and here we were forced to assume a value for our

parameter describing the responsiveness of growers (η). An intuition for our

default selection of η = 10 per unit of profit follows by noting that, using the

default costs and losses in the “strategy vs population” model, a controller will

have an approximately 80% chance of switching to become a non-controller

if there is sufficient infection in the rest of the system such that it is almost

certain they will become infected over the next season (i.e. if the probability

of infection of a controller, qC ,≈ 1; Equation 2.17).

2.2.3 Strategies, outcomes and profits

For simplicity, we assume only a single control strategy is available, the CSS.

Thus, there are only two pure strategies available to growers at the beginning

of each season: to control for disease, or to not control (Figure 2.2(B)). Within

each strategy, there are two outcomes realised at the time of harvesting: the

grower’s field may remain uninfected or have become infected.

Each strategy × outcome combination results in a different payoff (Fig-

ure 2.2(B)). An uninfected field generates yield Y , with loss of income, L, in
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infected fields. Control incurs a cost ϕ. The profit for each outcome is:

PSN = Profit for non-controller who remains susceptible = Y, (2.11)

PIN = Profit for non-controller who becomes infected = Y − L, (2.12)

PSC = Profit for controller who remains susceptible = Y − ϕ, (2.13)

PIC = Profit for controller who becomes infected = Y − ϕ− L, (2.14)

Rational growers will never control if L < ϕ, since then the cost of clean seed

exceeds the loss due to infection. We therefore only consider L > ϕ, from

which it follows that:

PSN > PSC > PIN > PIC . (2.15)

2.2.4 Risks of infection

We initially focus on the case in which growers can estimate instantaneous risks

of infection precisely. In particular, we assume that growers use their current

instantaneous probability of infection as an estimate of their instantaneous

probability of horizontal infection (p(Horiz)) over the next season:

p(Horiz) =
Instantaneous infection rate

Instantaneous infection rate + Harvesting rate
,

=
β(IC + IN)

β(IC + IN) + γ
. (2.16)

For controllers, clean seed rules out vertical transmission. Equation 2.16 there-

fore sets a grower’s estimate of the probability of infection next season if they
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Figure 2.2: Epidemiological and behavioural models.(A)The epidemio-
logical model distinguishes growers who control (i.e. plant clean seed) from
those who do not. Only non-controllers can become infected via vertical trans-
mission, although all growers are subject to horizontal transmission due to
movement of vectors from infected fields (Equations 2.5-2.8). When replant-
ing growers potentially switch strategies. (B) Strategies, outcomes and profits;
the latter account for the loss of yield if infected and the cost of participat-
ing in the control scheme. (C) Decisions to switch are based on a switching
function, parameterising the probability of switching strategy z as a function
of ∆ as difference in predicted profits. Figures (A)-(B) were created with
BioRender.com.
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were to choose to control (qC):

qC = Grower’s estimate of the probability of infection next season if control is adopted,

=
β(IC + IN)

β(IC + IN) + γ
. (2.17)

For non-controllers, vertical infection must also be considered. We again as-

sume growers can estimate the relevant instantaneous probability of vertical

transmission (pN(Vert)) with perfect accuracy:

pN(Vert) =
Probability of vertical transmission

Total number of fields
,

=
p(IC + IN)

N
. (2.18)

A non-controller’s instantaneous probability of horizontal infection (p(Horiz))

must account for the fact that they may first be infected via vertical transmis-

sion, leading to:

pN(Horiz) =
Instantaneous probability

of horizontal transmission
×

1−
Instantaneous probability

of vertical transmission

 ,

=

(
β(IC + IN)

β(IC + IN) + γ

)(
1− p(IC + IN)

N

)
. (2.19)

Combining these gives us the instantaneous probability of infection for a non-
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controller (qN):

qN = Grower’s estimate of the probability of infection next season if control is not adopted,

= pN(Vert) + pN(Horiz),

=
p(IC + IN)

N
+

(
β(IC + IN)

β(IC + IN) + γ

)(
1− p(IC + IN)

N

)
. (2.20)

How these probabilities of infection change with increasing disease pressure

(IN + IC) is shown in Appendix A.1 Figure A.1.1(A).

2.2.5 Expected profits

Our behavioural models assume that – at the time of planting – individual

growers estimate the expected profit for the next season of adopting each

strategy. These depend on the payoffs for each strategy × outcome combina-

tion (Equations 2.11-2.14) and the estimated probabilities of infection under

each strategy (Equations 2.17 and 2.20). In particular, the estimated expected

profit for a controller, PC , would be

PC = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if control is adopted,

= qCPIC + (1− qC)PSC ,

= Y − ϕ− L

(
β(IC + IN)

β(IC + IN) + γ

)
. (2.21)
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The corresponding estimate without control, PN , is

PN = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if control is not adopted,

= qNPIN + (1− qN)PSN ,

= Y − L

(
p(IC + IN)

N
+

(
β(IC + IN)

β(IC + IN) + γ

)(
1− p(IC + IN)

N

))
. (2.22)

The expected profit averaged over all growers, P , is

P = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season averaged over the population,

= PC

(
SC + IC

N

)
+ PN

(
SN + IN

N

)
. (2.23)

Calculating P therefore requires growers to know the instantaneous proportion

of the population controlling. This calculation of P is instantaneous, i.e. based

on the state of the system at the time of planting, and provides an estimate

for the next season.

Importantly, even though these are the instantaneous profits a grower could

expect to earn based on the current risks of infection, they are effectively the

expected profit per season of using a particular control strategy.

2.2.6 Behavioural models

We systematically examine different ways to construct the switching terms in

Equations 2.5-2.8. Differences between behavioural models turn on how ∆, an

expected difference in profit (and thus profitability), is estimated. We consider
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four possible comparisons:

• Strategy vs population. Growers compare the expected profit for their

current strategy with the expected profit across the entire population of

growers (P − Pj, with j ∈ {C,N}).

• Strategy vs alternative strategy. Growers compare the expected profit for

their current strategy with the expected profit of the strategy which they

did not use (“alternative strategy”; Pi−Pj, with i, j ∈ {C,N} and i ̸= j).

• Grower vs population. Growers compare their own outcome during the

previous season with the expected profit across the entire population

of growers (P − PG, where PG is the grower’s profit from the previous

season).

• Grower vs alternative strategy. Growers compare their own outcome

during the previous season with the expected profit of the alternative

strategy (Pi − PG, where i, j ∈ {C,N}).

All set z, the probability of an individual grower switching strategy, as a

function of ∆, via

z = max
(
0, 1− e−η∆

)
=


1− e−η∆ if ∆ ≥ 0

0 otherwise.
(2.24)

Since growers aim to maximise their profit, they only consider switching strat-

egy when the comparison appears to offer a higher payoff (i.e. when ∆ > 0;
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Table 2.2: Summary of the information required by growers to carry
out each means of comparison. “Controller prevalence” refers to the pro-
portion of growers who adopted control the last time their field was planted
(i.e. SC+IC

N
) and “disease prevalence” is the proportion of growers whose fields

are currently infected (i.e. IN+IC
N

). The “✓” refers to when information is
required, and “X” when it is not necessary for decision-making.

Disease prevalence Controller prevalence Own outcome

Strategy vs population ✓ ✓ X
Strategy vs alternative ✓ X X
Grower vs population ✓ ✓ ✓
Grower vs alternative ✓ X ✓

Figure 2.2(C)). The parameter η sets the responsiveness of growers to a unit

difference in profit.

A summary of the information required for each means of comparison is

provided in Table 2.2.6.

The “strategy vs” models are inspired by evolutionary game theory (Bauch

(2005), Delabouglise & Boni (2020)), with ∆ depending on the expected profit

for the strategy currently adopted. The “grower vs” models are closer to pre-

vious usage in plant disease epidemiology (e.g. McQuaid et al. (2017a), Milne

et al. (2016) and Saikai et al. (2021)), with the outcome obtained by the grower

for their last crop used as the point of comparison. Table 2.2.6 provides a sum-

mary of the symbols used in the behavioural model.

Strategy vs population

In the “strategy vs” models, the switching probabilities are decoupled from the

outcome during the previous season, i.e. zSC = zIC = zC and zSN = zIN = zN .
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Table 2.3: Summary of symbols used in defining the behavioural mod-
els. The outcomes i ∈ {S, I} represent – at the end of the season – fields that
are (S)usceptible and (I)nfected, respectively. The strategies j ∈ {C,N} cor-
respond to (C)ontrollers (i.e. use clean seed) and (N)on-controllers (i.e. do
not use clean seed), respectively.

Symbol Meaning Defined in

zij Switching probability for grower in infection class
i ∈ {S, I} who used strategy j ∈ {C,N}

Equations
2.1-2.4

Pij Profit for grower with outcome i ∈ {S, I} who used
strategy j ∈ {C,N}

Equations
2.11-2.14

qj Estimated probability at time of planting of infection
if go onto use strategy j ∈ {C,N}

Equations 2.17
& 2.20

pN(Vert) Estimated probability of vertical infection for
non-controllers

Equation 2.18

pN(Horiz) Estimated probability of horizontal infection for
non-controllers

Equation 2.19

Pj Estimated profit at time of planting if go onto use
strategy j ∈ {C,N}

Equations 2.21
and 2.22

P Estimated profit at time of planting averaged over
entire population

Equation 2.23

∆ Estimated difference in expected profit Equation 2.24
qβ Perceived value of the rate of horizontal transmission

(β)
Equation 2.37

qI Perceived number of infected fields Equation 2.38

The probability of a controller switching to no longer use clean seed is

zSC = zIC = zC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(P−PC)

)
. (2.25)

This probability is only non-zero when the expected profit for a controller is

assessed to be smaller than the expected profit over the entire population (i.e.

when PC < P ). Conversely, the probability of a non-controller switching is

zSN = zIN = zN = max
(
0, 1− e−η(P−PN )

)
, (2.26)
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which takes a non-zero value only when PN < P . Since P is a convex combina-

tion of PC and PN (the two bracketed terms in Equation 2.23 are complemen-

tary probabilities), only one of PC or PN can be greater than P at any time,

meaning zC and zN cannot simultaneously be non-zero (although if PC = PN ,

i.e. the expected profits are equal, then P = PC = PN and so zC = zN = 0).

How the expected profits and switching terms change with increasing dis-

ease pressure (IN + IC) is shown in Appendix A.1 Figure A.1.1(B)-(C) and

Appendix A.1 Figure A.1.1(E)-(F).

Strategy vs alternative strategy

This model is similar to the “strategy vs population” model, but now instead

of comparing to the expected profit of the population, P , growers compare to

the expected profit of the alternative strategy (i.e. PC or PN , as appropriate).

The probability of a controller switching is

zSC = zIC = zC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PN−PC)

)
, (2.27)

which takes a non-zero value only when PN > PC , i.e. when non-controllers

are expected to be more profitable next season. Conversely, the probability of

a non-controller switching is

zSN = zIN = zN = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PC−PN )

)
, (2.28)
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which is non-zero only when PC > PN . Here it is clear that only one of zC

and zN can be non-zero at any time, since either PC > PN or PC < PN (or

PC = PN , in which case no grower would switch since the expected profits of

the two strategies are equal, and zC = zN = 0).

Grower vs population

In the “grower vs” models, decisions are made on the basis of grower’s own out-

come for the last crop, and so all four switching probabilities can differ. The

ordering of profits in Equation 2.15 means that an uninfected non-controller

(i.e. class SN) should never switch strategy, since these “successful free-riders”

(Fu et al. (2011b)) obtained the highest possible profit for the last crop. Simi-

larly, having obtained the “suckers’ pay off”, a grower who controlled for disease

but was nevertheless infected (i.e. class IC) will always have a non-zero proba-

bility of switching, since they must have obtained a lower than average profit.

Whether or not SC and IN growers switch strategy depends on their profit

relative to the expectation over the whole population, P . The switching terms

are therefore

zSN = 0, (2.29)

zIN = max
(
0, 1− e−η(P−PIN )

)
, (2.30)

zSC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(P−PSC)

)
, (2.31)

zIC = 1− e−η(P−PIC). (2.32)
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Grower vs alternative strategy

This model is similar to the “grower vs population” model, but now growers

compare to the expected profit of the alternative strategy (i.e. PC or PN)

rather than that of the population, P , with

zSN = 0, (2.33)

zIN = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PC−PIN )

)
, (2.34)

zSC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PN−PSC)

)
, (2.35)

zIC = 1− e−η(PN−PIC). (2.36)

2.2.7 Systematic uncertainty

The models as presented thus far presume that all growers can perfectly per-

ceive the risk of infection by knowing the true values of β and the total number

of infected individuals (I). However, these quantities must actually be esti-

mated by growers. To account for this, we introduce two new parameters:

the perceived rate of horizontal transmission (qβ) and the perceived number of

infected fields (qI). These are given by:

qβ = νββ, (2.37)

qI = νI(IN + IC). (2.38)

Therefore νβ and νI scale the values of β and (IC+IN) respectively, amounting
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to either an over- or underestimate of their values. This modifies their con-

tributions to the estimated profits in Equation 2.21 and Equation 2.22, which

become:

P̃C = Y − ϕ− L

(
qβqI

qβqI + γ

)
. (2.39)

and

P̃N = Y − L

(
pqI
N

+

(
qβqI

qβqI + γ

)(
1− pqI

N

))
. (2.40)

Importantly, these changes to how growers perceive the risk of infection do not

change the epidemiology of the system, only the behaviour of the growers. If

the value of νI(IN + IC) > N , we assume that growers estimate that all fields

in the system are infected and thus set νI(IN + IC) = N .
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Effect of the formulation of the profit comparison

Characterising model equilibria

The field-scale basic reproduction number in the absence of control (Appendix

A.2 Text) is:

R0 = Basic reproduction number = RH
0 +RV

0 =
βN

γ
+ p, (2.41)

with distinct components corresponding to horizontal (RH
0 ) and vertical (RV

0 )

transmission (Hamelin et al. (2021)) (Appendix A.3 Text). This applies for

both the “strategy vs” and “grower vs” models; below this threshold, there is

a disease-free equilibrium (DFE) where there are no infected fields and conse-

quently no controllers (as there is no need to control from disease where there

is no risk of infection) (Figure 2.3(A)-(C)). Other, disease-endemic equilibria

are possible and depend on the type of comparison being used.

There are up to four different equilibria, defined as:

• Disease-free equilibrium at which the disease is not able to spread

even when there is no control via clean seed. This is stable for R0 < 1.

• Control-free, disease-endemic equilibrium at which the disease is

endemic, but it is unprofitable to use the CSS and so no growers control.

• All-control, disease-endemic equilibrium at which all growers con-
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Figure 2.3: Effect of the rate of horizontal transmission (β) and the
cost of control (ϕ) on final equilibrium attained.(A)The “strategy vs
population” and “strategy vs alternative” models have four possible, mutually-
exclusive equilibria. For any given parameter set, both of these models will
have the same equilibrium values. Which is attained depends both on R0

and the balance of benefit between controlling and not controlling. Below
R0 = 1 (which corresponds to the vertical line at β = 0.0005 day −1), only the
disease-free equilibrium (DFE) is possible. Boundaries between equilibria are
determined by the stability conditions (Appendix A.3 Text). Also shown in
(B) and (C) are the equilibria for the “grower vs” models, though numerical
expressions determining these cannot be derived analytically. Parameters are
as in Table 2.1; the orange diamonds mark the default values β and ϕ (which,
in C, is in the “no control” region). The dynamics for these default values are
shown in Figure 2.4. (B) does not show all equilibria achievable for the “grower
vs population” model (see Appendix A.3 Figure A.2.1).

trol, but nevertheless disease is still endemic in the system.

• Two-strategy, disease-endemic equilibrium at which both disease

and control equilibrate at some intermediate level.

Which subset of these outcomes is possible will depend on which model

formulation is used.

Parameterisations leading to each of the four equilibria are possible for the

‘strategy vs” models, depending on the balance between the rate of horizontal

transmission (β) and the cost of control (ϕ) (Figure 2.3(A)). In these models,
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coupling of the switching terms allows mathematical analysis (Appendix A.3

Text), and stability conditions can be derived for the single-strategy equilibria.

As noted above, although the dynamics in reaching equilibrium can differ,

the final state of the system does not depend on whether the “strategy vs

population” or “strategy vs alternative strategy” model is considered. In each

case, for an equilibrium with both strategies present, the expected payoffs (PC

and PN) must be equal, otherwise one group of growers will continue to be

incentivised to change strategy. For only controllers to be present, PC > PN

and vice versa for the non-controller equilibria. The differences in dynamics

approaching equilibrium arise from the different calculations of ∆ (Equations

2.25 - 2.28).

Importantly, the “all control” equilibrium, can be attained in these “strategy

vs” models. This equilibrium is due to the imperfect protection provided by

the control scheme; if horizontal infection is sufficiently significant, even if all

growers control it does not guarantee the system remains disease-free. We note

here that the equilibrium attained is independent of responsiveness of growers,

η, though it does affect the dynamics approaching equilibrium (Appendix A.1

Figure A.1.1(D)).

The more complex form of the “grower vs” models makes mathematical

analysis difficult, as conditions for model equilibria no longer simply depend

on the difference in profits between controllers and non-controllers. However,

extensive numerical work (Appendix A.3 Text) indicates the equilibrium that

is reached again depends only on model parameters (i.e. there is no bistability
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between equilibria). In the “grower vs” models, only three of the four equilibria

can be attained: the “all control” equilibrium is impossible because growers

who controlled but nevertheless became infected always consider switching

strategy, as they are earning the lowest possible payoff (PIC , the “sucker’s

payoff”). As long as there is a non-zero probability of infection (which is

necessary for control to be worthwhile) there will always be non-controlling

growers. Additionally, for the “grower vs population” model, the “no control”

equilibrium is only possible if all non-controllers are infected at equilibrium

(Appendix A.3 Text). This requires a very narrow range of parameters, shown

in Appendix A.3 Figure A.2.1. Unlike in the “strategy vs” models, where the

equilibrium is not dependent on the value of responsiveness of growers, for the

“growers vs” models η does affect the final equilibrium values (Appendix A.3

Figure A.3.1).

Default behaviour of models

Using the default parameters, we obtain a “no control” equilibrium when grow-

ers employ the “strategy vs population” and “strategy vs alternative” models

(Figure 2.4(A)-(B) respectively). At these parameter values, the rate of hori-

zontal transmission and probability of vertical infection are so high that grow-

ers are likely to become infected, thus paying the cost of control (ϕ) and the

loss due to disease (L). Therefore, control is not worthwhile.

For the “grower vs population” model, around 38% of growers control at

equilibrium. For these parameters, any non-controlling grower with an infected
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field (IN) has a non-zero probability of changing strategy as the presence of

uninfected non-controllers (SN) means that they will earn below the expected

population profit, P (see Equation 2.30). Thus, there will be controllers at

equilibrium. Only when the parameter values mean that there will be no

susceptible growers will there be a “no control” equilibrium (Equation A.56).

This is not observed in the “grower vs alternative” model, where no growers

control at equilibrium (Figure 2.4(D)). For this model, non-controlling growers

with infected fields (IN) need only earn more than the alternative strategy, so

if there is a high number of controllers with infected fields, then IN growers

should not switch strategy (Equation A.55).

2.3.2 Effect and implications of epidemiological and eco-

nomic parameters on uptake of control

We now continue our investigation using only the “grower vs alternative” model

set-up. The idea of the “reflexive producer” means that growers are likely to

respond to previous season’s outcomes (Kaup (2008)), but still incorporate

information about what the likely infection risk is for the next season (Milne

et al. (2018), Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)). We therefore believe that this

is a useful approximation of how growers may actually perceive profitability,

though we include analysis of the other models in Appendix A.3 Figure A.3.2.
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Figure 2.4: Model dynamics for different means of comparison. Here,
SN are susceptible non-controllers, IN infected non-controllers, SC are suscep-
tible controllers and IC infected controllers. C represents SC + IC . In (A),
growers compare the expected profit of their strategy with that of the entire
population; in (B) they compare the expected profit of their strategy with the
expected profit of the alternative strategy. For (C), growers compare their own
outcome with expected profit of the population and in (D) they compare their
outcome with the expected value of the alternative strategy. In (A), (B) and
(D), no growers control for disease at equilibrium, though in (C) around 38%
of growers control. Parameters are outlined in Table 2.2.2.
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Effect of epidemiological and economic parameters on uptake of con-

trol

We investigate the change in uptake of control and proportion of disease fields

when the cost of control (ϕ), probability of vertical transmission (p) and loss

due to disease (L) are varied (Figure 2.5). Responses to changes in parameter

values were often intuitive. For example, at very high costs of control (ϕ),

fewer growers controlled for disease (Figure 2.5(A)). Similarly, when the risk of

vertical transmission increased, so too did the proportion of growers controlling

(Figure 2.5(B)). However, even within these broad trends, there were also

non-monotonic responses. We found that at medium-to-low values for cost

of control (ϕ) and the rate of horizontal infection (β), high proportions of

growers controlled for disease (Figure 2.5(A)). Yet as β increased, the higher

probability of infection narrows the range of costs for which a controller will

consider participation in the CSS, as the grower will likely have to pay both

the cost of control (ϕ) and the loss due to disease (L) (the “sucker’s payoff”).

A similar principle underpins Figure 2.5(B)-(C). At higher probabilities

of horizontal transmission (β), disease pressure increases and controllers are

likely to be infected, even if non-controllers are more likely to be infected due

to high probabilities of vertical transmission (p). In each case, when there is a

higher proportion of controllers at equilibrium, there are fewer infected fields

(Figure 2.5(D)-(F)).
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Figure 2.5: CSS participation and proportion of infected fields are
dependent on economic and epidemiological parameters. Plots show
the equilibrium proportion of controllers in response to variations in param-
eters when comparisons are made using the “grower vs alternative” compar-
ison.(A)Effect of the rate of horizontal transmission (β) and cost of control
(ϕ). (B) Effect of the rate of horizontal transmission (β) and probability of
receiving infected planting material via trade (p). (C) Effect of the rate of
horizontal transmission (β) and loss due to infection (L). At these default pa-
rameter values (particularly the high cost of control), both p and L only affect
participation in the CSS for a narrow range of β. (D)-(F) show the response
of the proportion of infected fields ((IN +IC)/N) to β, ϕ, p and L respectively.
In each case, as control increased, disease decreased. Parameters values are in
Table 2.2.2; the orange diamonds mark the default values.

Growers receive the highest profits when R0 < 1 (i.e. there is no disease,

so growers cannot incur any yield loss) (Figure 2.6). When disease is endemic

to the system (i.e. R0 > 1), both profit and yield decrease with higher costs,

losses and probability of infection (corresponding to the higher proportion of

infected fields in Figure 2.5(D)-(F)). The lowest yield and profit are obtained

when all fields are infected, and at this point nobody controls for disease.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of parameters on yield and profit for the “grower
vs alternative” models.(A)– (C) show the average yield, whilst (D) – (F)
show the average profit. For each parameter scan, at low rates of horizontal
transmission (β), average yield and profit was higher as very few fields were
infected (and thus did not incur the loss due to disease, L).(A)The effect of the
cost of control, ϕ, on the yield. As the cost of control increases, fewer growers
participate in the CSS and disease incidence increases, leading to lower yields.
(B) The effect of the probability of vertical transmission, p. At higher values of
p, yield falls as disease prevalence increases. (C) Effect of loss due to disease,
L. Intuitively, at higher L, yield falls. Parameters are as in Table 2.2.2; the
orange diamonds mark the default values. Patterns were similar across (D) –
F, with lower profits observed as ϕ, p and L increased.
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Implications for encouraging adoption of control

Growers are responsive to both economic and epidemiological factors. If the

cost of the control mechanism is too high, growers will not use the scheme as

they do not perceive it to be worthwhile. If the scheme provides too little a

benefit over the non-control option (which in this case would mean that the

probability of vertical transmission was relatively low), growers will also not

use it. Though lower losses are beneficial for profit and yield, they discourage

disease control. If losses are sufficiently low (such that L < ϕ), control would

not be a rational choice. It is therefore important to emphasise the importance

of subsidies for control schemes (which will have the effect of reducing ϕ) to

policy-makers in order to encourage participation. The effect of such a subsidy

is shown in Appendix A.3 Figure A.3.4, where the lower cost of control widens

the values of the rate of horizontal transmission (β) and the probability of

vertical transmission (p) for which control is profitable.

2.3.3 Effect of systematic uncertainty

Even when growers underestimate the rate of horizontal transmission, β, to the

extent that they do not believe there to be any risk of horizontal transmission

(i.e the relative perception of β is zero (νβ = 0, so the perceived value of β

(qβ)= 0), some still use the CSS as the probability of vertical transmission

is non-zero (Figure 2.7(A)). As νβ increases, fewer growers use the control
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scheme as they perceive they will achieve the “sucker’s payoff”. The default

parameterisation (when qβ = β, i.e. νβ = 1) means that growers should never

control. The higher cost of control (ϕ) caused the system to reach a “no control”

equilibrium (Figure 2.7(A)).

Unlike when misestimating β, misestimations of I affect perception of both

horizontal and vertical transmission. This means there is a less straightforward

response to misestimations of I. The kinks in Figure 2.7(B) are caused by

changes in the values of the switching terms (Equations 2.33-2.36), which set

the probability that a grower managing a field of a particular type will switch

strategy.

When the relative perception of I, νI , is small and increasing, there are

more controllers at equilibrium (Figure 2.7(B)). At low values of νI , the non-

infected controllers (SC) growers perceive that the profit for non-controllers

is greater than what they have earned (P̃N > PSC), so they should still con-

sider switching strategy (i.e. zSC > 0) (Figure 2.7(C)). As νI increases, their

perception of P̃N falls and fewer SC growers switch. This causes an increase

in infected controllers (IC), and fewer SC switch strategy before they become

infected. Eventually, P̃N < PSC and SC growers stop switching strategy en-

tirely (around season 4 in Figure 2.7(D)). Many of these controllers will then

become infected and switch strategy, leading to lower participation in control

with higher νI . As νI increases, IN growers are less likely to switch strategy as

P̃C falls. Eventually, zIN = 0 and no IN growers should switch strategy (Fig-

ure 2.7(F)). As all IC growers should have a non-zero probability of switching
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strategy, but no non-controllers should switch, this leads to a “no control”

equilibrium.

2.4 Discussion

Surprisingly, few plant disease studies examine how human behaviour al-

ters the dynamics of epidemic models. Here we presented a model that uses

game theory to incorporate grower decision-making into a model of CBSD

and investigated the effect of economically- and epidemiologically- important

parameters on disease spread and the uptake of control by way of a clean

seed system. We found that the formulation of the model (whether based

on rational or strategic-adaptive expectations) had significant consequences

on the possible equilibria that could be attained. The model parameters also

influenced outcomes, and interactions between them (particularly the cost of

control and the rate of horizontal transmission) had large impacts on growers’

participation in the CSS. Finally, the response to misperception of epidemio-

logical quantities was often not intuitive, and could have implications for the

communication of risk.

We found that basing decisions on rational (the “strategy vs” models) or

strategic-adaptive (“grower vs” models) changed the potential outcomes for

the model. Only the “strategy vs” comparisons permitted an “all control”

equilibrium, whereas the low payoff for controllers with infected fields (the

“sucker’s payoff”) meant that they will always have a non-zero probability of
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Figure 2.7: Effect of systematic uncertainty of epidemiological param-
eters and quantities. When the perception of β (νβ) is small there is a higher
proportion of controllers (A), which decreases as νβ increases. In (B), there
is initially an increase in the proportion controlling with the perception of I
(νI). In (B) the number of infected fields levels out once the conditions for a
“no control” equilibrium are met. The grey triangles in (B) show the values
of νI used in (C)-(F). (C) When νI = 0.1, SC growers still perceive that it is
profitable to change strategy (zSC > 0). (D) At νI = 0.33, as the number of
infected fields increases, the perceived value of PN (P̃N) decreases and zSC = 0.
However, they continue to get infected and there is an increase in IC fields.
(E) At νI = 0.5, growers with SC fields stop switching strategy earlier in the
epidemic. As P̃C falls, so does zIN . (F) At νI = 1.1, P̃C < P̃IN , so zIN = 0.
This leads to a “no control” equilibrium. Parameters are as in Table 2.2.2.
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switching strategy in the “grower vs” comparisons. This difference in possible

equilibria from the models shows that it is important not only to include

behaviour in epidemic models, but to consider how it is included based on

what quantities are being compared and what information will be available to

individual growers, such as the disease pressure, profit of other growers and

breakdown of the expected profit for each strategy.

Game theory predicts that high participation in voluntary disease control

schemes is difficult to attain, as the success of disease control policies in re-

ducing the probability of infection disincentivises continued use of the scheme

(Geoffard & Philipson (1997), Bauch et al. (2003), Bauch (2005); reviewed in

Chang et al. (2020)). Indeed, in the case of voluntary vaccinations, at least

with perfect immunity, models predict that actual level of vaccination will

be less than that needed for herd immunity (Bauch & Earn (2004)). This is

because of the positive externalities generated by having high levels of vaccina-

tion; if the majority of individuals are perfectly protected from infection, then

there will be a lower probability of infection for others who are not vaccinated.

They can then get much of the benefit of vaccination without themselves in-

curring any risk or cost. Indeed, the risk of other individuals “free-riding” off

an individual’s control mechanism may also be a disincentive to control (Milne

et al. (2018)).

Yet if vaccines are not completely effective, the reduction in magnitude of

positive externalities can lead to increased vaccine uptake until a stable “all

vaccinated” equilibrium is attained (Wu et al. (2011)). That is, as the vaccine
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no longer confers perfect immunity to the vaccinated, they may then transmit

the disease to the unvaccinated. This decreases the benefit of high levels

of vaccination in the population to the unvaccinated, and thus encourages

them to be engaged in disease prevention themselves. This is more akin to

the control system we have considered here, where the CSS only reduces the

initial probability of infection and does not provide continued control during

the season.

In our model, it was the imperfect protection offered by the CSS that al-

lowed the “all control” equilibrium to be attained in the “strategy vs” models

(Figure 2.3(A)). Although the CSS eliminates a grower’s chance of receiving

infected material via vertical transmission, it offers no protection from infec-

tion via the whitefly vector. By comparing the expected payoff of everyone

using their strategy, rather than basing decisions on their own outcomes, even

growers who themselves received the lowest possible payoff do not necessarily

have a positive probability of switching strategy.

In the “strategy vs” models, we found that use of CSS could reduce CBSD

spread, but never lead to disease elimination. By considering the stability of

the equilibria, we can see that for an “all control” equilibrium, disease must

be capable of moving via the whitefly vector alone. Fields that were initially

planted with clean seed can therefore become infected, allowing disease to

remain endemic in the system. Thus, though increased use of the CSS leads to

lower disease prevalence, some degree of disease spread is required for growers

to consider the CSS worthwhile. The threshold that determines the benefit of
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the CSS is determined by the stability conditions outlined in Appendix A.3,

which are broadly determined by the probability of incurring the loss due to

disease for both controllers and non-controllers. This result, and associated

requirement for horizontal transmission, holds true for the “grower vs” models,

too, though analytical expressions cannot be derived to describe the stability

of the equilibria.

We assumed that all growers had the same responsiveness (our parameter

η). This impacted the final equilibrium value attained in our “grower vs” mod-

els (Appendix A.3 Figure A.3.1), but not our “strategy vs” models (Appendix

A.1 Figure A.1.1). We have also assumed that growers would always choose

the most profitable strategy; if the alternative strategy has a higher expected

profit, growers have a non-zero probability of switching (Figure 2.2(C)). As η

increases, growers are almost guaranteed to switch strategy. For the “strategy

vs models”, which are based on rational expectations, this increase in η ap-

proaches the assumption of perfect rationality in game theory (Morris (2012)).

Both rationality and responsiveness are likely to vary from grower to grower.

Their distribution can be described by a “risk attitude” framework, in which

individuals fall on a spectrum between risk tolerant and risk averse (Zhang

et al. (2014)). Including such heterogeneity in risk perception in future studies

would allow for greater understanding of behaviour in uncertain environments.

When conducting our further analysis into the effects of parameters and

misperception, we focused on the “grower vs alternative” evaluation, where

individual growers compare their own profits with the expected profit of the
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alternative strategy. The reasoning behind this was twofold: first, this has

been used previously in plant epidemiological literature (Milne et al. (2016),

McQuaid et al. (2017a), Saikai et al. (2021)). Secondly, and most importantly,

we believe this comparison to be most similar to what real growers might be

expected to do (Kaup (2008), Milne et al. (2018), Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)).

It requires a moderate amount of information, as it only relies on the individual

knowing their own profit from the previous season and the expected profit of

the alternative strategy (Table 2.2.6).

Epidemiological and economic parameters had a substantial impact on the

uptake of control (Figure 2.5). When the cost of control (ϕ) was low, more

growers used the CSS (Figure 2.5(A) and Appendix A.3 Figure A.3.4). How-

ever, even at these low costs of control, if the rate of horizontal transmission

was too high, growers would still not use the control scheme as the high prob-

ability of infection meant they were likely to incur the dual penalty of yield

loss and cost of control. Subsidies, then are likely to be an effective way of

encouraging control, particularly as both profits and yields are highest when

the cost of control is low (Figure 2.6(A) and 2.6(C)) In practice, the success

of subsidies may be limited by a lack of information amongst growers, unwill-

ingness of growers to vary from current practices, or perceived ineffectiveness

of control schemes. It is important that the introduction of subsidies control

is accompanied by outreach and educational campaigns for growers (Jowett

et al. (2022)).

For control to be worthwhile, it must provide sufficient benefit compared to
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the alternative non-control strategy. In our case study, the benefit of control

is the elimination of vertical transmission for those who use the CSS. Thus, if

the probability of vertical transmission is sufficiently low for non-controllers,

there may not be enough incentive to control (Figure 2.5(B)). Similarly, if

growers do not stand to lose much yield when infected, the cost of control

may be a disincentive, particularly if the probability of infection is low (Figure

2.5(C)). Indeed, if the expected yield loss over a season is less than the cost of

control, it would never be worthwhile to control. It is therefore important to

emphasise the benefits of control to growers, particularly if there is likely to be

a significant future increase in disease prevalence that they are not accounting

for when they are making their decisions.

Growers’ inability to properly perceive epidemiological parameters had

varying effects on CSS participation. Underestimating the rate of horizon-

tal transmission, β, increased participation as growers believed that infection

via this route was unlikely (Figure 2.7(A)). However, there was still a high

probability of vertical transmission so control was worthwhile. As estimates

of β increased, control was less favourable and participation decreased. Mis-

estimations of the proportions of infected individuals had a non-monotonic

pattern, with the proportion of controllers initially increasing with the per-

ceived number of infected fields (qII) before falling as more controllers become

infected and thus receive the lowest payoff (Figure 2.7(B)).

It is therefore important to understand how growers perceive their proba-

bility of infection, as this will influence their participation in control schemes
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and subsequent spread of disease. Overestimating (or exaggerating when com-

municating with growers) the threat can potentially discourage participation

due to the perceived inevitability of infection regardless of any actions taken

to prevent it. The effect of underestimation depends on the route of disease

transmission in question, but control only remains attractive if it is seen as

providing sufficient benefits. Again, here every grower has the same level of

misperception, but in reality this will be closely linked to an individual grower’s

attitude towards risk, access to information and previous history of infection,

which all will be highly variable between growers.

As well as economic considerations, there are many social factors under-

pinning the adoption of a new control mechanism. Descriptive norms (what

the majority of people are doing, and thus what is deemed socially acceptable;

Lazić et al. (2021)) have been found to influence growers’ decision to par-

take in control (Rodriguez et al. (2009)). Relatedly, a grower’s social network

and ability to access trusted information has a strong impact on management

practices. Some growers will treat the advice of “experts” with a degree of

scepticism (often due to a perceived conflict of interest or disconnectedness

from the “true” needs of growers) (Sherman & Gent (2014)). Other growers

have developed a strong dependency on the advice of these experts (Sherman

& Gent (2014)). Such contrasting beliefs and degree of trust in knowledge

sources, even in adjacent landscapes, highlights the heterogeneous information

network used by growers. In all cases, growers placed high value on personal

and trans-generational knowledge (Sherman & Gent (2014)). Growers may
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also be reluctant to adopt a new technology for fear of failure, or as they

contradict a pre-existing ideology (Sherman & Gent (2014)).

Kaup introduces the idea of a “reflexive producer” as a grower that must

make decisions by balancing knowledge generated by local growers and knowl-

edge provided by external experts (Kaup (2008)). This is similar to the hypo-

thetical scenarios we previously outlined, particularly that of the “grower vs

alternative” scenario where a grower is using a particular control strategy and

is then approached by an extension worker that proposes an different strategy.

Thus, motivations and considerations of a grower to partake in specific control

schemes are highly varied and depend on the market demands, information

network available to growers, disease pressure and proximity to previous out-

breaks (Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)).

Though we have not investigated it here, CSS can “bundle” desirable traits

by providing CBSD resistant or tolerant planting material, changing the nature

of the externalities generated by clean seed use. There are few such varieties

available for cassava. Provision of resistant material, though of obvious benefit

to the recipient, will also increase the benefit experienced by free riders by

reducing their probability of infection. Cassava varieties that are tolerant to

CBSD infection will benefit the focal grower, but may increase the disease

pressure experienced by other growers and thus incentivise control. These are

potentially important distinctions, which we investigate in Chapters 3 and 4.

The inclusion of grower behaviour alters disease dynamics, as the option to

participate in a control scheme lowered the probability of infection and has the
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potential to increase the yield achieved by the growers. We have found that the

means of inclusion of behaviour is also important; the quantities of comparison

impact dynamics approaching equilibrium, but also determine the nature of

the equilibria that can be achieved. Our investigation has been limited to

one case study, but the decision modelling framework laid out in this paper is

sufficiently flexible to be incorporated into a range of other disease systems.

It would also allow grower behaviour to feed into other types of study, for

example those in which control has a spatial element and/or is done reactively

in response to detected infection (Cunniffe et al. (2015b), Cunniffe et al. (2016),

Hyatt-Twynam et al. (2017), Laranjeira et al. (2020)), or where estimates of

parameters become more accurate over time and as disease spreads (Thompson

et al. (2018)).
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Chapter 3: Tolerant and resistant

crop varieties and their influence on

grower behaviour

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Information from previous chapter

In Chapter 2, we compared different models of grower behaviour to investigate

their impact on model outcomes. We found that basing estimates of profitabil-

ity on rational expectations (our “strategy vs” models) or strategic-adaptive

expectations (our “grower vs”) models causes large variations in model predic-

tions, which resulted in different long-term outcomes and responses to changes

in economic and epidemiological parameters. Here, we use the “grower vs alter-

native” model from Chapter 2 to investigate the effect of different crop types

on grower behaviour.
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3.1.2 Tolerance and resistance to disease

Tolerance and resistance represent the two main mechanisms underpinning

the genetic control of plant disease, and the differences between the two have

clear implications for epidemic management. Resistance traits are associated

with a reduction in pathogen burden (Pagán & García-Arenal (2018)), and

disease-resistant varieties are consequently less susceptible and/or infectious

than unimproved varieties. By contrast, tolerant varieties can be infected and

maintain high pathogen burdens, meaning that infected plants can transmit

infection at high rates, but their yield remains largely unaffected (Pagán &

García-Arenal (2018)). Figure 3.1 shows a simplification of the difference in

responses for host fitness and probability of infection for tolerant and resistant

crop.

The two traits can be difficult to distinguish during breeding programmes,

as both tolerance and resistance characteristics preserve yields when a plant is

infected (Rahman et al. (2021)). Partial, or quantitative, resistance where the

host does not completely restrict viral load but has a lower yield loss (Marchant

et al. (2020), French et al. (2016)), is also more common than complete (qual-

itative) immunity (Corwin & Kliebenstein (2017)), further complicating the

distinction between tolerance and resistance in breeding.

Epidemiological models have long been used to identify strategies that op-

timise the deployment of resistant crop (reviewed in Rimbaud et al. (2021)).

Very often the focus is pathogen evolutionary dynamics and the breakdown
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of (A) a host’s probability of infection given
a specific pathogen burden in the environment and (B) the fitness of
the host upon infection for tolerant and resistant genotypes. In both
cases, we assume complete resistance to and tolerance of disease. A resistant
crop’s probability of infection is the same (near zero or very low) irrespective of
the pathogen burden in the environment, whereas a tolerant crop’s probability
of infection increases. Once infection occurs, the tolerant crop’s fitness remains
high, whereas that of resistant crop decreases with increased pathogen burden.

of resistance traits (van den Bosch & Gilligan (2003), Fabre et al. (2012),

Watkinson-Powell et al. (2020), Rimbaud et al. (2018)). This builds on a long

history of models aiming to explain gene-for-gene polymorphisms in host and

pathogen populations, stretching back to theoretical work which is now nearly

fifty years old (Leonard (1977)) although is still of current interest (Tellier &

Brown (2007), Clin et al. (n.d.), Hamelin et al. (2022)). However, no studies

have compared the epidemiological consequences of using tolerant versus re-

sistant crop at the population scale, despite tolerant and resistant crop having

significantly distinct effects on other growers. There has also been no consid-

eration of factors incentivising growers to deploy one or other of these possible
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disease controls.

Although no studies to date have compared the epidemiological conse-

quences of using tolerant vs resistant crop, recent models have incorporated

pathogen evolutionary dynamics and the breakdown of resistance traits. How-

ever, in our study, we only consider the epidemiological, not evolutionary,

effects of the use of resistant or tolerant crop.

3.1.3 Externalities in disease models

In economics, externalities are the effect of an action by one party on other

parties (Gersovitz (2014)). Previous work has shown that in disease man-

agement schemes, prevention measures such as vaccinations generate enough

positive externalities that they disincentivise others from partaking in control

(Geoffard & Philipson (1997), Ibuka et al. (2014)). By lowering the infection

burden, this type of control increases the probability that those not using the

control scheme will be “successful free-riders” (that is, gain the benefit of con-

trol without paying any of the costs, Bauch & Bhattacharyya (2012)). In plant

epidemiology, resistance traits lower the prevalence of infection in the system

as a whole and thus have the same impact as vaccinations by decreasing the

probability of infection for non-resistant crop. Previous theoretical studies

have shown that not every grower needs to plant resistant crop for the benefits

to be felt across a community of growers (van den Bosch & Gilligan (2003),

Lo Iacono et al. (2013), Vyska et al. (2016)). This same result applies to other

mechanisms of control. Though high participation in citrus health manage-
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ment areas (CHMAs; voluntary schemes established in the United States to

combat citrus greening via methods such as synchronous spraying of pesti-

cides) is correlated with better outcomes, complete participation is not needed

to see improved yield outcomes (Singerman et al. (2017)).

Similarly, the majority of the benefits conferred by Bt-resistant maize in

the United States were experienced by those who did not themselves use the

improved crop and were consequently “free-riding" off the actions of others

(Hutchison et al. (2010)). Reducing the degree of resistance could diminish

these positive externalities, but ultimately some growers planting resistant

varieties still acts as a disincentive to other individuals to practice disease

management.

Disease tolerance, by contrast, should have the opposite effect to resistance.

Tolerant crops do not restrict pathogen replication (Pagán & García-Arenal

(2018), Kause & Ødegård (2012)) and so do not reduce the probability of in-

fection for others. Tolerant crops, however, can sustain such pathogen burdens

without the same degree of yield loss as unimproved crops (Pagán & García-

Arenal (2018)). As tolerant crops have less noticeable symptoms, they cannot

be as effectively removed and/or treated for disease. Thus, growers who use

tolerant crops will experience the benefit whilst generating negative externali-

ties for those around them by maintaining a high infection pressure (Hozé et al.

(2018)). This effect may weaken other disease management efforts, increasing

the negative consequences for others (see Earn et al. (2014) for an example in

human disease epidemiology where it was found that tolerance-based thera-
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pies for chronic infections increase population-level mortality as asymptomatic

carriers circulate in the population). Tolerant crops may be asymptomatic

and thus have a reduced probability of being visually detected and rogued

(removed) in comparison to unimproved crops (Sisterson & Stenger (2018)),

again allowing an increase in infection pressure. This incentivises others to use

tolerant crops, too, to minimise their losses and could lead to overall higher

participation in control schemes.

3.1.4 Case study: Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus

To examine the differing effects of disease tolerance and resistance on the

profits and, consequently, the behaviour of growers, we employ Tomato Yellow

Leaf Curl Virus (TYLCV) as a case study. Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum)

is a globally important crop, with over 18.5 million tonnes produced in 2020

alone (Anon (2022)). TYLCV is one of the major viruses affecting tomato

production worldwide (Ramos et al. (2019)), and it has been detected from

East Asia to Western Europe, the United States of America and Australia.

Transmitted by the sweet potato whitefly Bemisia tabaci (Pan et al. (2012)),

infection leads to Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Disease (TYLCD), which causes

curling of the leaves, chlorosis of young leaves, flower abortion and stunting.

Combined, these symptoms can cause up to 100% yield loss. Consequently,

much research has been done on developing both tolerant and resistant varieties

(Vidavsky & Czosnek (1998), Dhaliwal et al. (2020)), some of which have been

deployed (Lapidot et al. (1997a), Riley & Srinivasan (2019)).
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Despite the expansive literature, and perhaps reflecting the confusion be-

tween tolerance and resistance across crop breeding, there is considerable de-

bate as to what degree of disease resistance has been achieved in tomato breed-

ing. Some argue that though purportedly TYLCV-“resistant” cultivars have

been developed, none have complete immunity to infection (Marchant et al.

(2020) and Yan et al. (2018), who describe how what they term “resistant

lines” are not actually immune to TYLCV, but instead have reduced symp-

toms). As there is incomplete restriction of viral replication, yield loss is less

extreme than in completely susceptible genotypes. Some disease-resistant ac-

cessions have been identified in wild relatives of tomato (Yan et al. (2018))

and others have produced what appear to be genuinely disease-resistant vari-

eties of tomato (Vidavsky & Czosnek (1998)), which will possibly lead to the

deployment of fully-resistant cultivars in the future.

Additional complications, including the dependence of symptom develop-

ment on non-genetic factors such as when in its life cycle the host was infected

(Levy & Lapidot (2008)), or even which part of the plant was inoculated (Ber

et al. (1990)) again make it harder to distinguish between resistance and toler-

ance. However, even the incomplete restriction of viral replication means that

these cultivars can be considered partially resistant, rather than tolerant. To

account for the difficulties in establishing whether a cultivar is tolerant or re-

sistant, we consider a range of parameters pertaining to both qualities. These

parameters represent a continuum between tolerance and resistance character-

istics, allowing us to move smoothly from one parameterisation to another.
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3.1.5 Aims of this chapter

We use Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus as a case study to investigate the

following questions: (1) How does the average profit of a group of growers

change when a fixed proportion of those growers are using crop that is either

tolerant or resistant to disease? (2) When growers can choose which type of

crop they plant, how do the initial proportion of infectious and controlled fields

affect the deployment of tolerant or resistant crop? (3) How does the use of

improved crop change depending on whether it is disease-tolerant or resistant?

3.2 Methods

In our model of disease spread amongst a system of tomato fields, there

are two available crop varieties: unimproved crop (U , “uncontrolled” or “unim-

proved”) or an improved variety (C, “controlled”). The latter has some degree

of tolerance and/or resistance, depending on the scaling of certain epidemiolog-

ical and economic parameters. We can break down this tolerance/resistance

continuum into six parameters (Table 3.2) which relate to how TYLCV is

transmitted and the losses sustained when a field is infectious.

We classify fields based on their infectious states (susceptible, S; latently-

infected and asymptomatic, E; or infectious, I) and by the variety with which

they are planted (subscripts U and C). We do not model within-field disease

spread, and assume that the two control strategies are mutually exclusive: a

field cannot be planted with both unimproved and improved crop.

Susceptible fields are infected with TYLCV (transmitted by viruliferous
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B. tabaci) at rate β or δββ for unimproved and improved crops, respectively.

This choice was a pragmatic one, as it ensured that disease spread over a

short period of time. However, to represent the uncertainty associated with

this choice, we systematically scan over a range of values of β. Once infected

(and provided they are not first harvested), fields remain latently infected (i.e.

are asymptomatic and cannot transmit disease) for an average of 1/ϵ, days,

after which they become infectious. Crop that is resistant to infection has

an extended latent period, as symptoms take longer to develop. The latent

period is increased by a factor of δϵR < 1 (ensuring that δϵR/ϵ < 1/ϵ). Fields

are harvested on average every 1/γ days, irrespective of their control type or

infection status. By restricting within-host viral replication, resistant crop also

has a reduced probability of transmitting disease. The relative infectivity of a

resistant field is given by δσ.

We also add roguing as a control mechanism enacted by all growers irre-

spective of the crop variety they use. Roguing infected plants is a common

practice for management of TYLCV (Ioannu (1987), Ddamulira et al. (2021),

Polston & Lapidot (2007), Polston et al. (1999)). In line with our assump-

tion regarding symptom emergence and infectivity, only infectious crops (Ii,

i ∈ {U,C}) are rogued. Visual scouting for infection occurs at time intervals

of ∆.

Tomato is a climacteric fruit, meaning it can ripen once harvested from

the plant (Arah et al. (2015)). Growers, therefore, who harvest before “full

maturity” call still gain marketable product (Arah et al. (2015)), though there
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will be a yield penalty for early harvest as immature fruit have inferior flavours

and are more susceptible to damage (Tolasa et al. (2021)). As this penalty is

less than the loss due to disease, growers who detect infection in their fields

will do better by prematurely harvesting all crop to prevent disease progression

(reducing losses by a factor ϕR).

The degree of symptom severity will differ between unimproved and im-

proved crop. As such, each crop type will have its own probability of detection

(ν and δνν). We presume that when the improved crop has “tolerant” char-

acteristics, the milder symptoms result in a low probability of detection (i.e.

δν < 1; Table 3.2). However, if the improved crop has “resistance” characteris-

tics but nevertheless becomes infected, it is detected with the same probability

as the unimproved crop (i.e. δν = 1). The average length of time to detect an

infectious field is therefore given by ∆/ϵ and ∆/(δϵϵ)

The emergence of symptoms occurs at a constant rate (1/ϵ or 1/δϵϵ ) and

can therefore occur at any time between the previous round of surveys (when

the field was asymptomatic) and the following round (when the field is symp-

tomatic). Infectious fields will, on average, be symptomatic for half of this

time period (∆/2).

Unimproved and controlled fields are removed at rates µU and µC respec-
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tively which are given by (Cunniffe et al. (2014)):

µU =
1(

1
ν
− 1

2

)
∆
, (3.1)

µC =
1(

1
δνν

− 1
2

)
∆
. (3.2)

As we are modelling on the scale of a field, we presume that if a field is

rogued, it is then replanted immediately with healthy crop. The epidemiolog-

ical model is given by:

dSC

dt
= γC + µCIC − δββSC(IU + δσIC)− γSC , (3.3)

dEC

dt
= δβSC(IU + δσIC)− δϵϵEC − γEC , (3.4)

dIC
dt

= δϵϵEC − µCIC − γIC , (3.5)

dSU

dt
= γU + µUIU − βSU(IU + δσIC)− γSU , (3.6)

dEU

dt
= βSU(IU + δσIC)− ϵEU − γEU , (3.7)

dIU
dt

= ϵEU − µUIU − γIU . (3.8)

where C = SC + EC + IC and U = SU + EU + IU .

The rate of roguing applies to the field level, but when we calculate the

profits for each strategy we do so for individual growers. Roguing aims to

minimise yield loss; the losses due to disease (L) are thus reduced by a factor

ϕR < 1 that represents the relative benefit of harvesting an infected field before

the end of the season and thus avoiding the maximum yield loss. We assume

that roguing and replanting a rogued field occur instantaneously. The benefit
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provided by roguing appears in the profits of those growers who rogued an

infectious field.

Parameters for this model are summarised in Table 3.2 and initial conditions

outlined in Table 3.2.

Table 3.1: Parameters related to resistant and tolerant varieties. The
distinction between the two varieties lies in how disease is transmitted and
what losses are incurred when a field is infectious.

Parameter Meaning Value if resistant Value if tolerant

δβ Relative susceptibility
of improved variety

0.5 1

δσ Relative infectivity of
improved variety

0.5 1

δY Relative yield of
improved variety

1 1

δL Relative losses due to
disease of improved
variety

1 0.1

1
δϵ

Relative latent period
for improved crop

0.5 1

δν Relative probability of
detection for improved
crop

1 0.1
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Table 3.2: Summary of parameter values. When the parameter relates to
improved crop, the first value is for tolerant crop and the second for resistant.

Parameter Meaning Value Reference

1/γ Length of the growing
season

120 days Holt et al. (1999a); Rocco
& Morabito (2016)

β Rate of secondary infection 0.055/N day−1

field−1

See main text

∆ Time between roguing 120 days Illustrative
ν Probability of detection 1 Illustrative
µU Removal rate (unimproved) 1/60 day−1 Illustrative
µC Removal rate (improved) 1/60 or 1/1140

day−1

Illustrative

1
ϵ

Average latent period 41 days Holt et al. (1999b); Ber
et al. (1990)

η Responsiveness of growers 10 Chapter 2
Y Maximum yield 1 All values scaled relative

to yield
L Loss due to infection 0.6 Riley & Srinivasan (2019)
ϕC Cost of improved crop 0.1 Fonsah et al. (2018)
ϕR Relative reduction in loss

due to roguing
0.7 Illustrative

N Total number of
fields/growers

1 Scaled to 1

Table 3.3: Default initial conditions. These are scaled to be proportions
(i.e. N = 1).

Variable Meaning Value

SC(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible controlling fields

0.1N

EC(0) Initial proportion of latently
infected controlling fields

0N

IC(0) Initial proportion of
infectious controlling fields

0N

SU(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible non-controllers

0.89N

EU(0) Initial proportion of latently
infected non-controlling
fields

0N

IU(0) Initial proportion of
infectious non-controllers

0.01N
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3.2.1 Parameterisation

The rate of horizontal transmission, β, is parameterised such that after 10 sea-

sons without any improved crop or roguing, 60% of fields are infectious. This

gives a value of β = 0.055 day−1. This choice was a pragmatic one, as it en-

sured that disease spread between fields over a short period of time. However,

to represent the uncertainty associated with this choice, we systematically scan

over a range of values of β.

To account for the reduced susceptibility of resistant plants, we set the

parameter δβ = 0.5 as an illustrative example (so “resistant” plants still have

some probability of being infected, as would be the case for quantitative disease

resistance French et al. (2016)). Resistant plants are less likely to act as

sources of inoculum for whitefly vectors than susceptible plants (Lapidot et al.

(2002), Legarrea et al. (2015)). We set the reduced probability of infection

from an infectious, resistant field (δσ) as 0.5 as an illustrative example of this

phenomenon.

The cropping period, γ, is 120 days, in line with tomato cultivation regimes

(Holt et al. (1999a), Rocco & Morabito (2016)).

Complete crop losses due to TYLCV have been historically reported in

many regions (e.g. in the Middle East; Czosnek & Laterrot (1997) and the

United States of America; Fonsah et al. (2018)), though certain management

practices can alleviate such extreme events. Use of improved cultivars when

TYLC is present can increase yield by up to 40% (Vijeth et al. (2018), Riley
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& Srinivasan (2019)). Riley & Srinivasan (2019) evaluated tomato yield for

a combination of commonly-used control methods. When grown with silver

mulch and cyantraniliprole insecticide, a susceptible variety FL47 had a yield

of 47 kg per plot, which we use as a proxy for maximum yield. Without either

of those treatments, the yield was 18 kg per plot. The best resistant variety

(Security) had a yield of 50 kg and 28 kg per plot respectively. However,

under our definition, Security is better defined as a tolerant variety rather

than a resistant one, as it did not completely restrict viral replication. Using

these values we can estimate the yield loss to be ≈ 60% for susceptible and

resistant cultivars and up to ≈ 45% in tolerant cultivars. As such, L = 0.6 and

δLL ≤ 0.45, though both of these parameters can be scanned over to account

for environmental and cultivar effects.

The latent period
(
1
ϵ

)
, during which the host plant is infected but not

infectious, can be estimated by using the number of days post infection when

DNA can be detected. Significant amounts of viral DNA can be detected after

8 days (Ber et al. (1990)), which can be up to a week before symptoms appear.

In Holt et al. (1999b), a latent period of 13 days was used. Here, we use an

intermediate value of 1/ϵ = 10 days as the latent period of a single plant. Using

the model stipulated in Holt et al. (1999a), though where the rate of harvesting

and replanting is zero, if we then begin the season with 100% of plants in the

E compartment, it takes around 41 days for 95% of these latently-infected

plants to become infectious. We use this as our field-scale latent period (i.e.

1
ϵ
= 41 days).
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We assume that symptoms and infectivity develop over roughly the same

time scale (as symptoms can develop as early as two weeks after infection

(Levy & Lapidot (2008)) and we use an individual-level latent period of 10

days). Thus we assume that the PSC = PEC and PSU = PEU .

Economic analysis of tomato production in Georgia, USA estimates that

the cost of improved cultivars is approximately 25% that of the total expected

profits (Fonsah et al. (2018)), though these profit forecasts included other

aspects of disease control. We set the value of the cost of control, ϕC , as 0.1

of the total yield as an example of the extra costs control can entail, though

our investigations involve a scan over possible costs.

The relative degree of tolerance and resistance will depend on both the

unimproved and improved cultivars being compared. To allow for flexibil-

ity, the parameters presented in Table 3.2 are used to illustrate the effect of

tolerance and resistance, though a range of parameters will be used in our

investigations.

Similarly, the probability of symptom detection in an infectious field (ν) will

depend on a variety of anthropological, environmental and biological factors.

The values presented in Table 3.2 are baseline parameters that can then be

varied in our investigations. Importantly, when improved crop is tolerant, we

assume that δνν < ν, whereas for resistant crop we assume δνν = ν.

For roguing to be worthwhile, it must reduce the potential losses to a

grower. Though premature harvest of fruit can incur a yield penalty (between

16-19% for vine-ripened tomatoes, Davis & Gardner (1994)), we presume that
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if a grower notices a field is infectious and harvests it before the end of the

growing season, it is overall more beneficial and their loss due to disease is

reduced by some factor, ϕR < 1. The value of ϕR will vary with crop cultivar

and environmental conditions; the value presented in Table 3.2 is illustrative

though can be varied.

3.2.2 Growers’ profits

To determine the benefits provided by each strategy, we estimate the expected

profits of a grower using a particular strategy. These are then compared with

the grower’s profit from the previous season to determine if the grower should

consider switching strategy. These profits account for the costs and losses
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associated with each crop type and infection outcome and are given by:

PSU = Profit for non-controller with a susceptible field = Y, (3.9)

PEU = Profit for non-controller with latently-infected field = Y, (3.10)

PIUH
= Profit for non-controller with an infected field that was not rogued = Y − L,

(3.11)

PIUR
= Profit for non-controller with an infected field that was rogued = Y − ϕRL,

(3.12)

PSC = Profit for controller with a susceptible field = Y − ϕC , (3.13)

PEC = Profit for controller with latently-infected field = Y − ϕC , (3.14)

PICH
= Profit for controller with an infected field that was not rogued = Y − ϕC − δLL,

(3.15)

PICR
= Profit for controller with an infected field and that was rogued = Y − ϕC − ϕRδLL.

(3.16)

The profit for an uninfected or latently-infected field using unimproved crop

(PSU or PEU) will always be the maximum achievable profit, as at the time

of harvest these growers have avoided paying the cost of control or incurring

any losses due to infection. We differentiate between profits of growers with

infectious fields by whether or not their field was rogued before harvesting,

and thus had a lower yield loss (ϕRL or ϕRδLL).

As we only consider the case where the costs of control are less than the

losses due to disease in unimproved crop (ϕC < L), the relative sizes of the
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remaining profits depend on the tolerance/resistance characteristics of the im-

proved crop. Under the default parameterisation provided in Tables 3.2 and

2.2.2, tolerant crop, where δLL < L, the order of profits is:

PSU = PEU > PSC = PEC > PICR
> PICH

> PIUR
> PIUH

(3.17)

and for a default resistant background, where δLL = L, is:

PSU = PEU > PSC = PEC > PIUR
> PIUH

> PICR
> PICH

(3.18)

A full explanation of these orderings is found in Appendix B.1.

In the case where there is a fixed proportion of growers using each strategy,

we can quantify the benefit each strategy provides by calculating the average

profits for a grower using each crop type. To do this, we must first define the

probability that an infectious field has not been rogued (qIUH
and qICH

for

unimproved and improved fields respectively):

qIUH |IU =
γ

γ + µU

, (3.19)

qICH |IC =
γ

γ + µC

, (3.20)
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and the field has been rogued is:

qIUR|IU =
µU

γ + µU

, (3.21)

qICR|IC =
µC

γ + µC

. (3.22)

The average profits for unimproved (PU) and improved (PC) crop are given

by:

PU =
SUPSU + EUPEU + γ

µU+γ
IUPIUH

+ µU

µU+γ
IUPIUR

U
(3.23)

PC =
SCPSC + ECPEC + γ

µC+γ
ICPICH

+ µC

µC+γ
ICPICR

C
(3.24)

where U = SU + EU + IU and C = SC + EC + IC .

3.2.3 Calculating expected profits

In the above, growers were assigned a control strategy at the beginning of the

epidemic and could not change to the alternative, irrespective of profitability

or grower preference. However, it is expected that growers will instead choose

whether to control based on the perceived profitability of control, which will

depend on parameters such as the cost of control and also the current risk of

infection.

We use the “grower vs alternative” mechanism for decision-making, as set

out in McQuaid et al. (2017a), Milne et al. (2016), Saikai et al. (2021) and
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Chapter 2. In this behavioural model, growers compare their outcome from

the previous season with the expected profit of the alternative strategy (i.e.

the strategy that they did not previously adopt), which in turn is based on the

instantaneous probability of infection. The probability that they change strat-

egy is then based on the magnitude of the differences between their previous

profit and the profit of the alternative strategy.

The probability of horizontal transmission for a grower using unimproved

crop (qU) is given by:

qU =
Instantaneous probability

of horizontal infection (non-control),

=
Instantaneous infection rate

Instantaneous infection rate + Harvesting rate
,

=
β(δσIC + IU)

β(δσIC + IU) + γ
, (3.25)

and for a grower using improved crop (qC) is:

qC =
Instantaneous probability of

horizontal infection (control),

=
Instantaneous infection rate

Instantaneous infection rate + Harvesting rate
,

=
δββ(δσIC + IU)

β(δσIC + IU) + γ
. (3.26)

We must also consider the probability that, once infected, a grower will be

latently infected (E) or infectious (I). The probabilities that a field planted
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with unimproved or improved crop will be latently infected at the time of

harvest (qEU and qEC) are given by:

qEU = qU

(
γ

ϵ+ γ

)
, (3.27)

qEC = qC

(
γ

δϵϵ+ γ

)
, (3.28)

whilst the probabilities the field is infectious (qIU and qIC) are:

qIU = qU

(
ϵ

ϵ+ γ

)
, (3.29)

qIC = qC

(
δϵϵ

δϵϵ+ γ

)
. (3.30)

Finally, we must consider the probability that a field is infectious and then

rogued (qIUR
and qICR

) before it is harvested:

qIUR
= qIU

(
µU

γ + µU

)
, (3.31)

qICR
= qIC

(
µC

γ + µC

)
, (3.32)

or that it is harvested (qIUH
and qICH

) before being rogued:

qIUH
= qIU

(
γ

γ + µU

)
, (3.33)

qICH
= qIC

(
γ

γ + µU

)
. (3.34)
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The expected profits for a non-controller, PU is therefore given by:

PU = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if control is not adopted,

= (1− qU)PSU + qEUPEU + qIUH
PIUH

+ qIUR
PIUR

, (3.35)

and for a controller (PC) it is:

PC = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if control is adopted,

= (1− qC)PSC + qECPEC + qICH
PICH

+ qICR
PICR

(3.36)

Using Equations 3.9 - 3.16, Equations 3.35 and 3.36 be further simplified:

PU = Y − qU
ϵ

ϵ+ γ
L

(
γ

γ + µU

+
µU

µU + γ
ϕR

)
, (3.37)

PC = Y − ϕC − qC
δϵϵ

δϵϵ+ γ
δLL

(
γ

γ + µC

+
µC

µC + γ
ϕR

)
. (3.38)

3.2.4 Switching terms based on the expected profits

From Equations 3.37 - 3.38, we can determine the probability of a grower of

outcome i ∈ {SU , EU , IUH
, IUR

, SC , EC , ICH
, ICR

} switching into the alternative

strategy (Chapter 2) (note: these outcomes differ from the state variables we

track in the Equations 3.3 - 3.8, as when calculating profits we track whether

a field has been rogued). These “switching terms” compare the difference be-

tween the grower’s profit from the previous season with the expected profit of

the strategy that they did not adopt. These differences are multiplied by a
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“responsiveness” parameter, η, which accounts for the responsiveness of grow-

ers to differences in profit (Chapter 2). If the expected profit is less than the

grower’s current profit, the grower should not switch strategy. The payoff for

a non-controller who harvests susceptible crop (PSU and, for the default pa-

rameterisation, PEU from latently-infected fields) should always be the highest

as they do not pay the cost of control or losses due to disease. These growers

should therefore never switch strategy. Which is the lowest payoff will depend

on the strength of the tolerance or resistance traits in the improved corp, as

well as the relative costs (Equations 3.17-3.18; Appendix B.1). If it is tolerant,

the loss for tolerant crop will be less than that of unimproved crop (δLL < L).

Consequently, PIUR
is the lowest payoff. Conversely, if the improved crop is

resistant, δLL = L and the cost of control means that PICR
is the lowest payoff.

The switching terms are given by:

zSU = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PC−PSU )

)
, (3.39)

zEU = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PC−PEU )

)
, (3.40)

zIUH
= max

(
0, 1− e−η(PC−PIUH

)
)
, (3.41)

zIUR
= max

(
0, 1− e−η(PC−PIUR

)
)
, (3.42)

zSC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PU−PSC)

)
, (3.43)

zEC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(PU−PEC)

)
, (3.44)

zICH
= max

(
0, 1− e−η(PU−PICH

)
)
. (3.45)

zICR
= max

(
0, 1− e−η(PU−PICR

)
)
. (3.46)
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Incorporating these into the epidemiological model, we have:

dSC

dt
= γθC − δββSC(IU + δσIC) +MC − γSC , (3.47)

dEC

dt
= δββSC(IU + δσIC)− δϵϵEC − γEC , (3.48)

dIC
dt

= δϵϵEC − µCIC − γIC , (3.49)

dSU

dt
= γθU − βSU(IU + δσIC) +MU − γSU , (3.50)

dEU

dt
= βSU(IU + δσIC)− ϵEU − γEU , (3.51)

dIU
dt

= ϵEU − µUIU − γIU . (3.52)

where:

θC = (1− zSC)SC + (1− zEC)EC + (1− zICH
)IC + zIUH

IU , (3.53)

θU = SU + (1− zEU)EU + (1− zIUH
)IU + zSCSC + zECEC + zICH

IC ,

(3.54)

MC = (1− zICR
)µCIC + zIUR

µUIU , (3.55)

MU = zICR
µCIC + (1− zIUR

)µUIU , (3.56)

N = SC + EC + IC + SU + EU + IU . (3.57)

We highlight here that in Equation 3.54, SU and EU are not associated with

any switching terms as for our parameterisation, the values of zSU and zEU

are zero. A schematic of the model is provided in Figure 3.2.

Which switching terms are positive or fixed at zero depends on the param-

eter values and the epidemiological state of the system. Due to the ordering of
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Figure 3.2: Schematic showing the structure of the model when grow-
ers can choose their strategy based on expected profits. We have two
classes of grower, those who use unimproved seed (U) and those who use im-
proved seed (C). This improved seed comes in one of two varieties: tolerant
or resistant. The terms θC and θU are the rates of replanting for harvested
improved and unimproved fields, whilst MC and MU are rates of replanting for
rogued fields (Equations 3.53 - 3.56, with the total replanting rate of rogued
fields given by: MC +MU = µCIC + µUIU). Created with BioRender.com

the payoffs, only certain combinations of positive switching terms are possible

(Appendix B.1).
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Externalities of tolerant and resistant crop with

fixed proportions of growers

Basic reproduction number, R0

When there is only one type of crop (improved, which can be either resistant

or tolerant, or unimproved), the basic reproduction numbers are as follows:

R0U =
βϵN

(µU + γ)(ϵ+ γ)
, (3.58)

R0C =
δββδϵϵδσN

(µC + γ)(δϵϵ+ γ)
. (3.59)

where for R0U , N = U and for R0C N = C. In these expressions, ϵ
(µU+γ)(ϵ+γ)

and δϵϵ
(µC+γ)(ϵ+γ)

are the probabilities that a field will become infectious before

it is harvested for unimproved and controlled fields respectively. The mean

time spent in the Ii compartment is 1
µi+γ

(with i ∈ {U,C}) and the number of

infections given caused by these infectious fields is βU or δββC for unimproved

or improved respectively. The value of R0C also accounts for the reduced

infectivity of infectious improved crop (δσ).

We use the next generation matrix method (NGM; Diekmann et al. (2010))

to evaluate R0 when both crop types are present at the disease-free equilibrium

(i.e. (SU , EU , IU , SC , EC , IC) = (U, 0, 0, C, 0, 0)) (see Appendix B.2).
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R0 when both crop types are present is given by:

R0 =
U

N
R0U +

C

N
R0C ,

=
βϵU

(γ + µU)(γ + ϵ)
+

δββδϵϵδσC

(γ + µC)(γ + ϵ).
(3.60)

This is a combination of Equations 3.58 and 3.59, scaled in proportion with

the proportion using each crop type (Gandon (2004), Bosch et al. (2008)).

Effect of changing proportion of improved crop

We first consider the effect of an increased proportion of improved crop on the

expected profits of growers of each type. Using the default parameters outlined

in Table 3.2, we can see that an increase in the proportion of growers using

tolerant crops has little impact on the expected profit of controllers (decreasing

profits by ~1%), though reduces those of non-controllers (Figure 3.3(A)). As

tolerant crops have a lower probability of being detected (δνν = 0.1) and thus

a lower removal rate (µU), having more tolerant crop increases the disease

pressure as fewer infectious fields are removed via roguing (Figure 3.3(C)).

Conversely, an increase in the proportion of resistant crops provided much

greater benefits to non-controllers than to controllers (Figure 3.3(B)). Con-

trollers already had a relatively low probability of infection, so their average

profit is already close to the maximum possible (PSC = 0.85). Thus, a decrease

in the probability of infection due to an increased proportion of growers using

resistant crop provides little additional benefit. With a sufficient proportion
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Figure 3.3: Effect of increasing proportions of improved crop on the
average profit of growers using unimproved and improved crop. (A)
and (C) use the tolerant parameterisation whilst (B) and (D) show the same
for resistant crops. The two types of improved crop had opposite effects; as
the proportion of improved, tolerant crop increased, so too did the amount of
infection. This caused a decrease in profits for non-controllers. Conversely, as
C increased when the crop was resistant, there was a decrease in the amount of
infection and concomitant increases in profits. In both cases, the grey dashed
line shows the average profit of a non-controller when there are no controllers
(C = 0), which can be used to measure the externalities generated by each
type of improved crop. Parameters and initial conditions are as in Tables 3.2
and 3.2 respectively.

of resistant crops, disease is eliminated from the system (Figure 3.3(D)). How-

ever, in this scenario controllers had to continue paying the cost of control

(ϕC) even though there is little need for control, so the controllers earn less

than the non-controllers.

In both of Figure 3.3(A) and (B), the deviation from the average profits
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where there is no improved crop in the system (C = 0, indicated by the grey

dashed line) can be seen as the magnitude of the externalities generated by

each crop type. As an increase in tolerant crop causes PU to decrease, it

generates negative externalities. Conversely, the resistant crop reduces the

probability of infection and thus generates positive externalities, increasing

PU . The increase in PU at higher values of C (from PU = 0.91 when C = 0

to PU = 1 when C = 0.99) is greater than the corresponding increase in PC

(from from PC = 0.836 when C = 0 to PC = 0.9 when C = 0.99), indicating

that a greater benefit is felt by non-controllers than by controllers.

We have shown the above for only a single set of parameters, but the broad

patterns are recapitulated for parameters controlling the effectiveness of the

tolerant/resistant crop (namely the probability of detection of improved crop

(δνν) and the relative susceptibility of improved crop (δβ) (Appendix B.3 Figs.

B.3.1 and B.3.2)).

3.3.2 Effect of initial conditions on long-term outcomes

in the behavioural model

The complexity of the model (in particular, the presence of the switching

terms) means that explicit expressions cannot be found for the values of state

variables at equilibrium. However, their values and the stability of the equi-

libria can be evaluated numerically.

Using the NGM method (see Appendix 4), we found the basic reproduction
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number for the behavioural model to be:

R0 =
βϵN

(µU + γ)(ϵ+ γ)
. (3.61)

Broadly, this determines the stability of the disease-free equilibrium, as

disease can only invade the system once R0 > 1. In some cases, however,

bistability is possible and there may be multiple possible equilibria below this

threshold depending on the initial conditions (Gumel (2012)).

The long-term outcomes of the model can be divided into one of four types:

• Disease-free equilibrium: as R0 < 1, there are no infected fields. As

there is no risk of infection, no growers use improved crop (and therefore

avoid the cost of control, ϕC).

• “No control” equilibrium: disease is endemic, but no growers use

improved crop.

• “All control” equilibrium: disease is endemic and no growers use

unimproved crop.

• Two-strategy equilibrium: disease is endemic and crops of both va-

rieties are used.

For a given parameter set, it may be that two of these equilibria are locally

stable, depending on the initial conditions.

The parameterisation of the model, both in terms of whether the improved

crop is tolerant or resistant and its degree of tolerance and resistance, deter-
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mines the subset of possible long-term outcomes. When the improved crop

was resistant, an “all control” equilibrium was not possible (Figure 3.4(A)).

The positive externalities generated by the presence of resistant crop disin-

centivises non-controllers from using improved crop, as they have a lowered

probability of infection without themselves being infected. Thus, as the pro-

portion using resistance reaches increasingly high levels, fewer non-controllers

will switch to using the control scheme.

Figure 3.4: Nature of equilibria attained when improved crop is ei-
ther tolerant or resistant. There are five possibilities: a “disease-free equi-
librium” (DFE), with only unimproved crop; a disease-endemic, “no control”
equilibrium; a disease-endemic, “all control” equilibrium; and an equilibrium
where both strategies and disease are present and finally a bistable region of
parameter space, where two stable equilibria are possible and so the long-term
behaviour of the system depends on the initial conditions (see also Figure 3.5).
For both parameterisations R0 = 1 is indicated by the grey vertical dashed
line at β = 0.0333 day −1. (A) Equilibria for the resistant crop. Here, only
three of the possible equilibria exist: at no point can there be an “all control”
equilibrium. Additionally, there is no bistable region. (B) Equilibria for the
tolerant crop. Now, at lower costs of control and medium-to-high values of
β, an equilibrium where all growers use improved crop is possible. There is a
bistable region for 0.015 < β < 0.0333 day−1 (depending on the value of the
cost, ϕC). Below the dotted line in the pink bistable region, there is bistabil-
ity between the “all control” and DFE; above, there is bistability between the
two-strategy equilibrium and the DFE.
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When the improved crop was tolerant, however, such an “all control” equi-

librium was possible (Figure 3.4(B)). The primary benefit of tolerant crop is

that, when infection occurs, there is a lower loss of yield compared to unim-

proved (or resistant) crop. As there is no reduction in the viral titre, tolerant

crops are just as likely to act as sources of infection as unimproved crops.

Thus, the benefits of planting tolerant crop are experienced by the grower that

plants tolerant crop, so there is no disincentive for other growers to also use it.

We then further investigated the initial conditions that could lead to bista-

bility. Figure 3.5(A) shows the effect of the rate of horizontal transmission

(β) on the stability of equilibria. There is a bistable region between β = 0.02

and 0.0333 day −1, and which equilibrium (either the disease-free or all-control

equilibrium) is attained will depend on initial conditions. The discontinuous

system leads to kinks in the graphs, whose ordering follows that outlined in

Appendix B.1.
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Figure 3.5: Bifurcation for the tolerant parameterisation. (A) Between
β = 0.02 and 0.0333 day −1 (the grey region), two biologically-meaningful
equilibria are possible. Below β = 0.02 day −1, only the disease-free equi-
librium (DFE) is stable; above β = 0.0333 day −1 (when R0 > 1), only
the disease-endemic equilibrium is. The kinks in the graph are caused by
the change in form of the switching terms. (B) The effect of the initial pro-
portion of tolerant fields (SC0 + EC0 + IC0) and infectious fields (IU0 + IC0)
on the persistence of disease at equilibrium. To only account for these fac-
tors, EU0 = EC0 = 0. When SC0 + EC0 + IC0 and IU0 + IC0 are very low,
all initial conditions lead to the DFE. As these quantities increase, so too
does the probability of disease persistence. The black cross and dot denote
the proportions used in (C). (C) When IU0 + IC0 = 0.01 (“low infectious”),
disease died out. However, once IU0 + IC0 = 0.1, disease persisted. (D)
For the “high infection” parameterisation from (C), we investigated the ef-
fect of the proportion of infectious improved crop. When IC0

IU0+IC0
> 0.5 (as

(SU0, EU0, IU0, SC0, EC0, IC0) = (0.83, 0, 0.03, 0.03, 0, 0.07); “high IC”), disease
can persist. However, if IC0

IU0+IC0
< 0.5 (as (SU0, EU0, IU0, SC0, EC0, IC0) =

(0.83, 0, 0.07, 0.07, 0, 0.03); “low IC”), disease dies out. Other than β = δββ =
0.0028 day−1 (which is within the bistable region), parameters are as in Table
3.2.

The initial proportions of growers using tolerant crop (SC0 + EC0 + IC0)

and infectious fields (IU + IC) had a large impact on the final proportion of

infectious fields. We did this for β = δββ = 0.0028 day−1, which is within the

bistable region in Figure 3.5(A). At very low levels of both initially controlled
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and infectious fields, the system always goes to the disease-free equilibrium

(DFE), with no disease persisting (Figure 3.5(B)). As both increase, disease is

more likely to invade until both controlled and infectious fields are sufficiently

high that the system will always go to a disease-endemic equilibrium.

We compared two sets of initial conditions, which differed in their initial

proportion of infectious fields. In Figure 3.5(C), SC0 + EC0 + IC0 = 0.1 (i.e.

initially 10% of fields are planted with improved crop). In the “high infection”

scenario, 10% of fields are infectious; for the “low infection” scenario, this is

just 1%. In the former scenario, disease persisted at equilibrium, whilst it died

out in the latter.

The ratio of initially-infectious improved and unimproved crop (Figure

3.5(D)) was important in determining disease persistence. If 70% of initially-

infected fields were tolerant ((SU0, EU0, IU0, SC0, EC0, IC0) = (0.83, 0, 0.03, 0.03, 0, 0.07);

“high IC”) disease persisted as it did in Figure 3.5(C). However, if there were

fewer infectious tolerant fields ((SU0, EU0, IU0, SC0, EC0, IC0) = (0.83, 0, 0.07, 0.07, 0, 0.03);

“low IC”), disease died out. Though this is not the only condition for disease

persistence when R0 < 1, as at high levels of IU0 disease can persist even if

there are no IC0 fields, these results cumulatively suggest that the presence of

infected tolerant crop early in the epidemic can lead to alternative equilibrium

being attained. This is possibly driven by the lower probability of detection of

tolerant crop (δνν = 0.1), which means that it is not removed quickly once it

becomes infectious and allows disease to spread.
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3.3.3 Impact of tolerant or resistant crop on grower be-

haviour

Effect of epidemiological and economic parameters on grower be-

haviour

We first investigated the impact of changes to the rate of horizontal transmis-

sion on the adoption of improved crop. For all values of the rate of horizontal

transmission in non-improved crop (β), the proportion of infected fields was

higher when the improved crop was tolerant than when it was resistant (Figure

3.6(A) vs b). Disease could also invade at a lower value of β (in the bistable re-

gion where R0 < 1). The expected profits for both strategies were higher when

there was resistant crop (Figure 3.6(C)-(D)), and the non-controllers gained

more benefit from others using the resistant crop than from the tolerant crop.

Generally, for both crop varieties, as β increased so too did the proportion

of fields controlling. With the tolerant improved crop, this led to a higher

proportion of infectious fields (IU + IC ; Figure 3.6(B)), as tolerant crops have

a reduced probability of being rogued so there is a higher disease pressure on

other fields in the system. Once disease invades, at no point should growers of

either strategy that have susceptible or latently-infected fields switch strategy

as PU < PSC,EC and PC < PSU,EU .

The trend is broadly similar for resistant crop. However, as β increases,

there is a decrease in the proportion controlling. As PU approaches PSC,EC ,

fewer growers managing fields of these types should switch strategy. However,
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the increase in infection pressure means that more of these fields will become

infected, achieving the lowest payoff. Thus, the growers have a non-zero prob-

ability of switching strategy.

Once β > 0.067 day−1 (marked by the vertical dashed line in Figure 3.6),

the proportion of controllers falls. At this point, the high infection pressure

means the expected profits of non-controllers exceed those of susceptible or

latently-infected controllers, so they do not switch strategy (PU > PSC = PEC).

Yet the fields of these controllers are still likely to get infected as resistance is

incomplete, so the growers will incur the double penalty of the cost of control

and loss due to disease. Thus, as PICH ,ICR
< PU for all values of β, growers

managing infected fields with improved crop should always consider switching

strategy. As there are now fewer fields planted with resistant crop and the

overall disease pressure increases, so too does the number of infectious fields.
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Figure 3.6: Response to the rate of horizontal transmission in non-
improved crops (β). (A) Change in controllers and infectious fields when
the improved crop has resistant characteristics. Generally, with an increase
in β comes an increase in C, though at β = 0.067 day−1 there is a decrease
and corresponding increase in infectious fields. (B) The change in proportion
of growers using the improved crop (C) and infectious fields (IU + IC) when
the improved crop has tolerant characteristics. (C) Change in the expected
profit for non-controllers (PU , Equation 3.35) and controllers (PC , Equation
3.36) for resistant crop. Until β = 0.067 day−1 , controllers with susceptible
or latently-infected crop should switch strategy as PU > PSC,EC . After this
point, they should stop switching. As PICH ,ICR

< PU , these growers should
always change strategy, leading to a fall in the proportion of controllers. (D)
Change in the expected profit for non-controllers (PU) and controllers (PC).
For each value of β, growers managing susceptible or latently-infected fields of
neither strategy should change (as PU < PSC,EC and PC < PSU,EU). In (C)
and (D), the dashed lines show the outcomes achieved by different classes of
growers (given by Equations 3.9 - 3.16), which do not change with changing
β. Other than those being varied, parameters and initial conditions are as in
Tables 3.2 and 3.2 respectively.

The response to infection rate changed for different values of the cost of

control, ϕC (Figure 3.7). When the parameterisation was tolerant (Figure

3.7(A)), bistability existed for values of ϕC <= 0.3, though the region where
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bistability was possible narrowed as the cost of control increased. When ϕC =

0.1 or 0.2, there existed a scenario where grower behaviour meant that only

tolerant crop was possible. Even at very high costs of control (ϕC = 0.5), some

growers nevertheless controlled at equilibrium.

Figure 3.7: Effect of the cost of control (ϕC) on uptake of improved
crop. The grey dashed lines show where R0 = 1), and grey dots show unstable
equilibria. (A) When improved crop is tolerant, when ϕC ≤ 0.3, bistability is
possible. The range of β values for which bistability exists is larger with a
lower ϕC . Even at very high costs of control (ϕC > 0.4), control persists at
equilibrium. (B) When improved crop is resistant, no bistability exists. Only
once R0 > 1 can control persist. However, as β gets larger, even at low costs
of control fewer growers use resistant crop. Note, the maximum possible value
for ϕC when the crop is resistant is ϕC = 0.4, otherwise payoff for infected
resistant crop, PIUH

, would be negative for the default parameterisation.

When the improved crop is resistant, disease can only invade once R0 > 1,

irrespective of the cost of control. Once disease invades, control only persists

for a narrow range of β, as above a certain threshold, control is seen as too

costly (as growers are more likely to pay the dual penalty of the cost of control

and loss due to disease, LC , thus earning the lowest possible profit, PICH
).

The range for which resistant crop is used at all is narrower for larger values
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of ϕC . The kinks in this graph (such as in Figure 3.7(A) when ϕC = 0.3 and

β = 0.78 day−1 or Figure 3.7(B) when ϕC = 0.1 and β = 0.72 day−1) are

caused by changes in the switching terms, discussed in detail in Appendix 5

Figure B.5.1.

Comparison of profits for tolerant and resistant crop

We now compare the expected profits at equilibrium for controllers and non-

controllers when the improved crop is either tolerant or resistant (Figure 3.8,

which shows the difference in expected profit for non-controllers (A) and con-

trollers (B) when crop is resistant and when it is tolerant). The expected

profits for unimproved, tolerant and resistant crop is shown in Appendix

5 Figure B.5.3. When generating these graphs, we chose initial conditions

that would always guarantee a disease-endemic equilibrium in the bistable re-

gion to ensure that differences are calculated between comparable equilibria

(IU0 + IC0 = 0.15, SC0 + EC0 + IC0 = 0.2, Figure 3.5(B)).

Directly comparing the types of improved crop and their effect on the ex-

pected profits, we can see that for non-controllers, the presence of the improved

crop in the system is always more beneficial when crop is resistant (Figure

3.8(A)). However, whether tolerant or resistant crop improves controllers’ prof-

its depends on parameter values (Figure 3.8(B)). At low-to-medium costs of

control (ϕC) and transmission rates (β), those growing resistant crop earn

slightly more than they would if they used tolerant crop. Both improved crop

types cost the same amount (ϕC), so it is more advantageous to use resistant
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crop when there is already a low probability of infection, and effectively com-

pletely avoid incurring the yield loss due to infection, than to be tolerant and

risk losing yield (even if the yield loss itself is small).

In both graphs, the increase and subsequent decrease in the benefit of

resistance for non-controllers and resistant controllers that begins when β =

0.064 day −1 in Figs. 3.8(A)-(B) is caused by changes in the switching terms

(Appendix B.1) and changes in infection pressure.

Figure 3.8: Difference in expected profits when there is resistant crop
vs tolerant crop. (A) The expected profit for unimproved crop and (B)
the expected profit for improved crop. The grey dots indicate the default
parameterisation and the white section below R0 = 1 (the black dashed line)
is where there is no difference in profit due to the lack of improved crop being
used. Other than those being varied, parameters and initial conditions are as
in Tables 3.2 and 3.2 respectively.
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3.4 Discussion

Though tolerance and resistance to disease have been widely researched

in plant biology, little thought has been given to the distinct epidemiological

consequences of deploying tolerant or resistant varieties upon a community of

growers, and none to how this affects the decisions of growers to partake in

control. Growers’ behaviour more broadly, and its effects on epidemic out-

comes, remains largely overlooked in plant disease epidemiology (with some

exceptions including Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a), Szyniszewska

et al. (2021), Milne et al. (2020), Bate et al. (2021), Saikai et al. (2021) and

Chapter 2). Here we investigated the effect of a fixed proportion of “improved”

crop (with either tolerant or resistant characteristics) on growers’ profits and

subsequently how this affected growers’ use of improved crop when given the

choice. Though the models we developed can in principle be applied to a

broad range of pathosystems, we demonstrate the model using TYLCV as a

case study.

As is intuitive from the underlying epidemiology, when a fixed proportion

of growers was assigned tolerant crop, there was an increase in the proportion

of infectious fields compared to when the improved crop was resistant (Figure

3.3(B) vs (D)). However, for the tolerant crop, the negative impact of having

more infectious fields was predominantly felt by the growers using unimproved

crop, who saw a larger fall in profits than the controllers. This was due to the

negative externalities generated by the use of tolerant crop; as tolerant crop
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has reduced symptom development, it has a lower rate of removal via roguing.

This allows more disease to build in the system, increasing the probability of

infection for fields with unimproved crop and consequently reducing the profit

of non-controllers.

When there was a constant proportion of growers using each strategy, when

the proportion using resistant crop, C > 0.55, disease goes extinct (Figure

3.3(D)). Despite the increase in profits experienced by all growers when dis-

ease was eliminated via the use of the resistant crop, most of the benefit was

experienced by non-controllers, who saw a more substantial increase in profits

than the controllers (Figure 3.3(B)). This echoes past studies showing that if

some proportion of growers in a landscape do control for disease, the benefits

are widely felt (Hutchison et al. (2010),van den Bosch & Gilligan (2003), Lo Ia-

cono et al. (2013)). In our case, growers of resistant crop generated positive

externalities, benefiting others whilst incurring a cost themselves. Thus, the

resistant crop is more beneficial to growers of both strategies than tolerant

crop (which cannot be used to eliminate disease and increase the payoffs of

non-controllers).

The nature of these contrasting externalities suggests that, given the choice,

relatively few growers should choose to use resistant crop when available as they

will gain more benefit when they do not (i.e. they will “free-ride” off the costs

incurred by controllers). Similarly, it suggests growers using tolerant crops

incentivises others to do so too, as they will have higher yields when infected.

To investigate these dynamics, we included growers’ behaviour in our disease
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spread model, with growers evaluating profitability based on the “grower vs al-

ternative strategy” method described in Chapter 2 (which takes the same form

as decision models in Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Saikai

et al. (2021)). In this model, growers compared their own outcome from the

previous season (i.e. whether they had a rogued field that had resistant crop, a

susceptible field with unimproved crop etc.) with the average expected profit

of the alternative strategy. The model is based on “strategic-adaptive” expec-

tations, which balances a grower’s previous experience against the probability

of future events (Fenichel & Wang (2013)).

Once growers’ behaviour is introduced, the threshold proportion of grow-

ers using resistant crop needed to eliminate disease is never reached, even at

high disease pressures (Figure 3.4(A)). This is because of “free-riding”; growers

gain more benefit from the protection provided by others using resistant crop

than they would if they themselves used resistant crop (in Figure 3.6(C), the

expected profit for non-controllers is higher than for controllers (PU > PC)).

Thus, though the use of resistant crop can theoretically lead to disease elimi-

nation, when considering the behaviour of growers it is not possible.

When the improved crop was tolerant, however, bistability between disease-

free and disease-endemic equilibria was observed when the basic reproduction

number (R0) was less than unity (Figure 3.4(B)). Previous epidemiological

models including factors such as imperfect vaccination, risk-structure or re-

infection (e.g. Arino et al. (2003), Gumel & Song (2008), summarised in Gumel

(2012)), vector dynamics (Garba et al. (2008), Cunniffe et al. (2022)), fungi-
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cide application (Castle & Gilligan (2012)) or aspects of individual behaviour

(Ajbar et al. (2021), Hadeler & Castillo-Chavez (1995)) have also identified

such bistable regions. In our case, changing the rate of horizontal transmis-

sion (β = δββ for the tolerant parameterisation) induced this bistability, and

whether the system went to a disease-free or disease-endemic equilibrium de-

pended on the initial proportion of infectious fields and initial proportion of

controllers (Figure 3.5(B)). Increasing the cost of control reduced the size of the

region in parameter space in which bistability was observed (Figure 3.7(A)).

If the cost of control is sufficiently high such that tolerant crop is never more

profitable than unimproved crop, the bistable region is eliminated. Bistability

was not observed when the improved crop had the default resistant parame-

terisation (Figs. 3.4(A) and 3.7(B)). Thus, the use of tolerant crop may lead

to less predictable outcomes at lower values of δββ, as having a R0 < 1 is no

longer sufficient to prevent disease spread.

When growers’ behaviour was introduced, an “all control” equilibrium,

where all growers used improved crop, was attained at low rates of horizon-

tal transmission for the tolerant parameterisation (Figure 3.6(B)). As seen for

the fixed proportions, however, this was accompanied by a higher number of

infectious fields and correspondingly low expected profit for non-controllers

(Figure 3.6(A)). It is these low expected profits for non-controllers that drive

the higher participation in control, as the profits for those using tolerant crop

remain high irrespective of the infection pressure. The benefits of using toler-

ant crop are felt privately by those using it, generating negative externalities
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for others.

Conversely, such an “all control” equilibrium was not achieved when the

improved crop was resistant, since it generates positive externalities for non-

controllers (Figs. 3.4(A) and 3.6(B)). This is a product of both how the model

was set up and the nature of the externalities produced. As the lowest possible

payoff was achieved by growers of resistant crop that did not rogue their fields

(PICH
), any of these growers should always have a non-zero probability of

switching strategy (zICH
> 0). Thus, there will always be non-controllers at

equilibrium. Additionally, the reduced probability of infection meant that the

need to control was reduced, disincentivising growers from switching to the

costly control strategy. This conflict between private and social benefits is

often observed in epi-economic models and is theorised to be the reason why

many vaccination schemes fail to achieve a socially optimal level of vaccination

(Brito et al. (1991), Geoffard & Philipson (1997), Sadique (2006)).

For growers who choose to use improved crop, tolerant varieties generally

give better outcomes than resistant ones (except in cases where infection is

unlikely enough that the probability of incurring the loss due to disease is

low) (Figure 3.8(B)). This will generate lower payoffs for non-controllers, who

earn higher profits when there are more resistant fields (Figure 3.8(A)). In

our model, there was widespread use of control when the tolerant crop was

effective at reducing yield loss and not so costly as to discourage control when

the probability of infection is low. However, this came at the cost of increasing

the level of infection in the system and reducing the profits for non-controllers.
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Interestingly, despite the positive feedback loop induced by the use of tol-

erant crop, a mixed “unimproved and tolerant crop” equilibrium was possi-

ble. In this equilibrium, even though the growers of tolerant crop should

all switch strategy (PU > PSC,EC,ICR,ICH), the growers of unimproved crop

with infectious fields should also switch strategy (PC > PIUH,IUR). This cor-

responds to the first combination of switching terms outlined in Appendix

B.1 (zSC , zEC , zICR, zICH , zIUR, zIUH > 0). Altering the behavioural rule – for

example, to one of the “strategy vs” rules based on rational expectations in

Chapter 2 - could change this outcome and prevent such a mixed equilibrium.

Several simplifying assumptions were made during this investigation. Our

model was deterministic and did not account for spatial effects, both of which

can influence epidemic outcomes. In our behavioural model, we assumed that

all growers would have access to the same information regarding disease pres-

sure and the expected profits. In reality, a grower’s knowledge of these quan-

tities will be highly dependent on their communication network (Milne et al.

(2016)), their trust in expert knowledge (Sherman & Gent (2014)), their ex-

perience with previous outbreaks (Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)) etc.. How

growers react to differences in profit (represented by our parameter η) will also

vary between individual growers, and will impact long-term outcomes (Chapter

2). Growers must balance these information sources with market demands to

make their decisions regarding disease control, and become what Kaup terms

the “reflexive producer” (Kaup (2008)).

Overall, this study has shown that tolerant and resistant varieties of crop
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have different effects on disease outcomes, and provide benefits to different

groups of growers (controllers vs non-controllers). In particular, even when

resistant crop was available, disease was never eliminated from the system

(even though it was theoretically possible) as too few growers chose to use the

resistant variety. This is an important consideration as previous studies have

found optimal cropping ratios for different sets of conditions (e.g. Ohtsuki &

Sasaki (2006)); in reality, the strategic decision-making of growers, as well as

other factors such as their access to information or risk aversion, may mean

that these ratios are never attained. Accounting for these behaviours can help

improve future models of control uptake and in turn our understanding of how

plant diseases spread.
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Chapter 4: Expanding the strategy

set: modelling grower behaviour when

there are three control options

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Information from the previous chapters

In the models presented thus far, growers have faced a binary choice of whether

to control for disease. In Chapter 2, growers could either use the clean seed

system or re-plant cassava cuttings that were potentially infected with cassava

brown streak disease. In Chapter 3, they either used improved crop (which

could be tolerant or resistant to tomato yellow leaf curl virus, TYLCV) or

conventional crop. Such a narrow choice is unlikely, and in practice growers

will instead have a choice of a range of improved varieties or control options

with different characteristics efficacies.
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In this Chapter, we adapt the game-theoretic models described in Chapter

2 to allow growers an expanded strategy set. The model is to go beyond the

previous choice between “control” and “not control” to allow growers to choose

between three crop types: two control options, disease-resistant or disease-

tolerant crop, or unimproved crop (for other examples of the broad approach

see Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Saikai et al. (2021)). Their

decision on which crop type to use will depend on their estimation of how

much profit they expect to earn over the next growing season with each crop

type, which in turn depends on the prevalence of infection and the proportion

of other growers using each control strategy. The models are again based

on “strategic adaptive” expectations (Fenichel & Wang (2013)), where growers

balance their knowledge of the current state of the system with their experience

from the previous season. In particular, growers compare their profit from the

previous season with the expected profit over the next season for each of the

strategies that they did not use (the “strategy vs alternative” models described

in Chapter 3). This allows growers to balance sources of information, acting

as “reflexive producers” (Kaup (2008)).

4.1.2 Trade-offs in disease management

We now also consider how we may incentivise growers to act in a particular

way by altering the costs of each improved crop type. In reality, those tasked

with managing epidemics typically have limited resources which they must dis-

tribute efficiently. This often incurs a trade-off that is experienced by multiple
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parties with conflicting objectives, and how these trade-offs are managed will

depend on the relative priority of each objective. A well-known example of

such a trade-off for disease management occurs during vaccination campaigns

(e.g. Gavish & Katriel (2022), Yousefpour et al. (2020)). Members of the pub-

lic often wish to minimise their infection risk, whilst governments may want

to optimise the allocation of vaccines to protect the most vulnerable (Gavish

& Katriel (2022)). Similarly, in the context of plant epidemics, growers faced

with crop disease will want to maximise profits, but with this comes potential

environmental damage (Zaffaroni & Bevacqua (2022)) or reduced profitability

when there is no risk of infection (Vyska et al. (2016)). The control mechanism

adopted by growers may also have negative consequences for others; Grogan &

Goodhue (2012) found that when growers sprayed pesticides within their non-

citrus fields, the pesticides killed parasitic wasps that are the natural enemy

of pests in neighbouring citrus fields. This intensified the reliance of citrus

growers on pesticides, increasing their expenditure and environmental impact.

4.1.3 Social Planners

In economics, a social planner is a decision-maker whose goal is to balance

the trade-offs that result from a policy action, aiming to maximise the wel-

fare across all parties (Sugden (2013)). Originally conceptualised for welfare

economics, the social planner’s problem has been used in a range of settings,

such as infectious disease management (Gersovitz & Hammer (2005), Toxvaerd

(2019), Giannitsarou et al. (2021), Toxvaerd & Rowthorn (2022)), wildlife con-
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servation (Johannesen & Skonhoft (2005)) and supply chain management (Lee

& Choi (2021)). A key aspect of the social planner is that they account for

the externalities associated with certain actions. In economics, externalities

are the consequences of an action that are felt by a third party not involved

in the action (Gersovitz (2014)). These externalities are often ignored by indi-

viduals, who only care about their own outcome, but they are important when

considering what is socially optimal.

An alternative approach to this model would be to set it up as a Stackelberg

game. In these games, there is a “leader” and a “follower”; the leader takes

action knowing that they are being observed by the follower, who will then take

action themselves. The leader, knowing that they are being observed, must

know how the followers will respond, and take an action that will maximise

their payoff. In our case, the leader would be the social planner, who would

set the price of the subsidies pre-supposing the response of the growers. If

we were to arrange our growers and planners into a hierarchy, the Stackelberg

game would be transformed into a Bi-Level Optimisation Problem (Vicente &

Calamai (1994)).

4.1.4 Pareto optimaility

The social planner’s problem can be solved using Pareto optimality. Under

a Pareto-optimal solution, we cannot improve one party’s objective without

ensuring a worse outcome for another party (Luc (2008)). These solutions are

efficient, as they optimise for each outcome, and non-dominated, as, given the
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same constraints, they cannot be improved upon by any other solution. There

may be many possible solutions for a given problem, which combine to give

a Pareto front. Pareto fronts have been calculated to visualise the trade-offs

involved in the recent coronavirus pandemic (Yousefpour et al. (2020)), to ret-

rospectively evaluate responses to the 1918 influenza pandemic (Velde (2022))

and to better understand how to optimally allocate healthcare equipment dur-

ing an epidemic (Donmez et al. (2022)). In plant disease modelling, they have

been used to investigate the trade-offs between crop productivity and environ-

mental impacts (Zaffaroni & Bevacqua (2022)). None of the solutions in the

Pareto front is inherently better than any other, so the decision-maker must

decide which option to use based on additional information.

In Chapter 2, we showed that tolerant and resistant crops caused con-

trasting outcomes for non-controllers. Planting tolerant crop was often more

beneficial for controllers than resistant crop, as it limited the yield loss in the

fields of controlling growers if they became infected. However, their reduced

symptom expression meant that tolerant crops that did become infected were

less likely to be detected, reducing the effectiveness of roguing as a disease con-

trol strategy. As tolerant varieties do not restrict pathogen replication, this

leads to a build-up of inoculum and high infection levels. This lowered yields

for all non-controllers. This directly incentivised use of the improved crop, as

growers could expect to earn higher profits when using a tolerant variety than

an unimproved variety.

When some growers used improved crop, this also benefited other growers
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(Chapter 2). As resistant crops are less susceptible to infection, and limit

pathogen replication once infected, the overall disease pressure on other fields

is reduced. This increases the profits of non-controllers, as they can gain some

of the benefits of resistant varieties without themselves paying the cost of the

improved variety (i.e. can free-ride off controllers). The consequences of each

crop type - the increase and decrease in infection pressure and the subsequent

effect on profits of non-controllers - can therefore be considered externalities

of each control decision. The impact of these externalities on growers’ disease

management practices when growers can choose between three crop types -

unimproved, tolerant or resistant - is unknown.

4.1.5 Subsidies and plant disease management

We consider the perspective of a social planner who has the ability to subsidise

these crop types. Historically, the European Union has subsidised the culti-

vation of processing tomato varieties (Sumner et al. (2001)); here, we study

subsidies as a means of promoting particular epidemic outcomes. Subsidies

are a means of rewarding/penalising a grower based on the external effects of

their actions (i.e. internalising the externalities generated by using a particular

practice) (Pretty et al. (2001)). They have a long history in agriculture, from

regulating food production to promoting more environmentally-friendly prac-

tices such as hedgerow conservation in the UK (Stokstad (2020)) or reduced

pesticide use in France (Aubert & Enjolras (2022)). They also have been used

to encourage the use of particular crop varieties or control mechanisms (Car-
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riere et al. (2020), Holden & Fisher (2015), Zhao et al. (2022), Okechukwu &

Kumar (2016)). Here we consider two subsidies: one for resistant crop and one

for tolerant crop, either of which is provided to the growers by a “social plan-

ner” or centralised body. As, in our model, growers choose between different

crop varieties based on their expected profitability, subsidising each crop type

incentivises its use. The planner has two objectives: to maximise the average

profit across growers and to minimise their own spending on subsidies. We

study the options available to the social planner using Pareto optimality.

4.1.6 Aims of this chapter

The work, therefore, addresses three primary questions: 1) What are the long-

term outcomes when growers have access to three different crop varieties? 2)

How do the responses depend on the efficacy of tolerant and resistant traits?

3) Which subsidisation strategy promotes socially-optimal solutions?

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Epidemic model with three crop varieties

The following model extends the model detailed in Chapter 3. It describes

the spread of Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus (TYLCV) through a population

of fields, each cultivated by a single grower. The fields can be planted with

one of three crop varieties: unimproved crop (U), crop that is tolerant to

TYLCV (T ) or crop that is resistant to TYLCV (R). We also track each

field’s infection status; as we do not model within-field spread, fields can either
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be susceptible to infection (S), latently infected (E) or infectious (I). The

parameterisation of this model is identical to that presented in Chapter 3,

with a summary of the parameter values presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

State variables are scaled to be a proportion of the total number of fields (i.e.

N = SU + EU + IU + ST + ET + IT + SR + ER + IR = 1).

Irrespective of the crop type planted in the field, and unless the crop in

a field is rogued (see below), the season length (1/γ) is 120 days (Holt et al.

(1999a), Rocco & Morabito (2016)). Replanting of any field occurs immedi-

ately after it is harvested. Susceptible fields become infected at rate βI day−1,

where I is the proportion of infectious fields. Resistant crop, however, reduces

the probability of infection per unit time by a factor δβR
< 1. As tolerant crop

does not reduce the probability of infection, we presume that δβT
= 1. If fields

are infected, they enter the “exposed” compartment where they remain latently

infected (i.e. infected but not infectious) for an average of 1/ϵ days . During

this time, we assume that they show no symptoms of infection and cannot

infect other fields. We assume that resistant crops that become infected have

a reduced rate of symptom development, increasing this latent period by a

factor of δϵR < 1 (ensuring that δϵR/ϵ < 1/ϵ).

After becoming fully infectious and symptomatic, the ultimate fate of any

field is to be either harvested or rogued. Roguing involves surveying fields

(“scouting”) and removing any visibly-infected plants, and has been used as

a means of TYLCV management for decades (Ioannu (1987), Polston et al.

(1999), Polston & Lapidot (2007), Ddamulira et al. (2021)). As tomatoes can
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be harvested at different levels of maturity and ripen off-vine (Arah et al.

(2015)), if there is infection in a field, growers may be better to harvest the

entire field to prevent infection spreading. This will reduce the infection-

associated yield loss by a factor ϕQ such that the losses experienced by a

grower who has rogued an infectious field are ϕQL). We assume scouting oc-

curs at time intervals of ∆ days and symptoms are detected with probability

ν. Infectious, symptomatic fields (class Ib) are removed as soon as they are

detected. As tolerant crops reduce symptom severity, we presume that they

have a lower probability of detection (reduced by multiplication by a factor of

δνT < 1) compared to unimproved and resistant crop (where δνR = 1).

The removal rates of fields, µb with b ∈ {U, T,R}, which represent such a

program of roguing, are given by Cunniffe et al. (2014):

µU =
1(

1
ν
− 1

2

)
∆
, (4.1)

µT =
1(

1
δνT ν

− 1
2

)
∆
, (4.2)

µR =
1(

1
δνRν

− 1
2

)
∆
. (4.3)
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The epidemiological model is then given by:

dSU

dt
= γθU +MU − βSU(IU + δσT

IT + δσR
IR)− γSU , (4.4)

dEU

dt
= βSU(IU + δσT

IT + δσR
IR)− ϵEU − γEU , (4.5)

dIU
dt

= ϵEU − µUIU − γIU , (4.6)

dST

dt
= γθT +MT − δβT

βST (IU + δσT
IT + δσR

IR)− γST , (4.7)

dET

dt
= δβT

βST (IU + δσT
IT + δσR

IR)− δϵT ϵET − γET , (4.8)

dIT
dt

= δϵT ϵET − µT IT − γIT , (4.9)

dST

dt
= γθR +MR − δβR

βSR(IU + δσT
IT + δσR

IR)− γSR, (4.10)

dER

dt
= βSR(IU + δσT

IT + δσR
IR)− δϵRϵER − γER, (4.11)

dIR
dt

= δϵRϵER − µRIR − γIR. (4.12)

where terms γθU , γθT and γθR are the rates of replanting for harvested fields,
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whilst MU , MR and MT are rates of replanting for rogued fields:

θU = (1− zSU)SU + (1− zEU)EU + (1− zIHU)IU + zSTUST + zETUET + zIHTUIT+

zSRUSR + zERUER + zIHRUIR, (4.13)

(4.14)

θT = (1− zST )ST + (1− zET )ET + (1− zIHT )IT + zSRTSR + zERTER + zIHRT IR+

zSUTSU + zEUTEU + zIHUT IU , (4.15)

(4.16)

θR = (1− zSR)SR + (1− zER)ER + (1− zIHR)IR + zSTRST + zETRET + zIHTRIT+

zSURSU + zEUREU + zIHURIU , (4.17)

(4.18)

MU = (1− zIRU)µUIU + zIRTUµT IT + zIRRUµRIR, (4.19)

(4.20)

MT = zIRUTµUIU + (1− zIRT )µT IT + zIRRTµRIR, (4.21)

(4.22)

MR = zIRURµUIU + zIRTRµT IT + (1− zIRR)µRIR. (4.23)

Note, a distinction is made between the replanting of rogued (IR) and har-

vested (IH) crop. For rogued unimproved fields, zIRUµUIU = zIRUTµUIU +

zIRURµUIU (i.e. the total rate at which rogued unimproved fields switch strat-

egy must be equal to the rate at which they enter either other strategy, with

equivalent expressions for tolerant and resistant crop). Similarly, for harvested
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unimproved fields, zIHUIU = zIHUT IU + zIHURIU . The exact forms of the

switching terms (Chapter 2) is described below, including the meaning of the

different number of subscripts (Equation 4.36).

Replanting in our model is represented by switching terms (Milne et al.

(2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Chapter 2) which are the terms of the form

zab or zabc where a ∈ {S,E, IH , IR} and b, c ∈ {U, T,R} (note the additional

complexity of our model means there is a change of notation compared to

Chapters 2 and 3). The switching terms with three subscripts, zabc, represent

the probability of a grower changing strategy from their current strategy b

to strategy c based on their outcome, a, in the previous season (note that

b ̸= c). For growers whose fields were susceptible (S ) or exposed (E ), the

outcome depends solely on the epidemiological class of their field at the end

of the season, whereas for growers whose fields were infectious, it depends

also on whether that infectious field was rogued (subscript R) or harvested

(subscript H ). The two-subscript version, zab, is the probability that a grower

who harvested field type ab switches strategy. The forms of these terms are

explained in Section 2.4 (below). A schematic of the model is shown in Figure

4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the structure of the model when grow-
ers can choose their strategy based on expected profits. We have three
classes of growers; those who use unimproved seed (subscript U), those who
use tolerant seed (subscript T ), and those that use resistant seed (subscript
R). The terms θU , θT and θR are the rates of replanting for harvested fields,
whilst MU , MR and MT are rates of replanting for rogued fields (Equations
4.13 - 4.23, with MU + MR + MT = µUIU + µRIR + µT IT ). Created with
BioRender.com
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Table 4.1: Parameters related to resistant and tolerant varieties. The dis-
tinction between the two varieties lies in how disease is transmitted and what
losses are incurred when a field is infectious. Here, b is the strategy of the
grower and b ∈ {U, T,R}

.

Parameter Meaning Value if
unim-
proved

Value if
resistant

Value if
tolerant

δβb
Relative susceptibility 1 0.5 1

δσb
Relative infectivity 1 0.5 1

δYb
Relative yield 1 1 1

δLb
Relative losses due to
disease

1 1 0.1

1
δϵb

Relative latent period 1 0.5 1

δνb Relative probability of
detection

1 1 0.1
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Table 4.2: Summary of parameter values.

Parameter Meaning Value Reference

1/γ Length of the growing
season

120 days Holt et al. (1999a);
Rocco & Morabito
(2016)

β Rate of secondary infection 0.055/N day−1

field−1

See main text

∆ Time between roguing 120 days Illustrative
ν Probability of detection 1 Illustrative
µU Removal rate (unimproved) 1/60 day−1 Illustrative
µR Removal rate (resistant) 1/60 day−1 Illustrative
µT Removal rate (tolerant) 1/1140 day−1 Illustrative
1
ϵ

Average latent period 41 days Holt et al. (1999b); Ber
et al. (1990)

η Responsiveness of growers 10 Chapter 2
Y Maximum yield 1 All values scaled rela-

tive to yield
L Loss due to infection 0.6 Riley & Srinivasan

(2019)
ϕT Cost of tolerant crop 0.1 Fonsah et al. (2018)
ϕR Cost of resistant crop 0.1 Fonsah et al. (2018)
ϕQ Relative reduction in loss

due to roguing
0.7 Illustrative

N Total number of
fields/growers

1 Scaled to 1

4.2.2 Growers’ profits

The profit a grower earns is based on the control strategy that they previously

used and their infection status at the time of harvest. Each crop type (b ∈

{U, T,R}) has specific associated costs and yield losses when infected with

TYLCV. We note that, in the absence of disease, we assume that all varieties

have the same maximum yield, Y .
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PSb = Profit for a susceptible field of type b = Y − ϕb, (4.24)

PEb = Profit for a latently-infected field of type b = Y − ϕb, (4.25)

PIHb = Profit for an infected field that was not rogued of type b = Y − ϕb − δLb
L,

(4.26)

PIRb = Profit an infected field that was rogued of type b = Y − ϕb − ϕQδLb
L, .

(4.27)

Notably, here, ϕU = 0, since ϕb represents the additional cost of using crop

type b. For a full enumeration of the outcomes for growers, see Appendix C.1.

For our parameterisation, we assume that latently-infected fields do not lose

any yield, so PSb = PEb, b ∈ {U, T,R}. As growers who use unimproved crop

and harvest susceptible or latently-infected fields pay no cost of control and

sustain no yield loss, PSU = PEU is always the maximum achievable profit.

The relative sizes of the remaining profits will depend on the values of the

costs of the improved varieties (ϕT and ϕR), the infection-induced yield losses

(δLL
L, δLT

L and δLR
L) and the benefit of roguing (ϕQ). Under the default

parameterisation (Table 4.2), the ordering of the profits is given by:

PSU = PEU > PST = PET = PSR = PER > PIRT > PIHT > PIRU > PIHU > PIRR > PIHR.

(4.28)
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4.2.3 Calculating expected profits

The growers’ decision of which crop variety to use will depend on how each

individual grower’s profit from the previous season compares to the expected

profit of the alternative crop types. These expected profits are based on the

probability of attaining each outcome outlined in Equations 4.24-4.26, which

in turn depends on the probability of infection for each crop type. The com-

plete derivation is provided in Appendix C.1; the simplified expressions for the

expected profits for unimproved (PU), tolerant (PT ) and resistant (PR) are:

PU = Y − qU
ϵ

ϵ+ γ
L

(
γ

γ + µU

+
µU

µU + γ
ϕQ

)
, (4.29)

PT = δYT
Y − ϕT − qT

δϵT ϵ

δϵT ϵ+ γ
δLT

L

(
γ

γ + µT

+
µT

µT + γ
ϕQ

)
, (4.30)

PR = δYR
Y − ϕR − qR

δϵRϵ

δϵRϵ+ γ
δLR

L

(
γ

γ + µR

+
µR

µR + γ
ϕQ

)
. (4.31)

4.2.4 Switching terms

The switching terms (Chapter 2) affect the rate at which growers move from

their current strategy to one of the alternative strategies.

In previous models (Milne et al. (2016), and McQuaid et al. (2017a), Saikai

et al. (2021)), growers only had one alternative strategy with which to compare

profits. Now, growers must consider two alternatives to their current strategy.

Growers first assess the expected profits of the two alternative strategies and

only compare their outcome with the highest expected profit of the two alter-

natives. If both alternatives have the same expected profit (so, for example,
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if the expected payoff for tolerance and resistance are the same (PT = PR)),

and therefore the grower should have the same probability of switching into

each strategy, growers chose to compare with the profit associated with the

crop type most growers use. This follows from “descriptive norms”, where in-

dividuals follow what the majority of other people are doing (Cialdini et al.

(1990), Sinclair & Agerström (2021), Lazić et al. (2021)). Additionally, there is

some evidence that growers will be more likely to participate in control if other

growers also participate (Milne et al. (2018)). If both the expected profits and

the proportion of growers using each strategy are the same, then half of the

growers changing strategy will go to each alternative.

In their general form, the switching terms have the following structure,

where a grower with outcome Pab, contemplates switching into strategy c or d,

a ∈ {S,E, IH , IR} and b, c, d ∈ {U, T,R}, b ̸= c ̸= d.

If Pc > Pd or Pc = Pd and C > D (where C and D are the proportion using

strategies c and d), then:

zabc = max(0, 1− exp(−η(Pc − Pab)), (4.32)

zabd = 0. (4.33)

In the case where both the profits and the proportion of growers using the

alternative strategy are equal, growers changing strategy will be divided evenly
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between the two alternative strategies. So, if Pc = Pd and C = D, then:

zabc =
max(0, 1− exp(−η(Pc − Pab))

2
, (4.34)

zabd =
max(0, 1− exp(−η(Pc − Pab))

2
. (4.35)

To simplify writing the model, we can then say:

zab = max(zabc, zabd). (4.36)

where zab is the probability that a grower who harvested field of type ab leaves

strategy b to adopt either strategy c or d.

The full detail of all switching terms is provided in Appendix C.2.

4.2.5 Calculating the Pareto front and Gini coefficients

We use the concept of Pareto efficiency to dually optimise two conflicting

objectives. Our first objective is to maximise the average profit of growers at

equilibrium, calculated as the yield they achieve less any investment they have

made to control for disease (based on the outcomes outlined in Equations 4.24

- 4.27). Our second objective is to minimise the spending of a central planning

body which subsidises the cost of tolerant and resistant crops. These subsidies

reduce the cost of improved crop every time that it is planted.

If the cost to the planner of the crop type is ϕT,max, and the cost paid

by growers is ϕT then the subsidy to growers for the use of tolerant crop
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σT = ϕT,max − ϕT (and, equivalently, for resistant crop is σR = ϕR,max − ϕR).

The total cost to the planner is then

τ = σTT + σRR (4.37)

where T = ST + ET + IT and R = SR + ER + IR (i.e. are the proportions

of growers using tolerant and resistant crop, respectively). We use Pareto

optimality to establish the optimal allocation of subsidies between tolerant

and resistant crop.

We first run the model for different values of ϕT and ϕR (400 values between

0 and 0.4 for each parameter) to find the equilibrium profit of growers and

cost to the planner. We then use these two results as inputs to get_frontier()

function from the KraljicMatrix package in R (Boehmke et al. (2017)), which

calculates the Pareto front.

Though the Pareto front shows the optimal outcomes for a given set of

parameters, one objective may be more heavily prioritised over the other. To

quantify the degree of fairness between outcomes, we calculate the Gini coeffi-

cient (Equation 4.38). Originally developed as a measure of income inequality

(Gini (1936)), the Gini coefficient calculates the extent to which a solution

deviates from total equality between objectives. In that sense, the Gini coeffi-

cient is related to fairness but does not consider the optimality of the solution:

a scenario with a low Gini coefficient (indicating a high degree of fairness be-

tween objectives, with a value of zero indicating perfect equality) may be a
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suboptimal solution for one or both objectives. Similarly, in some scenarios,

the Gini coefficient may be small due to the number of objectives being con-

sidered: if just one individual’s objective is perfectly optimised, and all others

are ignored, then G = 1− 1/n, where n is the number of objectives. The coef-

ficient has been used to estimate regional inequalities in the risk of veterinary

epidemics (Li et al. (2020)), geographical variability in STD incidence (Elliott

et al. (2002)) and in ecology to evaluate management programmes and agricul-

tural productivity (Li et al. (2017), Zaffaroni & Bevacqua (2022)). The Gini

coefficient for a given scenario i is calculated by (Dorfman (1979), Zaffaroni &

Bevacqua (2022)):

Gi =

∑n
j=1

∑n
z=1 |xj,i − xz,i|

2n
∑n

j=1 xj,i

(4.38)

where n is the number of objectives considered and xj,i and xz,i are the values

of the objectives for scenario i.

Calculating the Gini coefficient requires both objectives to be measured

on the same scale, so we must aim to maximise or minimise both objectives.

Additionally, to simplify the optimization problem, we must ensure that both

the cost to the planner and profit of the grower is scaled between 0 and 1. We

therefore calculate the relative cost to the planner, τ ∗ as:

τ ∗ =
max(τ)− τj

max(τ)−min(τ)
(4.39)

where max(τ) and min(τ) are the maximum and minimum costs to the planner
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that lie along the Pareto front and τj is the cost value for a combination of ϕR

and ϕT . This scales the cost to the planner between 0 and 1. Maximising this

relative cost, τ ∗, is equivalent to minimising the actual cost, τ .

Similarly, we must also rescale the profits so that they are normalised be-

tween 0 and 1:

P ∗ =
max(Profit) - Profitj

max(Profit) - min(Profit)
(4.40)

where max(Profit) and min(Profit) are the maximum and minimum profits

to growers that lie along the Pareto front, Profitj is the objective value for a

particular combination of ϕR and ϕT .

We use the Gini coefficient to evaluate how a particular subsidy scheme

benefits the planner relative to the growers, giving a measure of the fairness

of each scheme. Since we have only two objectives, the Gini coefficient will be

between 0 and 0.5.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Equilibria for the three-strategy model.

Using the next-generation method (NGM, Diekmann et al. (2010); Appendix

C.3) we find R0 for the model to be:

R0 =
βϵN

(ϵ+ γ)(µU + γ)
. (4.41)

At the disease-free equilibrium, only unimproved crop is used by growers. The

absence of disease makes control obsolete, so no growers should pay the cost
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of control. In Equation 4.41 ϵ
(ϵ+γ)

is the probability that an unimproved field

will become infectious before it is harvested and 1
µU+γ

is the mean time in the

IU compartment. The number of infections caused by these infectious fields is

βN .

There are eight possible long-term outcomes for the model:

• Disease-free equilibrium (DFE): where R0 < 1 and no growers con-

trol for disease.

• “No control” equilibrium: where disease is endemic but no growers

use improved crop (N = U).

• “All tolerant” equilibrium: where disease is endemic and growers only

use tolerant crop (N = T ).

• “All resistant” equilibrium: where disease is endemic and growers

only use resistant crop (N = R).

• Three-strategy equilibrium: where disease is endemic and crops of

all three varieties are in use (N = U + T +R).

• “Tolerant and unimproved” equilibrium: where disease is endemic

and growers use either tolerant or unimproved crop (N = U + T ).

• “Resistant and unimproved” equilibrium: where disease is endemic

and growers use either tolerant or unimproved crop (N = U +R).

• “Tolerant and resistant” equilibrium: where disease is endemic and

growers use either tolerant or resistant crop (N = T +R).
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Additionally, the model presented in Chapter 3 allowed for a bistable region

when R0 < 1. To prevent this from affecting our results, we always begin the

models with the initial conditions outlined in Table 4.3, which guarantees a

disease-free equilibrium in the bistable region for the default parameterisation.

Table 4.3: Default initial conditions.

Variable Meaning Value

SU(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible unimproved
fields

0.79

EU(0) Initial proportion of latently
infected unimproved fields

0

IU(0) Initial proportion of
infectious unimproved fields

0.01

ST (0) Initial proportion of
susceptible tolerant fields

0.1

ET (0) Initial proportion of latently
infected tolerant fields

0

IT (0) Initial proportion of
infectious tolerant fields

0

SR(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible resistant fields

0.1

ER(0) Initial proportion of latently
infected resistant fields

0

IR(0) Initial proportion of
infectious resistant fields

0

Parameterisations that lead to the disease-free, all-tolerant, tolerant and re-

sistant, unimproved and resistant, unimproved and tolerant, and three-strategy

equilibria are shown in Figure 4.2, in which we vary the rate of horizontal trans-

mission (β) and in (A) the cost of both improved crops (ϕR and ϕT ) and in

(B) just ϕT (ϕR is fixed at 0.06 for demonstrative purposes). However, the

externalities generated by both tolerant and resistant crop mean that some of

these potential equilibria are only realised within a narrow range of parameter
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values (namely the “no control” equilibrium). The “all resistant” equilibrium

is not possible, as those using unimproved crop can free-ride off the efforts of

those who plant resistant crop (Chapter 3).

Figure 4.2: Effect of the cost of tolerant or resistant crop and the rate
of horizontal transmission on the equilibrium values. (A) Uses the
default parameterisation, whilst (B) has ϕR = 0.06, δνT = 1 (as might be the
case if disease detection was done via a genetic test), δLT

= 0.3 and δβR
= 0.1.

In both cases, a disease-free equilibrium persists once R0 < 1, though there
is a bistable region shown in light grey between the limits of βU = 0.020 and
0.0333 day−1 in (A). The equilibrium realised within this region is either a
mixed tolerant and unimproved crop equilibrium or an all-tolerant equilibrium
(indicated by the dotted line). In (B), lowering the costs and losses associated
with resistant crop allowed for a mixed equilibrium between resistant and
unimproved crop and a three-strategy mixed equilibrium between all three
crop types. The dashed vertical lines show R0 = 1.

Which long-term outcomes are possible depends strongly on parameter val-

ues, particularly the parameterisation of resistance and tolerance. When the

cost of both improved crop varieties varied (Figure 4.2(A)), lower costs incen-

tivised the use of tolerant crop, and as the rate of horizontal transmission (β)

increased, more growers used tolerant crop. The high probability of infection

meant that growers would be better off using tolerant crop and limiting the
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damage due to disease (as, under this parameterisation, the losses in tolerant

crop were a tenth of those for resistant or unimproved crop). As the benefits

of tolerant crop are felt privately by those who use them, there is more incen-

tive to use these varieties and an “all-tolerant” equilibrium is possible even at

relatively high costs of control.

If we keep the cost of resistant crop fixed at a low price (ϕR = 0.06),

and parameterise it such that it is significantly less susceptible to infection

(δβR
= 0.1), its use is much more widespread (Figure 4.2(B)). At low values

of ϕT , mixed equilibria with tolerant crop are achieved, particularly at higher

values of β when infection becomes more likely to occur. However, under this

parameterisation, the tolerant crop is both more easily detected via roguing

(δνR = 1) and is less effective at limiting yield loss (δL = 0.3), so there is

less of an incentive for growers to use it compared to the parameterisation in

Figure 4.2(A). As ϕT increases, growers stop using tolerant crop and instead a

larger proportion “free-ride” off of the efforts of those that use resistant crop.

As resistant crop generates positive externalities for other growers, the fields

of the non-controllers have a reduced infection pressure without incurring any

costs. Consequently, an “all-resistant” equilibrium is not reached.

The bistable region between β = 0.02 and 0.0333 day−1 in Figure 4.2(A)

varies between either the DFE and “all tolerant” equilibria or the DFE and

“tolerant and resistant” equilibria depending on parameter values, with the

dotted line showing the distinction between these equilibria. As in Chapter

3, a high initial proportion of tolerant crops (or infectious crops) causes the
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system to go to the disease-endemic equilibria.

4.3.2 Effect of parameters relating to tolerance and re-

sistance on behaviour

The primary characteristic of tolerant crop is its ability to limit yield loss if

infection occurs, so the losses experienced by growers of tolerant crop are lower

than those of unimproved or resistant crop (δLT
L < L). At low values of δLT

(Figure 4.3), many growers therefore use tolerant crop. As tolerant crop is less

likely to be rogued, infection builds up, further incentivising growers to use

tolerant crop.

As δLT
increases, the value of the expected profit of those growing tolerant

crop (PT ) falls. For this parameterisation, at δLT
≈ 0.31 (“X”), the profits of

growers who harvested infected tolerant crop are lower than the expected prof-

its of non-controllers (PIHT < PU), so controllers that have harvested infected

crop have a non-zero probability of switching strategy. As the expected profit

for unimproved crop is higher than that of resistant crop (PU > PR), these

growers only consider switching to unimproved crop. Similarly, at δLT
≈ 0.405

(“+”), PIRT < PU and growers of tolerant crop who have rogued their fields

should also consider switching to unimproved crop. These changes to the

switching terms cause sharp changes in the proportion of growers using each

strategy.

At the value of δLT
≈ 0.64 (“O”), growers of tolerant crop who have rogued

their infected fields earn less than the expected profit of those using resistant
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crop (PIRT < PR). These growers start switching strategy, causing a decrease

in the proportion using tolerant crop and an increase in the expected profits

of both tolerant and resistant crop. At δLT
≈ 0.64 PT = PR: the model set-up

means that growers of unimproved crop who harvested infected fields compare

with the profit of whichever strategy has more growers using it, which, in this

case, is tolerant crop. Once δLT
> 0.64 (“O”), PT < PR and the growers of

infected unimproved crop now consider switching to resistant crop. This causes

a sharp increase in those using resistant crop and decrease in proportion of

infected fields (Figure 4.3 (A) at δLT
> 0.64). All expected profits rise with

this decrease in infection (Figure 4.3 (B)), though the relative ordering of

the profits does not change (PU > PR > PT ). The response flattens out after

δLT
> 0.64 as no growers are using the tolerant crop, so no growers are affected

by the changes in this parameter. The model will therefore run to the same

equilibrium irrespective of further changes to δLT
.

Between the values of δLT
≈ 0.51 and 0.71 (denoted by the black bar in

Figure 4.3 (A)), there is bistability which changes the precise value of δLT

at which growers stop using tolerant crop (“O”), as a function of the initial

conditions of the model (Appendix 3).
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Figure 4.3: Effect of the relative loss due to infection on the choice of
unimproved, tolerant or resistant crop. (A) The proportion of infectious
fields (IT + IR), tolerant (T ) and resistant (R) fields. (B) The expected profit
for growers using unimproved, resistant or tolerant crop. The dashed orange
and red lines show the profit for susceptible and latently-infected tolerant and
resistant fields (PST = PET = PSR = PER = 0.9), and the green dashed lines
show the profits for a rogued and harvested infected tolerant field. For low
values of δLT

(such that δLT
L << δLR

L, δLT
L << L), all growers use the

tolerant crop. However, once δLT
> 0.31, growers who have harvested infected

tolerant crop should have a non-zero probability of switching to unimproved
crop. Similarly, once δLT

> 0.41, growers who have rogued tolerant crop
should also have a non-zero probability of switching to unimproved crop. Once
δLT

> 0.64 (when PT = PR), all non-controllers who harvested infected crop
should consider switching to resistant crop, rather than tolerant crop. This
causes a decrease in those using tolerant crop and an increase in those planting
resistant, which also causes a decrease in the proportion of infected fields (A).
The black bar in (A) shows the region where bistability affects the switch
between equilibria. Save for δLT

, parameters and initial conditions are as in
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 respectively.

When considering the efficacy of resistant plants, only when the relative

susceptibility of resistant plants (δβR
) is low is there resistant crop at equilib-

rium. Once the resistant crop is more susceptible to infection, growers prefer

to use the tolerant crop and sustain lower losses once infection occurs. For the
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parameterisation in Table 4.2, and as δβR
varies, when δβR

= 0.08, all growers

use tolerant crop (“all tolerant” equilibrium), so the responses to changes in δβR

flatten out as there are no resistant fields with reduced susceptibility. The re-

maining parameters are unchanged, so the model goes to the same equilibrium

as parameter δβR
is varied.

Figure 4.4: Effect of the relative susceptibility to infection on the
choice of unimproved, tolerant or resistant crop. (A) The proportion
of infectious fields (IT + IR + IU), tolerant (T ) and resistant (R) fields. (B)
The expected profit for growers using unimproved, resistant or tolerant crop.
The dashed orange and red lines show the profit for susceptible and latently-
infected tolerant and resistant fields (PST = PET = PSR = PER = 0.9). Most
growers use the resistant crop for low values of δβR

. The remaining growers
free-ride off these actions and do not use any improved crop. However, as δβR

increases, the benefits to growers of resistant crop are lower, and growers start
using tolerant crop. This causes an increase in the proportion of infected fields.
Save for δβR

, parameters and initial conditions are as in Table 4.2 and Table
4.3 respectively.

Similarly to Figure 4.3, between the values of δβR
= 0.054 and 0.077 (de-

noted by the black bar in Figure 4.4), there is bistability which changes the
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point at which growers stop using resistant crop and only use tolerant crop

(Appendix 3).

4.3.3 Pareto optimality

Here, as an example, we calculate the Pareto front when neither improved crop

type is very effective (the relative susceptibility of resistant crop is δβR
= 0.5

and the relative loss due to disease in tolerant crop is δLT
= 0.5). Figure 4.6

shows the Pareto front when the planner is trying to minimise the cost of the

subsidy scheme whilst also maximising the average profit of growers, with both

quantities considered at the eventual equilibrium of the model.

We plotted the Pareto front onto a two-way scan of the cost of resistant

and tolerant crop (ϕR and ϕT respectively) to investigate the subsidy regime

that produces optimal outcomes (Figure 4.6(A) - (D)). The strategies that

guarantee the best outcome for both the growers and the planner are to use

any combination of ϕR and ϕT that discourages widespread use of tolerant crop

(Figure 4.6(D), where the Pareto front lies along the edge of the “U + T” and

the “U + R” equilibrium). Below the value of ϕR = 0.365, the optimal subsidy

schemes ensure a mixed equilibrium of unimproved and resistant crop (Figure

4.6(D)). Above this value (for which the only optimal strategies are ϕT = 0.4,

ϕR = 0.365 or ϕT = 0.4, ϕR = 0.367) resistant crop is too expensive and

growers instead use tolerant crop, though it is always at relatively low levels

(around 10% of fields are planted with tolerant crop, Appendix C.3 Figure

C.4.4).
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Though the use of tolerant crop earns the growers high profits, the resulting

increase in infection pressure induces a positive feedback loop that incentivises

other growers to also use tolerant crop. The planner will therefore have to

subsidise more growers, so it is ultimately not economical for the planner, and

no Pareto-optimal strategy lies in the region where there is high use of tolerant

crop. Conversely, as resistant crop provides benefit to growers who do not use

it (i.e. “free ride” off the efforts of others), by subsidising a minority of growers

to use resistant crop the planner can achieve good profit outcomes averaged

over the population as a whole for lower costs.

Though the Pareto front lies along the diagonal, any points in a given row

along to the right of the diagonal have the same value (as there is no tolerant

crop at equilibrium, so changing the cost of tolerant crop has no effect on

the equilibrium achieved; equivalently, all points in a given column above the

diagonal have the same value as there is no resistant crop at equilibrium).

They are, therefore, all considered to be Pareto optimal.
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Figure 4.6: Pareto front when both the tolerant and resistant crop are
only moderately effective. (A) The profit to growers. (B) The level of infec-
tion. (C) The cost to the planner (τ , Equation 4.37) and (D) which equilibria
are attained. The dots in (A) - (D) represent the combination of ϕT and ϕR that
lie along the Pareto front in (E), and all are parameter combinations that disin-
centivise the use of tolerant crop. (E) Pareto front when both the tolerant and
resistant crop are only moderately effective. The individual grey dots correspond
to all pairs of values of (ϕT ,ϕR) considered in our two way scan; the coloured dots
are those lying on the Pareto front. The darker the dots, the more the low costs to
the planner have been prioritised. The Gini coefficients are shown for the fairest
scenario (G = 0.009, when τ = 0.13 and P = 0.93; ”X” on the graphs) and the
least fair scenarios (G = 0.5; ”O” when the profit is prioritised and “*” when the
costs to the planner are). (F) Pareto dominance between τ = 0.06 and τ = 0.0,
which corresponds to the ”break” in the Pareto front in (E). Any solution where
ϕR < 0.365, the final equilibrium is an unimproved and resistant crop equilibrium.
Otherwise, the equilibrium has unimproved and tolerant crop.
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We then plotted the Pareto front for each combination of costs and profits from

Figure 4.6(A) and (C) (Figure 4.6(E)). The grey dots are subsidy strategies that

are dominated by other strategies that lie on the Pareto front. The Pareto front

is broken between τ = 0.058 and τ = 0.015 (indicated by green circles in Figure

4.6(F)). These combinations of costs and profits are dominated by τ = 0.015

and P = 0.88, where the profit is at a local maximum. The profits earned by

growers when 0.058 > τ > 0.016 are all P < 0.88, so both growers and planners

can achieve better outcomes at τ = 0.015. Between 0.058 > τ > 0.016, the

subsidisation scheme reduces use of the resistant crop, decreasing profits for the

growers as more fields become infected.

The degree of subsidisation (and associated outcome) will depend on the plan-

ner’s weighting of the relative importance of the cost to the planner and the profit

of growers. This can be measured using Gini coefficients. The Gini coefficients

are shown for the extremes of equality: the least fair scenarios, with a Gini coeffi-

cient of 0.5, lie at either end of the Pareto front. Time courses for these different

scenarios are shown in Figure C.4.3 in Appendix C.4.

When the profit to growers is 1.00 and the cost to the planner is 0.25, corre-

sponding to ϕR = 0.0 and ϕT = 0.05 (marked ”O” in Figure 4.6), a relatively high

proportion of growers use resistant crop (≈ 49.8%, Figure C.4.4(B) in Appendix

C.4). At the other end of the front, the profit to the growers is 0.85 and τ = 0.

As ϕR = 0.4 and ϕT = 0.375 ((marked ”*” in Figure 4.6)), so improved crop is ef-

fectively not subsidised. This results in no users of resistant crop and only around

10% of growers use tolerant crop (Figure C.4.3(C) in Appendix C.4), reducing the

costs to the planner (this is also the only point on the Pareto front where any
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growers use tolerant crop; Figure C.4.4(A) in Appendix C.4).

The fairest scenario (G = 0.009, ”X”) occurs when ϕT = 0.12 and ϕR = 0.105

(τ = 0.13 and P = 0.93). At this point, ≈ 40.3% of growers use resistant crop,

none use tolerant crop (Figure C.4.4 in Appendix C.4), and only 6% of fields are

infected (Figure 4.6 (B)). In this “U + R” equilibrium, the majority of growers can

“free ride” off the efforts of those using resistant crop.

4.3.4 Effect of time on the Pareto front

Both the costs to the planner and the profits of growers depend on the proportion

of fields of each type in the system. This has a strong temporal component; con-

sequently, the Pareto front may change depending on the time horizon examined.

We investigated this temporal effect after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 seasons, fixing the cost

of resistant crop (ϕR) to 0.1 for ease of analysis (that is, in this section, we only

consider changes to the cost of tolerant crop, ϕT ). Importantly, here when we refer

to seasons, we refer to the average amount of time a field will be planted before it

is harvested (120 days).

At short time points (one or two seasons), nearly every subsidisation scheme lies

on the Pareto front (Figure 4.7(A)-(D)). Each of these value of ϕT are considered

equally efficient, and produce a Pareto-optimal combination of outcomes for both

the growers and the planners.

As the epidemic progresses (seasons three, four, and five), only higher values of

ϕT give Pareto-optimal solutions (Figure 4.7(A)-(D)). The higher cost of tolerant

crop disincentivises its use, so fewer growers use it (Figure 4.7(A)). Though there

is an increase in the proportion using resistant crop, uptake of resistant crop is
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still relatively low (Figure 4.7(B)) due to the ability of non-controllers to free-ride.

Overall, the higher values of ϕT lowers the costs to the planner, whilst maintaining

high profits for the growers (Figure 4.7(C)-(E)).

Yet, between three and four seasons into the epidemic, low values of ϕT also

permit Pareto-optimal solutions. At these values, relatively few of the growers are

using tolerant crop (Figure 4.7(F)) and the costs to the planner are relatively low,

whilst the profits to the grower are high (Figure 4.7(C)- (D)).

The Pareto fronts show that, over these shorter time horizons, there is often

a small difference in the profits and costs for the optimal cases (Figure 4.7(E)).

We again find that the costs of improved crop that discourage the use of tolerant

crop are optimal. For each time horizon, the Pareto optimum is achieved at higher

values of the cost of tolerant crop to growers (ϕT ), which discourages the use of

tolerant crop. This implies that in the early stage of an epidemic, there is not as

severe a trade-off between the optimal outcomes for the planner and the grower.

Figure 4.7(F) shows a time course of the proportion of growers using tolerant crop.

At low values of the cost of tolerant crop (ϕT ), which are only part of the Pareto-

optimal sets for short time horizons (between one and four seasons), tolerance does

not die out. At higher values, tolerance dies out within five seasons. Therefore,

whilst lower values of ϕT can sometimes provide Pareto-optimal solutions, higher

values give optimal outcomes irrespective of the time horizon.

The same results hold for other parameterisations of tolerance and resistance -

irrespective of how good or bad the improved crop varieties are, the Pareto optimal

strategies are those in which the use of tolerant crop is discouraged.
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Figure 4.7: Pareto front at early seasonal time points when both the
tolerant and resistant crop are only moderately effective. (A) The pro-
portion of tolerant fields. (B) The proportion of resistant fields. (C) The cost of
the subsidisation scheme to the planner. (D) The profit to the growers. The darker
the colour, the more the profit of growers is prioritised over the cost to planners.
Generally, the Pareto front lies along values of ϕT that reduce the proportion of
growers using tolerant crop and increase those using resistant crop. (E) At low
time points, all all subsidisation schemes are Pareto-optimal, though as time pro-
gresses there are a narrower range of optimal solutions. (F) Once ϕT > 0.2, no
growers use tolerant crop after 5 seasons. Other than δLT

= 0.5 and δβR = 0.5,
parameters are as in Table 4.2. Note, in each of these graphs, the cost of resistant
crop (ϕR) is 0.1.186
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4.4 Discussion

Human behaviour has increasingly been investigated in the context of plant

disease epidemiology (Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a), Saikai et al.

(2021), Milne et al. (2020), Bate et al. (2021)), where models allow growers choose

between engaging in disease control or taking no action. The proportion of grow-

ers using control depends on the control mechanism itself, with previous studies

investigating the uptake of clean seed systems amongst cassava growers (McQuaid

et al. (2017a)) or transgenic herbicide-resistant maize (Milne et al. (2016), Saikai

et al. (2021)). Uptake will also depend on the relative costs of control and losses

due to disease, amongst other factors not investigated here (such as the social

connections between growers). However, in each of these cited examples, growers

could only choose whether to use control or not, not between different types of

control.

In Chapter 3, when investigating the effect of having crop that was either

tolerant or resistant to Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus (TYLCV) available to

growers (alongside unimproved crop), we found that widespread use of tolerant

crop was often achieved. Tolerant crop only benefited those growers using it, and

due to the lower rate of removal via roguing, they increased the infection pressure

on other growers (generating negative externalities). However, when resistant crop

was available, such high levels of adoption were not achieved. Resistant crop

protected other, unimproved fields (generating positive externalities), who can

free-ride off the efforts of those using resistant crop.

These results were corroborated in the work presented here. Even when growers

have a choice between three crop types (unimproved, disease-tolerant or -resistant),
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the positive feedback loop induced by the use of tolerant crop is sufficient to

ensure that growers will overwhelmingly use tolerant crop, even when tolerant

crop was relatively ineffective (Figure 4.3(A)). This positive feedback loop means

that tolerant crop is a “strategic complement” (a strategy that incentivises others

to adopt the strategy as more individuals use that strategy; Hennessy (2008),

Murray (2014), Delabouglise & Boni (2020)). Resistant crop, by contrast, is a

“strategic substitute”: its use discourages others from also using resistant crop, as

they can free-ride off of the efforts of others.

With the default costs of each crop type (where the grower paid ϕT = ϕR = 0.1),

only when tolerant crop is very ineffective (sustaining a high relative loss of yield)

do some growers consider resistant crop (Figure 4.3(A)). Similarly, if resistant crop

is very effective (with a low relative susceptibility), there will be a mixed “resistant

and unimproved” crop equilibrium (Figure 4.4). However, due to the free-riding,

universal adoption of resistant crop is not achieved, echoing an analogous result

in the simpler two strategy model (Chapter 3). Therefore, a mixed equilibrium

persists (such as the “unimproved and resistant” equilibrium in Figure 4.4(A)).

We used the concept of Pareto efficient strategies (Luc (2008)) to optimise

the dual objectives of ensuring high profits for growers whilst also minimising the

cost to social planners. The positive-feedback induced by the use of tolerant crop

means that it will have widespread adoption by growers, so those providing subsi-

dies will have to do so for nearly all growers. This increases the cost to the planner

(τ), though does increase the profits to the growers (P ) (Figure 4.6(E)). However,

relatively high profits can also be obtained when resistant crop is subsidised (at

least 85% of the maximum theoretical profit, Figure 4.6(E)). Furthermore, as the
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adoption of resistant crop is not as widespread as that of tolerant crop, most of the

profits can be achieved with less investment from the planner. Therefore, the con-

trol strategies on the Pareto front require the planner to provide sufficient subsidies

to resistant crop to ensure that it is used whilst never incentivising tolerant crop

(Figure 4.6(A)-(D)). Most optimal subsidisation schemes result in a “unimproved

and resistant” crop equilibrium (Figure 4.6(D)).

By targeting subsidies at resistant crop, the social planner can exploit the

free-riding behaviour of growers not growing improved crop and only subsidise

a subset of growers. Targeting subsidies to resistant crop can be seen as a way

of internalising some of the positive externalities produced by these growers; the

financial benefit of the subsidy is a way for them to experience some of the benefits

that they generate for others.

Conversely, not subsidising tolerant crop internalises their negative externalities

(Gersovitz (2014)). This strategy was optimal irrespective of the time course over

which profits and costs were calculated (Figure 4.7(F)). However, earlier in the

epidemic (between 1-4 seasons), subsidisation schemes that resulted in some fields

planted with tolerant crop were possible, but only when the costs to the planner

were sufficiently low (Figure 4.7).

These models ignore the possibility of virus evolution, which is a major threat

to the durability of genetic disease control mechanisms (Gallois et al. (2018), Sett

et al. (2022)). Tolerant crops, by allowing pathogen replication, do not exert the

same selection pressure (Råberg et al. (2009)) and therefore may provide a more

durable protection against yield loss (Bingham et al. (2009), Newton (2016), Zhu

et al. (2004)). Resistant crop exerts much stronger selection pressures on the
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pathogen, often leading to “resistance breakdown” where the crop’s resistant traits

become ineffective against infection (García-Arenal & McDonald (2003), Parlevliet

(2002)). Over the short term, it may be cheaper for the planner to subsidise the

use of resistant crop, but when considering the potential evolution of a resistance-

breaking pathogen and the associated costs of developing and disseminating new

crop types, tolerant crop may be more favourable.

Other simplifying assumptions were made for this study. We did not include

spatial or stochastic effects (Cunniffe et al. (2015b), Hyatt-Twynam et al. (2017),

Cunniffe & Gilligan (2020), Fabre et al. (2021)), both of which can influence disease

progression and growers’ decision-making. We also did not differentiate between

the nature or quantity of information available to each grower, both of which

will depend on the grower’s social and professional network (Milne et al. (2016),

Sherman & Gent (2014)) or allow for differing perceptions of risk (our values of

responsiveness, ηb, b ∈ {U, T,R} were the same across all growers irrespective of

control strategy). A grower’s “risk attitude” will be influenced by factors such as

their previous experience with disease outbreaks (Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)) or

received knowledge from other growers (Sherman & Gent (2014)) and will impact

their control decisions and consequently disease progression (Chapter 2). Growers,

then, are ultimately “reflexive producers” (Kaup (2008)), and their control deci-

sions must balance each of these information sources with external factors such as

market pressures.

Our model demonstrates how decision models of grower behaviour can be com-

bined with other economic concepts, such as Pareto fronts, to find socially-optimal

solutions across conflicting objectives. We found that what was optimal for the
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growers (using tolerant crop) led to worse outcomes for the planner, and the social

optimum occurred when a subset of the growers used resistant crop. Though we

examine these trade-offs for a crop that is either tolerant or resistant to TYLCV,

the model form is sufficiently flexible to allow for other pathosystems or control

mechanisms.
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Chapter 5: Including grower behaviour

in spatial-stochastic models 1

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Introduction to spatial modelling

In the previous chapters, we have assumed that the population is well-mixed: all

susceptible fields planted with the same crop type have an equal probability of

infection, and growers have access to information on the expected profits of all

other growers when making their planting decisions. Yet, in reality, the spatial

arrangement of fields in a landscape will influence both of these factors, as fields

closer to already-infectious fields have a higher probability of infection than those

on the other side of the landscape. Similarly, growers may be more likely to

interact with those around them, particularly in resource-poor areas where other

1Some of the work presented in this chapter is based on Murray-Watson et al., 2022.
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communication routes may be lacking. With this in mind, this chapter aims to

develop spatial-stochastic analogues of the models presented in Chapters 2 and 3

to investigate the impact of accounting for randomness in pathogen dynamics and

the influence of space on the epidemic progression and decisions of growers.

Including spatial heterogeneity in models of plant diseases allows us to create

more detailed models that allow for different scales of pathogen dispersal, varying

contact networks between growers, and more detailed co-evolutionary processes

between plants and pathogens (Burdon & Thrall (1999), Watkinson-Powell et al.

(2020)). It can also be used to determine the probability of invasion of a plant

pathogen (Mikaberidze et al. (2016), Gilligan & van den Bosch (2008)), which will

strongly depend on the arrangement of fields in the landscape. This allows us to

move away from the relatively binary R0 > 1 invasion threshold required in most

deterministic models (except when there is bistability between a disease-free and

disease-endemic equilibrium for R0 < 1).

In particular, spatial models allow for an investigation of certain control policies

which organise treatment in space depending on the system’s current state. These

can be pre-emptive in nature, anticipating which areas may be more at risk of

infection and allowing decision-makers to focus management efforts on those areas

(Cunniffe et al. (2015b), Gilligan et al. (2007), Meentemeyer et al. (2011), Hyatt-

Twynam et al. (2017)). Reactive culling, where all plants within a certain radius of

a confirmed infectious plant are removed, has been used in models of huanglongbing

(Cunniffe et al. (2015b)) or sudden oak death (Cunniffe et al. (2016)). Such focused

control can allow better allocation of resources. Spatial models have also been

used to study the optimal deployment of resistance genes (Watkinson-Powell et al.
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(2020)) or to compare the efficacy of different management schemes (Ferris et al.

(2020)).

5.1.2 Spatial models and changing the source of information

Spatial models can also offer a greater understanding of the social dynamics that

underpin growers’ decisions on whether to adopt a particular control mechanism.

A significant assumption of the previous game-theoretic models is that growers will

have access to population-level data regarding infection status, profits and strate-

gies adopted by other growers. This information may, in reality, be essentially

impossible to access, particularly in infrastructure-poor regions. Instead, growers

may compare with individuals in their vicinity rather than the wider population.

This may be through choice, as growers may trust the experiences of those in

their community more, or because this is the most readily accessible information.

Indeed, in a study of cassava growers in Zambia, neighbours, family and friends

were cited as common sources of information regarding cassava diseases and CSS

(Szyniszewska et al. (2021)). Radio is also a common source of information, from

which growers might receive landscape-level news. Indeed, in Nigeria, radio dra-

mas were found to be a successful means of disseminating information on climate

change adaptation to smallholder farmers (Ojedele (2016)). The majority of grow-

ers interviewed in Szyniszewska et al. (2021) also said they would consider using

a CSS if a small group of their neighbours used it (between two and four other

growers). Kaup (2008) also observes, in the context of Bt maize in the United

States, that growers are more likely to be influenced by local experiences.

These sources of information impact dynamics, as growers limit their pool of
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comparison to those experiencing similar infection pressures. If the infectious fields

are highly localised, growers would have a better estimate of profitability by only

comparing with growers in their area. By comparing with the entire population,

they may over- or under-estimate their own probability of infection, resulting in

sub-optimal decisions. Over-estimating the probability of infection could deter

growers from using control, as they believe they will be infected regardless and

pay a dual penalty of the loss due to disease and cost of control. Similarly, under-

estimating the infection risk could reduce the probability of growers using control

as they perceive it to be unnecessary.

In their model of European Corn Borer (ECB) spread across the landscape,

Milne et al. (2016) included different contact networks between growers. These

contact networks influenced the nature of the information growers could access

on the profitability of Bt maize, a genetically-modified crop that produces a pes-

ticide used to manage ECB. Networks were modelled over four scales: local (in

which growers can only assess profitability with farms that directly neighbour their

own), landscape (where growers have information on profits from all other grow-

ers), “Kaup” (where, based on a study of grower behaviour and their access to

information regarding Bt crops by Kaup (2008), growers have a set probability

of being influenced by an agronomic consultant, their neighbour or a university

extension officer) and “varying response” (which uses the same probabilities as the

“Kaup” network, but includes a reluctance on the part of the grower to switch

back to conventional crop after using Bt maize the previous season). The losses

experienced by growers when they only considered close neighbours were nearly

three times those when they considered a broad range of sources. Though the

landscape network had lower losses than the neighbourhood network, it also had
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much more regular cycles of adoption and abandonment of Bt maize. The inclu-

sion of these spatial network dynamics allows a much more in-depth analysis of

how information impacts the control decisions of growers.

However, if disease is so prevalent in the local area that infection is almost

guaranteed, growers may decide that control is not worthwhile. Therefore, more

pronounced “localities” of adoption, or neighbourhoods of controllers and non-

controllers, may be seen. McQuaid et al. (2017a) found that increased reliance

on information from local groups decreased the overall use of clean seed systems

but also reduced the oscillations in uptake observed. This corroborates with Milne

et al. (2016)’s observation that there were fewer oscillations in adoption when they

were only comparing with closer neighbours. Basing control decisions on local

groups may also create an inadvertently coordinated response to either control or

not control, as they will all experience the same local disease pressures. However,

the emergence of such cooperating clusters could be confounded by the stochastic

nature of decisions. Examples from human disease literature suggest that heteroge-

neous contact networks, where individuals have unequal probabilities of interacting

with other individuals, can lead to “clusters” across the network within which indi-

viduals will have similar opinions relating to disease control (Salathé & Bonhoeffer

(2008), Eames (2009)). This can hinder disease management efforts, as clusters of

individuals who are equally sceptical of the utility of control can allow disease to

invade.

Spatial modelling does have its constraints and can be severely limited by

the availability of data relating to pathogen dispersal, the scale at which control

should be enacted (Gilligan et al. (2007)) and the lack of information regarding the
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location of fields in the landscape (Cunniffe et al. (2015a)). Even so, approximating

these quantities may improve the predictions from mean-field models.

5.1.3 Adding stochastic effects

To add a degree of complexity, we also allow for the effect of randomness by in-

corporating stochasticity into our spatial models. Whilst deterministic models

often allow for mathematical analysis that enable us to make useful predictions of

disease dynamics (such as our “strategy vs population” and “strategy vs alterna-

tive” models in Chapter 2, for which we could find stability conditions for different

equilibria), they ignore the effect of randomness that is pervasive in biological sys-

tems (Fabre et al. (2021)). Though less analytically tractable, stochastic models

account for these effects and importantly allow for the possibility of disease extinc-

tion through random events (which cannot happen in deterministic models once

R0 > 1, unless the system is bistable) (Gilligan & van den Bosch (2008)). We use

Gillespie’s algorithm to simulate trajectories from our stochastic models (Gillespie

(1977), Keeling & Rohani (2008)).

5.1.4 Aims of this chapter

Broadly, this chapter aims to develop spatial-stochastic analogues of the deter-

ministic models presented in Chapters 2 and 3. We do this using the “grower vs

alternative” behavioural model presented in Chapter 2, where growers compare the

profit obtained from their previous harvest with the expected profit of the alter-

native strategy. This model is based on “strategic-adaptive expectations”, where
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growers use both their own experience and estimates for the entire population,

emulating Kaup’s idea of the “reflexive producer” (Kaup (2008)).

For the spatial-stochastic analogue to the model of cassava brown streak disease

(CBSD) and clean seed systems (CSS) from Chapter 2, we investigate the following

questions: (1) How does the inclusion of spatial and stochastic effects impact the

predictions made from the deterministic model? (2) How does participation in

the CSS vary according to economic and epidemiological parameters in a spatial-

stochastic model? (3) What effect does the inclusion of systematic uncertainty

have on growers’ participation in the CSS in a spatial-stochastic model?

Using the equivalent model for the uptake of tolerant or resistant crop for the

control of tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) from Chapter 3, the following

questions are addressed: (1) How does the inclusion of spatial and stochastic effects

impact the predictions made from the deterministic model? (2) How does varying

the scale of the information accessed by the growers impact control uptake? (3)

Do clusters of growers with similar management strategies develop?

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Cassava brown streak disease and clean seed systems

We use an individual-based version of our model from Chapter 2 to test the robust-

ness of our conclusions to spatially explicit and/or stochastic effects. The model

outlined here is based on Equations 2.5 - 2.10 in Chapter 2. The model tracks the

spread of CBSD across a population of 750 fields by two routes: horizontal trans-

mission via viruliferous whitefly vectors or vertically via trade-mediated vegetative
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propagation of infected cassava cuttings. Fields are harvested asynchronously, and

replanting occurs at the time of harvest. Where growers source their cassava cut-

tings - via replanting/trade or from the clean seed system - depends on their

estimation of the profit they could make if they used either strategy. As in the

deterministic model, we track both the infectious status of each field (susceptible,

S, or infected, I) and the control strategy used by the grower (clean seed, C, or

non-clean seed, N). Our model therefore tracks the number of individuals in each

of four compartments:

• Susceptible fields of non-controllers (SN),

• Infected fields of non-controllers (IN),

• Susceptible fields of controllers (SC) or

• Infected fields of of controllers (EC).

Host landscape and initial conditions

Disease spreads on a 1,000 Ha square landscape containing N = 750 identically-

sized fields (a similar density to McQuaid et al. (2017a), with the same number of

fields as the deterministic model), placed at uniform random locations. All simula-

tions have the same initial conditions as the deterministic models and are started

with 75 growers using clean seed (i.e. 10% of the total population), distributed

randomly across the landscape. A random selection of eight non-controllers is set

to be initially infected (≈ 1% total population). The location of the fields was

kept constant between simulation runs (as the dispersal matrix of the whitefly
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vector was pre-calculated), which reduced computation time and allowed for di-

rect comparison of the effect of changes in parameters or initial conditions rather

than changes in the landscape set-up. However, we allowed for stochasticity in our

initial conditions and the growers who were either initially infected or used the

clean seed system differed between simulations.

Parameterisation

The majority of parameters in the spatial model took the same values as those in

the simpler non-spatial model (Table 1 in Chapter 2). However, the rate of CBSD

transmission via the whitefly vector B. tabaci will depend on its ability to spread

between fields. Following McQuaid et al. (2017a) and based on mean dispersal

distance of B. tabaci reported by Byrne et al. (1996) and Byrne (1999), we set the

scale parameter of our dispersal kernel to be α = 150 m. The inclusion of space

and the whitefly dispersal kernel meant that our previous parameterisation of the

rate of secondary infection was no longer appropriate. We therefore re-scaled the

rate of secondary infection, which we set to βS = 110 day−1 field−1. Again, this

value was chosen to ensure that, on average, 50% of fields would be infected after

ten seasons. These values are summarised in Table 5.1.

Dispersal and force of infection

Since horizontal transmission is a consequence of whitefly movement, the probabil-

ity that a particular infected field leads to infection of a susceptible field depends

upon the distance d between them. We model this using an exponential dispersal
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Table 5.1: Summary of parameter values and initial conditions required
for the spatial-stochastic model of CBSD spread. Parameters marked with
an asterisk (“*”) have the same value as that of the deterministic model in Chapter
2.

Parameter Meaning Value Reference

1/γ ∗ Length of the growing season 300 days McQuaid et al. (2017a);
Jeger et al. (2004)

η ∗ Responsiveness of growers 10 Assumed (Chapter 2)
Y ∗ Maximum yield 1 All values scaled relative to

yield
L ∗ Loss due to infection 0.6 Hillocks et al. (2001);

Ephraim et al. (2015)
ϕ ∗ Cost of control 0.25 McQuaid et al. (2017a)
N ∗ Total number of

fields/growers
750 Illustrative

α Dispersal scale parameter for
whitefly

150m McQuaid et al. (2017a);
Byrne (1999)

βS Effective rate of secondary
infection (spatial)

110 day−1

field−1

Calibrated to McQuaid
et al. (2017a)

SC(0)
∗ Initial proportion of

susceptible controllers
0.1N Illustrative

IC(0)
∗ Initial proportion of infected

controllers
0 Illustrative

SN(0)
∗ Initial proportion of

susceptible non-controllers
0.893N Illustrative

IN(0)
∗ Initial proportion of infected

non-controllers
0.0107N Illustrative

kernel

K(d, α) =
1

2πα2
exp (−d/α) , (5.1)
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in which α is the dispersal scale (Cunniffe & Gilligan (2020), Fabre et al. (2021)).

This sets the force of infection, Γk, upon the field belonging to grower k

Γk = βS

∑
l ̸=k

l is infected

K(dk,l, α), (5.2)

in which the sum runs over all infected fields (l), dk,l is the distance between fields

k and l, and βS is the effective rate of infection in the spatial version of our model

(Table 5.1). The force of infection sets the rate at which grower k becomes infected;

it varies in both time and space (since it depends not only on the instantaneous

number of infected fields but also on their spatial arrangement).

Model dynamics

Each individual grower is characterised by their current strategy as adopted on

planting (i.e. controller or non-controller), as well as their current infection status

(i.e. susceptible or infected). Between harvesting and replanting events, dynamics

are independent of the strategy adopted. We simulate the model using Gillespie’s

algorithm (Keeling & Rohani (2008)).

The only event that can affect an infected grower (i.e. class IC or IN) is

harvesting; this occurs at rate γ. As well as harvesting, susceptible growers (i.e.

class SC or SN) can also become horizontally infected. This occurs, for grower k,

at rate Γk (Equation 5.2). As noted above, the force of infection not only depends

on time but also takes different values for each grower.
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Replanting and grower behaviour

Replanting is assumed to occur immediately after harvesting and potentially leads

to changes in both strategy and infection status. Different growers make different

assessments of the probability of horizontal infection next season depending on

their instantaneous force of infection, with

Estimated probability of

horizontal infection for grower k

=
Force of infection on grower k

Force of infection on grower k + Harvesting rate
,

(5.3)

=
Γk

Γk + γ
, (5.4)

We assume growers make decisions according to spatial analogues of Equations 17

and 20 in Chapter 2:

qkC =
Grower k’s estimate of the probability of

infection next season if control is adopted,

=
Γk

Γk + γ
, (5.5)
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and

qkN =
Grower k’s estimate of the probability of

infection next season if control is not adopted,

=
p(IC + IN)

N
+

(
Γk

Γk + γ

)(
1− p(IC + IN)

N

)
. (5.6)

All other aspects of the behavioural model follow essentially unchanged, although

the switching terms now enter the model via a single Bernoulli trial (Grimmett

& Welsh (2014)) at the time of planting to determine whether a grower switches

strategy. Whether or not non-controllers become vertically infected is also sim-

ulated using a single Bernoulli trial at the time of planting (rather than via a

systematic alteration to a rate parameter Equations 2.5 - 2.10 in Chapter 2).

Misestimating parameters

We also investigated the misestimation of epidemiological parameters in the spatial

model, focusing on the dispersal scale (α) and the rate of horizontal transmission,

βS:

qα = ναα, (5.7)

qβS
= νβS

βS. (5.8)

The exponential dispersal kernel (K̃(d, qα)) used in growers’ decision making is
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now given by:

K̃(d, qα) =
1

2πq2α
exp (−d/qα) , (5.9)

which sets the estimated force of infection, Γ̃k, upon the field belonging to grower

k via

Γ̃k = qβS

∑
l ̸=k

l is infected

K̃(dk,l, qα). (5.10)

5.2.2 Tomato yellow leaf curl virus

There is a significant overlap between the model set-ups for the spatial-stochastic

model of CSS and the model presented here of TYLCV and the adoption of tolerant

or resistant crops. TYLCV is also spread by B. tabaci , so the dispersal of the

whitefly across the landscape and resulting force of infection on fields is modelled

using Equations 5.1-5.2 above. Growers make decisions at the time of harvest

(or when an infectious field has been detected and rogued). They estimate the

profitability of the alternative strategy using Equations 5.3 - 5.6 and whether they

change strategy is determined by a single Bernoulli trial.

However, TYLCV has a latent period after initial infection, during which the

tomato crop is infected but not infectious and does not show any symptoms of

disease. In this model, we therefore have three compartments delineating infection

status: susceptible (S), latently infected (E) and infectious (I). The two control

strategies tracked improved crop (C) or unimproved crop (U); whether the im-

proved crop is tolerant or resistant depends on the parameterisation. Fields can

therefore be classed as one of:
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• Susceptible fields planted with unimproved crop (SU),

• Latently-infected fields planted with unimproved crop (EU),

• Infectious fields planted with unimproved crop (IU),

• Susceptible fields planted with improved crop (SC),

• Latently-infected fields planted with improved crop (EC) or

• Infectious fields planted with improved crop (IC).

Host landscape and initial conditions

As there are limited data on the density and distribution of tomato growers in Sub-

Saharan Africa, we consider the same spatial set-up of growers as in the CBSD

model described above. Though tomato is not a subsistence crop, we can imagine

that small-scale producers will be similarly spread across the landscape. Addi-

tionally, we no longer consider trade of plant materials, both because tomato is

not traded between growers in the same way as cassava and because there is lim-

ited evidence for the vertical transmission of TYLCV in tomato (Kil et al. (2016),

Pérez-Padilla et al. (2020)).

We therefore uniformly distribute 750 small-holder tomato growers on a 1,000

Ha square landscape. We begin all simulations with 10% of growers using improved

crop (i.e. 75 growers) and eight fields planted with unimproved crop are infectious

(≈ 1% total population). As with the CBSD model, we keep the location of

fields in the landscape constant between simulations, though vary which fields are

initially planted with each crop type or are infectious.
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Parameterisation

Again, most of the parameters take the same values outlined in Table 3.2 in Chap-

ter 3. As TYLCV is also spread by B. tabaci , the scale parameter of our dispersal

kernel is set to be α = 150m (Byrne (1999)). To match the dynamics of the deter-

ministic model without control, we parameterise the spatial model such that if we

begin with just 1% of fields being infectious, 60% of fields become fully infectious

(IU) after ten seasons. This requires a value of β = 980 day−1 field−1. These values

are summarised in Table 5.2.

Scales of information access

For this model, we also consider the effects of the spatial scale of the information

the grower uses to make decisions. At the time of replanting, we assume that a

grower will assess the profitability of all those using the alternative strategy within

their comparison group. We model four scales of comparison: “own” information,

where growers compare their profit from the previous season with the expected

profit they can expect to achieve based on their own probability of infection of

the next season; close neighbours (< 100 m, for which growers compare with

three neighbours on average), a local group (< 1, 000m, approximately 200 other

growers) or the entire community of growers (Figure 5.1).

Spatial auto-correlation

As growers in close proximity to each other will experience similar disease pres-

sures, they will likely choose similar management practices. We use Moran’s I
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Table 5.2: Summary of parameter values and initial conditions required
for the spatial-stochastic model of TYLCV.

Parameter Meaning Value Reference

1/γ Length of the growing season 120 days Holt et al. (1999a); Rocco &
Morabito (2016)

η Responsiveness of growers 10 Assumed (see Chapter 2)
Y Maximum yield 1 All values scaled relative to

yield
L Loss due to infection 0.6 Riley & Srinivasan (2019)
ϕ Cost of improved crop 0.1 Fonsah et al. (2018)
ϕR Relative reduction in loss due

to roguing
0.7 Illustrative

∆ Time between roguing 120 days Illustrative
ν Probability of detection 1 Illustrative
µU Removal rate (unimproved) 1/60 day−1 Illustrative
µC Removal rate (improved) 1/60 or 1/1140

day−1

Illustrative

1
ϵ

Average latent period 41 days Holt et al. (1999b); Ber
et al. (1990)

N Total number of
fields/growers

750 Illustrative

α Dispersal scale parameter for
whitefly

150m Byrne (1999)

βS Effective rate of secondary
infection (spatial)

970 day−1

field−1

Calibrated to Chapter 3

SC(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible controllers

0.1N Illustrative

IC(0) Initial proportion of infected
controllers

0 Illustrative

SN(0) Initial proportion of
susceptible non-controllers

0.88.93N Illustrative

IN(0) Initial proportion of infected
non-controllers

0.0107N Illustrative

(Moran (1950)) to measure the degree of spatial auto-correlation (the similarity of

control strategies based on where the fields are in the landscape).
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Figure 5.1: Scales of comparison groups used by the grower when assess-
ing profitability. The dark green field is the focal grower. The light red circle
has a radius of 100m (which, for this focal grower, includes two other growers),
whilst the dark red has a radius of 1,000m (which includes 220 other growers).
The entire landscape has 750 growers.

To calculate Moran’s I, we first calculate a weight matrix, which contains the

distance-based weights for fields i and j. We investigate clustering within 200m of

the focal grower. We do this for several comparison radii (i.e. growers can compare

with fields that are within 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000m of

the their own). Any field within this radius is given a weight of 1 (wij = 1), and
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all other fields get a weight of 0 (wij = 0, including when i = j)). The control

strategy used by a grower is also given a binary classification (x): fields using

improved crop are given a value of 1, and unimproved crop 0. These are then used

in the following formula:

I =
N

W

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1wij(xi − x̄)(xj − x̄)∑N

i=1(xi − x̄)2
(5.11)

where N is the number of fields, W is the sum of the weight matrix (i.e. W =
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1wij)

and x̄ is the mean of x. To calculate Moran’s I, we use the ape package in R (Par-

adis et al. (2019)). We calculated Moran’s I after ten seasons.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Cassava brown streak disease and clean seed systems

Spatial spread of disease

Figure 5.2 shows the spatial component of disease spread in the spatial-stochastic

model, restricting attention to the case when there is only horizontal transmission

(p = 0). Disease then spreads in a “wavelike” pattern, as expected from the thin-

tailed exponential dispersal kernel adopted for whitefly. After 10 seasons, only

50% of fields were infected. As there was no vertical transmission, we also removed

“control” from the strategy set of the growers, as there was no benefit to controlling

for disease, and the strategy would quickly disappear from the population. Unlike

the other models, we also start our epidemic with a cluster of infected fields.

Making these changes allows us to focus on the underlying dynamics of the model.

Once we allow for vertical transmission (p = 1, so cuttings from infectious fields

are guaranteed to transmit CBSD when replanted), disease spreads rapidly across

the landscape (Figure 5.3.1). Within five seasons, over 78% of fields are infected.
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Figure 5.2: Spatial spread of infection in spatial-stochastic model. To em-
phasise the spatial component of infection, vertical transmission has been removed
from the model (i.e. p = 0). Additionally, we have removed the “control” strategy
from the growers as, without vertical transmission, this would have disappeared
from the population within five seasons. The light blue dots show infected fields,
whilst the grey dots are uninfected fields.

Figure 5.3: Spatial spread of infection in spatial-stochastic model with
vertical transmission. Here, the probability of vertical transmission is p = 1.
Additionally, we have removed the “control” strategy from the growers to allow for
comparison with Figure 5.2. The light blue dots show infected fields, whilst the
grey dots are uninfected fields.
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We then investigated how the change in the uptake of the CSS and proportion

of infected fields responded to changes in the probability of infection (Figure 5.3.1).

When there is no vertical transmission (p = 0), there is generally good agreement

between the deterministic and stochastic models, though there are fewer controllers

in the spatial-stochastic model (17.3% vs 20.2 %) and a higher proportion of in-

fected fields (49.8 % vs 30.1 %; Figure 5.3.1(A) and (B)). However, the model

predictions diverge with increases to the probability of vertical transmission, (Fig-

ure 5.3.1 (C)); after ten seasons, once p > 0.35, less that 3% of growers use the

control strategy. This near-complete abandonment of the CSS does not happen at

any value of p in the deterministic model within this 10-season time frame (Figure

5.3.1 (D)).

As vertical transmission is not affected by the spatial spread of disease (all

growers can trade planting material with all other growers in the landscape), in-

vestigations into the clustering of the use of clean seed were not informative, as it

was similarly dispersed in the landscape. We therefore limit our investigation of

the spatial clustering of control options to the TYLCV model from Chapter 3.

Parameter scans in the spatial-stochastic model

Under the default parameterisation, no grower controls (Figure 5.5(A)), though

providing a 50% subsidy encouraged participation in the CSS (Figure 5.5(B)).

Disease spreads rapidly between fields due to both the high values of β and ϕ
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Figure 5.4: Effect of changing the probability of vertical transmission (p)
on the deterministic and stochastic models of CBSD spread. Epidemic
dynamics when there is no vertical transmission in (A) the spatial-stochastic and
(B) deterministic models. Though the models broadly agree, there are fewer con-
trollers in the spatial-stochastic model. (C) and (D) show the response of the
proportion of controllers and infected fields to changes in the probability of ver-
tical transmission after ten seasons. Growers stop using the CSS at low values
of p in the spatial-stochastic model; though it reaches low levels (< 10%) in the
deterministic model, use of the CSS persists even at high values of p.
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(which discourage control) and the non-spatial aspect of trade, which allows disease

to spread far away from its initial source.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of the default behaviour of the “grower vs al-
ternative” spatial-stochastic and deterministic models. (A) Dynamics for
the spatial model. As with the deterministic model C, under the default param-
eterisation, no growers use the CSS after ten seasons. Adding a subsidy in (B)
and (D) allows for the two-strategy equilibrium. The figures show the mean for
100 runs of each model, and the error bars show one standard deviation. The
equilibrium values and dynamics for spatial (A and C) and non-spatial models (B
and D) are very similar in both cases, emphasised in (E) and (F), which show
the proportions controlling and infected for the spatial-stochastic (“stoch.”) and
deterministic (“det.”) models. Panel (C) was originally presented in Figure 2.4
(D) in Chapter 2 and is reproduced here for clarity.
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For our default parameterisation, and when a 50% subsidy is provided for

the cost of control (ϕ), the results of our spatial model are comparable with the

deterministic version of the model (Figure 5.6). For equivalent rates of horizontal

transmission, the equilibrium values for the deterministic model are similar to the

values attained after 50 seasons in the spatial-stochastic model (Figure 5.6 A-B).

Disease went extinct in every simulation when βS = 0 day−1 field−1, and around

4% of the time when βS = 40 day−1 field−1. Above βS = 40 day−1 field−1, disease

extinction was uncommon (Figure 5.6(A)).

As in Figure 2.7 of the Chapter 2, which shows the analogous result for the non-

spatial deterministic model, the kinks in these graphs are a result of susceptible

controllers (SC) growers ceasing to switch strategy (around βs = 50 day−1 field−1

and β = 0.003 day−1 in Figure 5.6(A)-(B)). As the infection pressure increases,

these susceptible growers become infected and switch to the non-control strategy,

causing an overall decrease in controllers.

In both cases, when the cost of control (ϕ) is varied, at around ϕ = 0.19,

growers should stop using the control strategy (Figure 5.6(C)-(D)). Thus, under

these parameterisations, moving to a spatially-explicit stochastic model did not

cause the model’s outputs to hugely differ from the deterministic model in Chapter

2.

Effect of systematic uncertainty

Growers misestimating the dispersal scale for the whitefly vector (α) has a similar

effect to when growers misestimated β in the deterministic model (Figure 2.7 in

Chapter 2). As the perceived value of α (qα, given by qα = ναα, Table 5.1)
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Figure 5.6: Response to changes in the rate of horizontal transmission
and cost of control for the “grower vs alternative” models. (A) and (C)
The proportion of controllers and infected fields after 50 seasons for the spatial-
stochastic model and (B) and (D) the equilibrium values of control (SC + IC) and
infection (IN + IC) for the deterministic model. Aside from the parameters being
scanned over, the default parameters are used (Table 5.1 and Table 2.1 in Chapter
2). The results in (A) and (C) closely align with the equilibrium values in the
non-spatial model ((B) and (D)), indicating that our results are robust to spatial
and stochastic effects. In (A) and (C), the means are calculated over 100 runs,
and the error bars show one standard deviation around the mean.

increases, fewer growers participate in the CSS as they estimated that they would

be paying the dual penalty of the cost of control and loss due to disease (Figure

5.7).

When growers misestimate the rate of horizontal transmission, βS, the pat-

tern of CSS use again resembles that of the deterministic model (Figure 5.7(A),

compared to the deterministic results in Figure 2.7 in Chapter 2). At low values

of the perceived value of β (qβS
, with qβS

= νβS
βS, Table 5.1), more growers use
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the control scheme as they believe that they are unlikely to be infected. As qβS

increases, growers believe that they are likely to pay the dual penalty of the cost

of control, ϕ, and the loss due to infection, L, and therefore abandon the CSS.

Figure 5.7: Effect of systematic misestimation in the spatial-stochastic
model. (A) For the default parameters, as the perceptions of the dispersal scale
for the whitefly vector (να) increase, fewer growers use the control scheme as they
estimate that they would likely end up infected. (B) As perceptions of the rate of
horizontal transmission increase (νβ), fewer growers use the CSS in a pattern that
matches that seen in Figure 2.7(A) in Chapter 2. The mean values were calculated
over 100 runs, and the error bars show one standard deviation around the mean.

5.3.2 Tomato yellow leaf curl virus

Comparison of deterministic and stochastic models

In the first instance, we compared the deterministic and spatial-stochastic model

results for both the tolerant and resistant parameterisations. For the tolerant

parameterisation, the steady-state behaviour of the deterministic models with tol-

erant parameterisation was captured in the stochastic model. However, there were
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differences in dynamics approaching equilibrium, with a lower peak in the pro-

portion of fields using tolerant crop in the stochastic model (Figure 5.8(A) and

(C)). Nevertheless, in both cases, there was universal adoption of the tolerant crop

(Figure 5.8(E)).

Dynamics differed between the deterministic and spatial-stochastic versions of

the model when the improved crop was resistant to TYLCV. Though the final

values after ten seasons were similar, fewer growers used resistant crop in the

stochastic model. This is related to the accuracy of the estimates used by growers

to assess the profitability of switching strategy (discussed below; Figure 5.11(A)

and (B)).
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the default behaviour of the “grower vs al-
ternative” spatial-stochastic and deterministic models for the tolerant
and resistant crop. (A) Dynamics for the spatial model when improved crop
is tolerant. As with the deterministic model (C), there is universal adoption and
high levels of infection after ten seasons. (B) Dynamics for the spatial model when
improved crop is resistant. Here, the dynamics approaching steady-state differ
between the spatial-stochastic and deterministic models, with fewer oscillations in
dynamics in the stochastic model. (A) and (B) figures show the mean for 100 runs
of each model, and the error bars show one standard deviation. The equilibrium
values and dynamics for spatial and non-spatial models are emphasised in (E) and
(F), which show the proportions controlling and infected for the spatial-stochastic
(“stoch.”) and deterministic (“det.”) models. In the legend, the subscript “C” de-
notes whether the crop is tolerant or resistant. For both the tolerant and resistant
parameterisations, the steady-state values are the same between the deterministic
and stochastic models, though dynamics approaching equilibrium differ.
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Effect of changing the parameter values in the spatial-stochastic model

We then investigated the effect of economic and epidemiological parameters on the

spatial-stochastic model (Figure 5.9). We do this for two parameters relating to

the efficacy of either tolerant or resistant crop (δL, which reduces the loss due to

infection in tolerant crop, or δβ, which reduces the susceptibility of resistant crop).

Results are shown after ten seasons.

Again, there is good agreement between the spatial-stochastic and deterministic

versions of the model where the improved crop is tolerant (Figure 5.9(A) and (C)),

though a high value of δL leads to lower use of tolerant crop in the spatial-stochastic

model. At these values, the benefits conferred by the tolerant crop are not enough

to warrant its cost, and as the growers in the spatial-stochastic model are more

sensitive to changes in profitability (as they each have an individualised probability

of infection), growers abandon tolerant crop quicker in the spatial-stochastic than

the deterministic model.

The results for the models where the improved crop is resistant diverge be-

tween the deterministic and spatial-stochastic model, though the pattern in the

proportion of infected fields is similar. The discrepancy is related to the difference

in the growers’ estimates of the expected profits and the probability of extinction.

After ten seasons in the stochastic model, when δβ in the majority of simulations

(64%), disease goes extinct. However, there is a lag between disease extinction

and the cessation of the use of resistant crop by growers; after 50 seasons, growers

stop using resistant crop at these low values of δbeta (Appendix D.1).

The use of resistant crop initially increases as δβ is increased for the determin-

istic model, as when resistant crop is highly effective, the positive externalities
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Figure 5.9: Effect of the change in parameters relating to the effectiveness
of tolerance or resistance on the uptake of improved crop. (A) and (C)
are for the tolerant parameterisation, where there is good agreement across values
of δL (which moderates the losses due to infection in tolerant crop). However,
in (B) and (D) though the trend is similar between the spatial-stochastic and
deterministic models, more growers use resistant crop at smaller values of δβ in
the spatial-stochastic model; conversely, more growers use resistant crop at higher
values of δβ in the deterministic model. This is due to transient effects, but also
the differences in how profits are estimated (Figure 5.10(A) and (B)). Parameters
are as in Table 5.2, and initial conditions of the deterministic models are as in
Chapter 3 Table 3 (which guarantees the disease-endemic equilibrium is attained
in the case of bistability at δβ = 0.5).

it generates are stronger. Therefore, the growers of unimproved crop can benefit

without paying for control themselves (“free-ride”). As the resistant crop gets less

effective (i.e. δβL
increases), growers will have to pay to use resistant crop to ex-

perience its benefits. Once δβL
> 0.79, however, the use of control is unprofitable

and the proportion controlling decreases.
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Effect of the radius of comparison

Narrowing the group of growers with whom growers could compare their profits

had opposing effects depending on whether the improved crop was tolerant or

resistant (Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10: Effect of the spatial scale of the information accessible to
growers on the adoption of improved crop and the level of infection. (A)
When improved crop is tolerant, growers are less likely to use it when they have
access to a limited range of information. By contrast, when the improved crop is
resistant in (B), narrowing the scope of the information by reducing the radius of
comparison favours the use of resistant crop.

Growers were most likely to use resistant crop if they only had information

about what they did the previous season and compared it to their individual ex-

pected profit if they adopted the alternative strategy (i.e. a radius of comparison of

“0” m). More broadly, narrowing their pool of comparison, growers only compare

outcomes with other growers whose fields are experiencing similar disease pres-

sures. When growers compare their profit with the expected profit of all growers

using the alternative strategy, they are also comparing with growers whose fields

have vastly different infection pressures exerted upon them. The focal grower,

therefore, may over-estimate their risk of infection for the large radii of compari-
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son, reducing the perceived benefit of resistant crop and making growers less likely

to use it (Figure 5.11(B)). By only comparing with those that are near to them,

growers will have a more accurate estimate of their own expected profits (Figure

5.11(B) and (D)).

Conversely, fewer growers use tolerant crop when there is a narrow pool of

comparison (Figure 5.10(B)). Tolerant crop only benefits growers if their own field

becomes infected, so over-estimating the probability of infection by looking at a

broader range of growers incentivises control uptake. Even so, irrespective of the

radius of comparison, the estimates for the expected profits were similar for tolerant

crop (Figure 5.11(A)). This is in part because, for this parameterisation, there

is only a narrow difference between the maximum possible profit achieved with

tolerant crop (PSC = PEC = 0.9) and the minimum possible profit (PICH = 0.84).

The reduced use of tolerant crop when growers only consider nearby fields is

therefore largely because the growers over-estimate the expected profits of using

unimproved crop (Figure 5.11(C)). At larger radii of comparison, the estimates fall

and become more similar to the “actual” expected profit for each individual field.
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Figure 5.11: Perception of the expected profits depending on the radius
of comparison.(A) and (C) are when the tolerant parameterisation is used; (B)
and (D) the resistant parameterisation. (A) and (C) The estimates are generally
closer to the landscape-level estimate and non-spatial estimate when the improved
crop is tolerant, though now the landscape-level estimates are less closely aligned
with the “actual” profits growers could expect to earn. Growers also over-estimate
the expected profit for unimproved crop when they only consider the fields at
smaller radii of comparison (C).(B) and (D) The expected profits from the non-
spatial (deterministic) model are similar to those for the spatial model for both
improved and unimproved crop. Generally, the smaller the radius of comparison,
the closer the estimates are to the distribution of the “actual” probabilities of
infection experienced by each individual field.
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Ensuring accurate information on the local disease pressure encourages sus-

tained use of resistant crop. The same logic does not apply to tolerant crop, as if

growers underestimate their disease risk and then pay the dual penalty of infec-

tion and the cost of control, the infection penalty is sufficiently low that it does

not drastically change the growers’ decision to remain using tolerant crop (Figure

5.11(A)). Conversely, if a grower does not use tolerant crop and then is infected,

they are much more likely to switch strategy to using tolerant crop the following

season.

Spatial clustering of similar control patterns

We evaluated the degree of spatial clustering using Moran’s I, a measure of spatial

auto-correlation (Moran (1950)). We evaluated the degree of correlation for fields

within 200m of the focal growers. There is, therefore, a distinction between the

source of information (as growers are evaluating profitability based on growers

within 100m, 200m, 300m, 400m, 500m or 600m of their own field) and the scale

over which we measure spatial auto-correlation (as we calculate Moran’s I based on

the similarity in control strategy/infectious status of fields within a 200m radius

of the focal field). We do this for after 10 seasons, at which point the epidemic is

approximately at steady-state for all radii of comparison.

When the improved crop is tolerant, at lower radii of comparison (100m and

200m), there is initially evidence of dispersion of tolerant fields in the landscape

(negative Moran’s I). At these radii, the tolerant fields are more spread out in

the landscape than expected by chance (so there is no clustering and they are not

randomly distributed). There is some clustering of infectious fields at intermediate
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radii (200m - 400m); after 10 seasons, at these radii of comparison, the infectious

fields will be a mix of tolerant and unimproved crop. As the radii of comparison get

larger (> 300m), there is no significant clustering of either tolerant or infectious

fields in in the landscape. At this point, the all growers use tolerant crop (Figure

5.10(A)). Therefore, as every field is of the same crop type, there cannot be any

clustering of like fields. The majority of these fields will also be infectious, and

consequently infection will not be clustered in the landscape.

When the improved crop was resistant (Figure 5.12(B)), there was significant

spatial correlation of fields planted with resistant crop across all radii (i.e. fields

in close proximity to each other were more likely to be of the same infectious

status and have the same control strategy; this is indicated by a positive Moran’s

I). At smaller radii of comparison, there was also clustering of infectious fields,

though these became more randomly distributed in the landscape as the radius

of comparison got larger. This is probably due to the decrease in the number

of resistant fields (Figure 5.11(B)); with fewer resistant fields, infection becomes

more dispersed in the landscape and is not clustered in particular localities.

At lower radii of comparison, growers are only comparing with other fields that

are experiencing similar disease pressures. Therefore, if it beneficial for a nearby

grower to use resistant crop, it will likely be beneficial for the focal grower, leading

to a clustering of resistant fields. As the radius of comparison expands, the growers

will begin comparing with those that have different disease pressures, reducing the

likelihood that they will perceive resistant crop as beneficial (Figure 5.11(B)).
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Figure 5.12: Moran’s I after 10 seasons for different radii of comparison.
The black dots indicate values that are statistically significant. (A) At smaller
radii of comparison, the tolerant crop is dispersed in the landscape. At 300m,
there is no significant correlation in the location of tolerant fields. (B) Across
all radii, when the improved crop is resistant, there is significant positive spatial
correlation. At small radii, this also applies to infectious fields, though as the
radius increases the clustering of infectious crop disappears. The grey bars show
the 95% confidence interval around the expected value (E = −1/(N − 1)). For a
sample time course for both resistant and tolerant crop, see Appendix D.1.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 CBSD and CSS

The results for the spatial-stochastic model of clean seed systems cassava brown

streak disease (CBSD) were comparable with those for the equivalent deterministic
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model described in Chapter 2 (Figure 5.6), demonstrating the robustness of our

results to stochastic and spatial effects. This was partly due to the non-spatial

aspect of trade, as it allowed for transmission across the relatively small landscape

considered here (McQuaid et al. (2017b)).

When trade was not included (i.e. p = 0) the disease spread across the land-

scape in a more “wavelike” pattern as expected from the thin-tailed dispersal kernel

for the whitefly (Shaw (1995)) (Figure 5.2). However, when trade occurs via a mar-

ket or central organisation, most transactions occur over a scale larger than our

landscape (a square with sides 3.16 km), with around 70 % of transactions oc-

curring over a scale of 10-50 km (Szyniszewska et al. (2021)). For more informal

trade settings, with growers interacting with each other, a proximity-based ker-

nel may be more appropriate (McQuaid et al. (2017b), McQuaid et al. (2017a);

though both of these were modelled over a larger landscape than ours). However,

such exchanges are hard to parameterise as the probability of exchanging planting

material is highly variable across settings (varying between 30 - 92.51% over un-

specified spatial scales; Ntawuruhunga et al. (2007), Chikoti et al. (2016), Djaha

et al. (2018), Houngue et al. (2018) and Teeken et al. (2018)). For this reason,

we only investigated the effect of different networks of comparison on the TYLCV

model, which does not include any trade-mediated spread of the virus.

As in Chapter 2, we investigated the effect of growers’ misperception of epi-

demiological parameters on their participation in the CSS. Results were similar to

those found in Chapter 2; if growers underestimated the probability of infection

(either by underestimating the rate of horizontal transmission, βS, or the white-

fly’s dispersal scale parameter, α), they were more likely to control. At these low
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levels, the growers did not believe there was a high probability that they would

receive the “sucker’s payoff” and pay the dual cost of control and infection. The

high probability of vertical transmission (p = 0.8) preserves the perceived benefit

of control. As the estimates of both βS and α increase, the perceived benefit of

control decreases and participation in the CSS decreases.

5.4.2 TYLCV model

The robustness of our results from the deterministic models described in Chapter 3

depended on whether growers could choose to use tolerant or resistant crop. There

was better agreement between deterministic and stochastic tolerance models than

for the equivalent resistance models (both for default behaviour and response to

parameters). Though the general patterns were the same, uptake of the resistant

crop was generally lower in the spatial-stochastic model (Figures 5.8 and 5.9).

In the spatial-stochastic model, growers’ use of highly-effective resistant crop

could lead to elimination of TYLCV (Figure 5.9(B)). Though very low levels of

disease could be achieved in the deterministic model (Figure 5.9(D)), it could not

go extinct. Disease elimination was never possible with tolerant crop, as tolerant

traits do not limit the infectivity or susceptibility (Figure 5.9(A) and (C)). The

possibility for disease extinction led to discrepancies between the spatial-stochastic

and deterministic models when resistant crop was used. Additionally, there were

larger differences in the growers’ estimates of the expected profits of each strategy

(Figure 5.11(A) and (B), “landscape” vs “non-spatial” lines). Ensuring growers

have accurate estimates of their probabilities of infection, rather than an average

probability of infection obtained from a non-spatial model, can help incentivise the
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use of resistant crop as a means of control. Growers only use control when needed,

and they can avoid paying unnecessarily for protection based on probabilities of

infection of fields on the other side of the landscape.

As this spatial-stochastic model was more sensitive to the effects of space, we

investigated whether narrowing the pool of comparison growers used to estimate

profits affected the uptake of control. The radius of comparison had opposite ef-

fects for each grower type. A smaller radius of comparison (0 - 400m) discouraged

the use of tolerant crop (Figure 5.10(A)). At these lower radii, growers overesti-

mated the profitability of unimproved crop (Figure 5.11(C)), encouraging its use.

Conversely, when growers can use resistant crop, the landscape-level information

(where growers have information on all other growers) under-estimates the prof-

itability resistant crop (Figure 5.11(A)). Consequently, more growers use resistant

crop when they only compare with growers in their close vicinity (Figure 5.10(B)).

The distinction between these two results is important, as it shows that crop types

with different externalities may require different levels of information to encourage

their use.

We found no evidence that growers of tolerant crop cluster in the landscape,

though there was evidence that growers of resistant crop did (Figure 5.12(A) vs

(B)). Tolerant crop provided more benefits to growers and its use was widespread

in the landscape irrespective of the radius of comparison used (Figure 5.10(A));

its widespread use therefore precluded any clustering. As the use of resistant crop

was less widespread, and its use was strongly influenced by the radius from which

the focal grower accessed information, clustering was possible. The clustering of

growers of resistant crops is similar to the effects observed in Salathé & Bonhoef-
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fer (2008) and Eames (2009), where clusters of individuals with similar opinions

regarding vaccination occurred.

5.4.3 General conclusions of developing spatial-stochastic

models

Broadly, the conclusions we obtained from the deterministic models used in Chap-

ters 2 and 3 are transferable to the models described here, with notable exceptions

being the spatial-stochastic version of the TYLCV model where growers could

choose between resistant and tolerant crop. We have shown, then, that the use of

simpler, more mathematically-tractable and less computationally-intense models

is therefore justified in some situations. In particular, the use of spatial-stochastic

models should be considered when a control scheme generates strong positive ex-

ternalities that disincentivise widespread adoption or that can lead to disease ex-

tinction.

There are several limitations to the models we have developed in this chapter.

Alongside the general criticisms described in Chapters 2 and 3, here we discuss

some explicitly related to these models’ spatial and stochastic components. We

have not incorporated any environmental stochasticity, which would influence dis-

ease spread across the landscape. We have also considered fields of a uniform size

that are randomly distributed in the landscape; in reality, the field size will vary

and the fields may be clustered together and not evenly dispersed (e.g. around

roads or in groups based on the social contacts of the growers).

Additionally, the yield loss for an infected field is constant irrespective of when
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the field was infected during the season. Allowing for within-field bulk-up of

infection will change the nature of the payoffs and may help incentivise control.

This is particularly true in the case of the CSS, as the lack of initial infection

from replanting infected cuttings will exacerbate the differences in expected profits

between the control strategies. The size of a field, which here we’ve assumed to

be uniform across all growers, will also impact their profits. Finally, once disease

goes extinct, it cannot be reintroduced into the system, eliminating the likelihood

of control (as growers cannot act irrationally and cannot predict a reintroduction

event). These limitations provide ground for future work, discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6: Discussion

Including human behaviour in epidemic models remains rare, and it is a very recent

development in the field of plant disease epidemiology. In this thesis, we attempt

to address this oversight by modifying existing disease-behaviour models (such as

those presented in Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a) and Saikai et al.

(2021)) to simpler, non-spatial models. We develop and test a number of different

behavioural models, and then deploy them in different management contexts to

test the interactions between disease spread and grower decision-making.

6.1 Summary of thesis

By combining epidemiological and game-theoretic models, we demonstrated

how grower decision-making can be included in plant disease models. In Chapter

2, we considered cassava brown streak disease (CBSD) as a case study. CBSD is a

viral disease that is widespread across sub-Saharan Africa, and provided a useful

case study for investigating behaviour because of how it is transmitted. CBSD has

two main routes of transmission: it can be vectored between fields by B. tabaci,

introducing an inter-dependence between growers as the infection status of their
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field will depend on that of neighbouring fields. Additionally, its second transmis-

sion route (vertically via the replanting of infected cassava cuttings) introduces a

behavioural component, as growers can chose whether or not to trade cuttings and

potentially receive infected material.

We used this case study to investigate how the potential increase in profits due

to disease management influences participation in clean seed systems (CSS). Our

models were rooted in game theory, with growers making strategic decisions based

on the expected profitability of different control strategies. We found that each

behavioural model (“strategy vs population”, “strategy vs alternative”, “grower vs

population” and “grower vs alternative”) led to varying participation in the CSS

and, consequently, epidemic outcomes. Each model had a different response to

changes in parameter values, and the “all control” equilibrium (where all growers

used the CSS) was not achievable for our “grower vs” behavioural models. Though

in this chapter we investigated the effects of all four behavioural models, for the

majority of the thesis we focused on the “grower vs alternative” model as this had

the best experimental and empirical evidence supporting its use (Kaup (2008),

Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a), Saikai et al. (2021)).

By considering systematic misestimation of parameters by growers, we also

found that the perception of epidemiological quantities influenced long-term par-

ticipation in the CSS. Over-estimation of infection risk led to lower participation

in the CSS, as growers perceived that paying for the CSS will be futile.

Additionally, even though good disease management would be achieved through

the implementation of CSS, and a scenario where all controllers use the CSS was

achievable in the “strategy vs” models, CBSD was rarely eliminated from the sys-
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tem. This was primarily due to within-season spread mediated by B. tabaci, which

was not controlled by the CSS. These results were robust to stochastic and spa-

tial effects (Chapter 5). Our work highlighted the importance of including human

behaviour in plant disease models, but also the significance of how that behaviour

was included.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we considered how the deployment of disease-resistant or

-tolerant varieties influenced the disease management strategies of growers. Resis-

tant varieties are less susceptible and, therefore, less likely to act as reservoirs of

inoculum, whereas tolerant varieties can be highly susceptible but limit yield loss

for those who grow them. To date, the population-scale effects of deploying resis-

tant or tolerant varieties have received little consideration from epidemiologists.

The traits are often confounded by crop companies, particularly when considering

quantitative resistance and partial tolerance. In Chapter 3, we examined how tol-

erant and resistant crops had opposing consequences upon the uptake of control

using a behavioural model based on strategic-adaptive expectations (the “grower

vs alternative” model introduced in Chapter 2). Growers compared last season’s

profit with an estimate of what could be expected from the alternative crop type

(“grower vs alternative”), thereby assessing whether to alter their strategy for the

next season. Tolerant crop only benefited growers using it, and because it was not

rogued as effectively, its use decreased yields for other growers by allowing for a

high build-up of infection. This incentivised widespread use via a positive feedback

loop.

Resistant crop provided benefits to controllers and non-controllers, as the re-

duced population-scale disease pressure led to increased yields for all. However,
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this positive externality allowed growers who do not deploy resistant crop to “free-

ride” upon the management efforts of others. The results presented in this chapter

highlighted how a community of growers responds to the contrasting incentives

caused by tolerant and resistant crop varieties and how this led to distinct effects

on yields and population-scale deployment.

Then, in Chapter 4, we extended the two-strategy models explored in Chap-

ters 2 and 3 to include a third option. Growers could now choose between three

different crop varieties: disease-resistant, disease-tolerant or conventional crop.

We also introduced the concept of the “social planner”, an individual who could

provide subsidies to growers to incentivise or disincentivise the use of particular

crops. This, however, introduced conflicting goals: which subsidisation regime

maximised growers’ profits whilst also minimising the cost to the planner? We

solved this problem using Pareto optimisation, and found that growers achieved

the highest profits at the lowest cost to the planner when subsidies were provided

for resistant crop. Almost no scenarios where the tolerant crop was subsidised

led to a Pareto-optimal solution. This was because tolerant crop induces a posi-

tive feedback loop, encouraging widespread use (i.e. tolerant crop is a “strategic

complement”), though the benefits are only felt privately by each grower. By

subsidising resistant crop, however, planners could subsidise only a subset of the

population whilst still ensuring that all growers, irrespective of their crop type,

achieved high profits. This showed a conflict between what is privately optimal

for growers (growing tolerant crop) and what is socially optimal when a planner

is considered. However, even within this regime of discouraging tolerant crop,

there are a variety of possible optima with different outcomes for the planners and

growers. Pareto optimisation cannot determine which of these scenarios is better,
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so the social planner will need external information to decide (such as budgetary

constraints, the economic and political climate, the importance of the crop etc.).

Though we have used different crop types, the principles of Pareto optimisation

can, in principle, be applied to any control scheme.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we developed spatial-stochastic analogues of the deter-

ministic models described in Chapters 2 and 3. The conclusions drawn from our

spatial-stochastic model of the CSS and CBSD were essentially identical to those

obtained from the deterministic model in Chapter 2. This was primarily due to

our inclusion of trade-mediated vertical transmission, which occurred between all

non-controllers with equal probability (and therefore had no spatial aspect). The

trade-mediated transmission caused the rapid spread of CBSD in the landscape,

overwhelming the whitefly-mediated spread whose rate depended on the distance

between infected and susceptible fields. Future work could include network-based

trade schemes that would introduce a spatial aspect to CBSD spread via vertical

transmission.

However, the results from the spatial-stochastic version of the model presented

in Chapter 3 (which modelled the deployment of TYLCV-tolerant or -resistant

tomato cultivars) revealed important nuances from the spatial-stochastic context,

though differences between the models were primarily due to temporal effects.

The positive feedback loop induced by the use of tolerant crop in some fields

meant that, for the tolerant parameterisation, results were comparable between the

deterministic and spatial-stochastic models. If the tolerant crop was sufficiently

cheap and the disease pressure sufficiently high, all growers adopted tolerant crop.

The benefits conferred by the tolerant crop meant that even at relatively low
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probabilities of infection (where the grower risks unnecessarily paying the cost of

control), growers would still achieve higher profits using tolerant crop rather than

risk incurring a large yield loss with unimproved crop.

However, the results diverged when we used the resistant parameterisation.

The resistant crop only protected from initial infection, with growers sustaining

a high yield loss if the resistant crop becomes infected. In the spatial-stochastic

model, each field has its own probability of infection. This meant that growers

could use local levels of infection to assess when they are likely to be paying

the “sucker’s payoff” or when the cost of control is justified. Additionally, the

spatial-stochastic models allowed for disease extinction. As the resistant crop

reduced the effective reproductive number of TYLCV, disease extinction was likely

to occur when resistant crop was used. Tolerant crop’s inability to reduce disease

transmission meant that extinction events were rarer, though not, in principle,

impossible.

The complexity of the behavioural model with an expanded strategy set, cou-

pled with time constraints, prevented us from developing a spatial-stochastic ana-

logue of the model presented in Chapter 4, though in principle such a model could

be constructed. We imagine, as with the TYLCV models from Chapters 3 and 5

upon which Chapter 4 is based, the results would be broadly similar between the

spatial-stochastic and deterministic models. The response to changing the pool

of comparison may be comparable with those presented in Chapter 3. As with

the resistant parameterisation in Chapter 3, there may be an increased uptake of

resistant crop when growers narrow their pool of comparison, and decreased use

of tolerant crop.
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Though the spatial-stochastic models presented in Chapter 5 were analogues

of our deterministic models, as with those deterministic models, the spatial set-up

and way in which growers make decisions are sufficiently flexible to be adapted to

other pathosystems or control mechanisms.

6.2 Contributions to the literature

Previous models that include grower behaviour have included spatial, stochas-

tic, and network-based components (Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a),

Saikai et al. (2021)). We simplified these complex landscapes in which decisions

were being made to a non-spatial deterministic model, allowing us to focus on the

behavioural components of our models. These non-spatial models are less com-

putationally intensive and more mathematically tractable, allowing more general

conclusions on the interaction between behaviour and epidemic outcomes to be

drawn.

We then developed four different decision rules. These decision rules were either

based on rational (our “strategy vs” models) or strategic-adaptive (our “grower vs”

models) expectations. We then systematically compared these decision rules, de-

termining how they impact grower behaviour and, ultimately, epidemic outcomes.

To our knowledge, this is the first time such a comparison has been undertaken for

epidemiological modelling. The differences we found resulting from each decision

rule highlight that, when including grower behaviour, greater consideration must

be given to how decision-making is modelled as this will a priori affect outcomes.

However, in the absence of richer data - particularly in terms of growers’ risk at-

titudes, access to information, the relative importance of the profits of others and
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how they consider the weighting of past outcomes - each of these decision rules

remain simplified representations of how growers may make decisions relating to

disease management.

Where decision rules of similar forms have been included before, the settings

have been complex spatially-explicit models and the studies have not included an

in-depth analysis of their behaviour (Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a),

Saikai et al. (2021)). Here, we analysed the response of these switching rules to

different parameter values and disease pressures, enabling a greater understanding

of the drivers of grower behaviour. This analysis, alongside our work comparing the

“strategy vs” and “grower vs” models, will help guide future models incorporating

human behaviour and plant disease management to ensure the appropriate decision

rules are chosen for a given context. In the absence of data on how growers might

behave, the results obtained from each decision rule can provide a range of possible

outcomes.

In this thesis, we also considered the effect of the externalities generated by

each control mechanism. These externalities have significant repercussions on the

success of a control scheme across a community of growers. Positive externalities,

such as those generated by resistant crop, disincentivised control and could lead

to suboptimal profits for growers.

In the context of tolerant crop, negative externalities, by contrast, actually

incentivised the use of control. Although this led to high disease levels, profits

improved for growers as their yield loss was limited. Providing subsidies to in-

ternalise some of the positive externalities generated by resistant crop can help

to recover the growers’ profits. Moreover, knowing in advance the nature of the
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externalities generated by a particular control mechanism can help predict its up-

take and what actions may be needed to ensure its success. Subsidies have been

proposed as a means of internalising the externalities generated by vaccinations,

which - like resistant crop - generates positive externalities that disincentivise wide

uptake (Francis (2004), Ibuka & ichiro Bessho (2015)).

In this thesis, we have also shown including behaviour results in similar dynam-

ics in both deterministic and their analogous spatial-stochastic models. There were

some notable differences, however, particularly when considering the case where

growers can choose between resistant and unimproved crop. Generally, however,

we have shown that the simpler, more tractable deterministic models can make

robust predictions about the influence of grower behaviour on disease management.

6.3 Limitations and scope for future work

Despite decades of work in human disease epidemiology, incorporating be-

haviour into plant disease models is a relatively recent development. Though,

in this thesis, we have expanded on existing models, there are also some ways in

which the treatment we have adopted here is limited. This leaves a broad range

of possibilities that could be incorporated into future models.

6.3.1 Limitations to the game-theoretic approach

There are a number of limitations to the game-theoretic models that are used to

model disease-avoidance behaviours (including those used in this thesis). Like

many economic models, they assume perfect rationality of the player (Morris

(2012)). However, empirical studies have shown that there is often a substan-
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tial deviation from the predicted optimal equilibrium state (Kasthurirathna &

Piraveenan (2015), Oraby et al. (2014), Camerer (2011), Shim et al. (2012)). One

possible explanation is that the players are irrational in their decision making,

though they may also be limited by their ability to perceive risk, access to in-

formation, or have previous experience that will influence their decisions. The

assumption that players are rational has been addressed in some studies by in-

cluding a parameter that ensures some players will act contrary to what is ratio-

nally good (McQuaid et al. (2017a), Poletti et al. (2012), Poletti et al. (2009)).

Conversely, individuals may be acting within the limits of “bounded rationality”:

they believe they are behaving rationally, but are constrained by their own mental

capabilities and access to information (Simon (1990), Jones (1999), Tsutsui et al.

(2010)). Some models have explicitly included these constraints (Oraby & Bauch

(2015), Shi et al. (2019)). Inclusion of these effects on individual decision-making

changes the long-term predictions of these models; for example, including bounded

rationality in Oraby & Bauch (2015) increases the predicted proportion of individ-

uals who will get vaccinated, though means it is harder to eliminate disease when

vaccines are not mandatory. Deviations from perfectly rational behaviour, then,

could influence the policy recommendations derived from disease models.

Even if an individual acts within the bounds of rationality, their attitude to risk

may also affect their decisions (Buchak & Buchak (2013), Stefánsson & Bradley

(2019)). An individual’s “risk attitude” describes where they fall on a spectrum

between risk-tolerant and risk-averse (Zhang et al. (2014)). In the case of plant

disease management, if an individual is risk-tolerant, they do not readily engage

in actions that protect themselves from the threat posed by disease. The converse

is true for risk-averse individuals; any control actions they undertake are proactive
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and aim to prevent any infection from occurring rather than reactively minimise

the impact of infection. As an intermediate, there are risk-neutral individuals who

neither under- nor overestimate risk but rather adhere to behaviours predicted by

assuming perfect rationality.

Risk sensitivity will depend both on circumstance and prior experience (Bucini

et al. (2019), Mankad (2016), Hidano et al. (2018), Garcia-Figuera et al. (2021)).

For example, even when banana growers perceived there to be a high risk of in-

fection of Panama Tropical Race 4 (Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense (Foc),

TR4 ), many did not actively engage in preventative measures because they were

not highly dependent on banana as their main source of income (Mankad et al.

(2019)). Risk attitudes, therefore, do not have a clear impact a priori, as their

effects depend on whether the individual is more averse to the costs associated

with infection or those associated with preventing infection.

We have also assumed homogeneity in terms - amongst other things - of the

growers’ economic resources, dependence on their crop, access to the control mech-

anism and willingness to trust the information they receive. In effect, any part of

our models that assumes that growers will receive the same information, and act

upon it in the same way, is a simplification of reality.

Despite some limited investigations into parameter mis-estimation in Chapters

2 and 5, we also assume that individuals can all interpret epidemiological informa-

tion to get an exact probability of infection upon which they base their decisions.

This is over-simplified on two counts: growers may not be able to access or inter-

pret information relating to disease prevalence, but they also may not use it as the

factor upon which they make their decisions. Each of these assumptions could be
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improved with additional data collection, or extensions to our spatial-stochastic

model, which allow for more individualised behaviours between growers.

Though the field of economic epidemiology connects human behaviour and dis-

ease spread, models may temporally disconnect the two processes. In the canonical

example of the vaccination game (Bauch & Earn (2004), Box 1 in Introduction),

the payoffs for the vaccination and non-vaccination strategies are calculated when

the disease dynamic component of the system is at steady-state. The individu-

als then decide whether to vaccinate, and the disease component of the model

is allowed to equilibrate again until the entire system reaches a steady-state. De-

labouglise & Boni (2020) and Brettin et al. (2018) similarly ignore transient effects

of disease dynamics and the replicator dynamics that govern individual behaviour

takes place when the disease is at steady-state. Acknowledging that disease spread

and human behaviour may occur on different time scales, Poletti et al. (2009) and

Karlsson & Rowlett (2020) include parameters that modulate the relative speed of

both dynamics. In our models, the “responsiveness” parameter (η) in some ways

acted as a rate parameter, as it set how sensitive growers were to unit differences in

profit (which is related to their risk attitude). Our use of η was constrained by the

lack of data pertaining to growers’ risk attitudes, and for simplicity we assumed a

constant value across all simulations and growers. More nuance could be added; for

example, growers who use control may have a different degree of responsiveness

than non-controllers, or in our spatial-stochastic models each individual grower

could have their own value of η.

Other models use seasonal dynamics for disease (e.g. Vardavas et al. (2007)

and Fukuda et al. (2014)). In these models, all individuals decide on vaccination
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at the beginning of the epidemic season and cannot change their strategy until the

beginning of the next epidemic season. Whilst such model structures may apply to

crop epidemic systems (and are used in Milne et al. (2016), McQuaid et al. (2017a),

Saikai et al. (2021)), where fields can only be planted once, and there are legislative

constraints on the timing of chemical controls, the restriction of vaccinations to

the very beginning of an epidemic is unlikely in human biology. Future models

in human epidemiology could consider the impact of this mismatch in temporal

scales and further integrate the two processes. In our model, though we used

continuous time, growers’ behaviours were similarly limited and their decision-

making was restricted to the time of planting (though planting was asynchronous

between growers). Moving to discrete time may induce more oscillations in uptake,

as was seen in Milne et al. (2016) and McQuaid et al. (2017a).

Additionally, even within the field of plant epidemiology, the seasonal tim-

ing does not allow for asynchronous decision-making between individuals. In this

thesis, we directly incorporate growers’ decisions into disease models, avoiding

complications related to the relative scales of decision-making and disease dynam-

ics. Decisions are based on the current disease prevalence and occur at the time of

planting without any delay between the decision-making and the action being car-

ried out. Further research should examine the comparative impact of synchronous

and asynchronous decision-making between individuals.

In both of our case studies, we were limited by a lack of data relating to our

models’ economic, behavioural, and epidemiological parameters. In some cases,

we could somewhat compensate for this lack of data through extensive scans

over parameter space, but others - particularly those parameters pertaining to
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the spatial-stochastic models - were approximated from previous literature. For

the distribution of fields in the landscape, we approximated the density from Mc-

Quaid et al. (2017b) for both our CBSD and TYLCV models and did not vary it

between simulations. Yet fields may be clustered around features such as roads

or neighbourhoods based on family connections. We also had no data on how

information regarding disease risk is communicated between growers; our models

effectively assume it is “broadcast” across the landscape, and each grower has an

equal likelihood of receiving it. But complex structures are likely to exist, with

growers potentially having access to multiple information sources and putting a

different emphasis on each (such as in Milne et al. (2016)). Such data were lacking

for our study systems. We emphasise here the need for more data to be collected

and made available, and echo Cunniffe et al. (2015a) in calling for more data re-

lated to the spatial structure of hosts, trade networks, and dispersal kernels of

vectors, as well as other factors such costs of different control mechanisms, the

yield of infected crops in non-experimental settings and risk attitudes of growers.

6.3.2 Changing the form of the decision rules

There is a fundamental lack of data pertaining to the information growers use to

make decisions, the importance they put on different factors, and their response

to uncertainty. In this thesis, we examined two broad categories of decision rules,

based on either rational or strategic-adaptive expectations, but future work could

expand on the assumptions underlying the formulations that we used.

Though our behavioural models were based on principles of game theory, they

deviated in form from the classical “replicator” or “imitator” dynamics used in many
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previous models linking disease and behaviour (Bauch & Earn (2004), Delabouglise

& Boni (2020), Bauch (2005)). Replicator dynamics assumes that each individual

of the same class will act in the same way, changing the human behavioural dy-

namics (Sun & Hilker (2021)) and ultimately affecting the model output. Sun &

Hilker (2021) compared replicator dynamics with “best response” dynamics, which

are similar in form to our switching terms. They found that best-response dy-

namics recovered the predictions of replicator dynamics when agents were more

rational (increasing the conformity amongst individuals of the same class). We

did not construct our models using replicator dynamics due to complications aris-

ing from differences in time scales; replicator dynamics would require a new state

variable (alongside the epidemiological state variables describing disease dynamics)

that tracks the total proportion of growers in the population and how they behave.

The speed of dynamics in this “behavioural” compartment would differ from the

disease dynamics. However, a comparison between our models using “switching

terms” and replicator dynamics could provide further useful information on the

effect of the behavioural model’s construction on epidemic outcomes.

Future work could include modifications to the decision rules to allow for a

relative weighting of future outcomes. Temporal discounting refers to the observed

tendency of individuals to prefer immediate rewards to delayed ones, even if the

delay increases the value of the reward (Loewenstein & Thaler (1989)). The lack

of preventative action recommended to growers whose vineyards have low disease

prevalence is posited to be a form of temporal discounting, as it does not consider

the potential for severity to increase (Hillis et al. (2016)). In our model, we employ

a severe version of temporal discounting, as growers only consider the expected

profits of the next season. It is likely that there will be some priority given to
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subsequent season’s profits, particularly amongst risk-prone growers. Our decision

rules could include such a preference, allowing for more complex behaviours.

6.3.3 Extensions to the spatial-stochastic model

In Chapter 5, we conducted a preliminary investigation into the effects of space

and stochasticity on the robustness of the conclusions derived from Chapter 2.

However, for the majority of the models presented in this thesis, we assumed that

the population was well-mixed and neglected to consider any spatial structure.

Such structure is likely to impact both the epidemiological and behavioural com-

ponents of our model. Omitting space in disease models means that disease could

theoretically spread between two individuals that would, in reality, be sufficiently

far apart to preclude infection (Cunniffe et al. (2015a)). The possibility of dis-

ease dying out will have clear implications on disease control, as growers are less

likely to use control options if the risk of infection is low (Chapter 2). Though the

limited spatial modelling we did include did consider the epidemiological impact,

modelling over a larger spatial scale could allow us to explore these dynamics in

further depth.

Including spatial heterogeneity would significantly impact how growers make

decisions by affecting their access to information. In the majority of models pre-

sented in this thesis, we presume that all growers have access to the same degree of

knowledge; only in our spatial-stochastic model of TYCLV did we allow for varying

access to information. However, there is likely to be a large degree of variability

in knowledge between growers based on their relationship with neighbours, access

to “expert” information, previous experience with control mechanisms etc. (Kaup
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(2008)). Networks of information spread have been modelled in Milne et al. (2016),

who found, unsurprisingly, that such networks significantly impacted the speed at

which growers responded to disease threats, and growers who considered a range of

different information sources minimised their losses. The networks we included in

Chapter 5 were simple, based only on the distance between growers’ fields. Future

work could extend these networks to include external sources of knowledge or a

mix of growers whose fields are dispersed across the landscape.

Additionally, in all of our models, we presumed that knowledge pertaining to

both economic and epidemiological parameters was the same across growers. How-

ever, as with information regarding profitability, this is likely to vary depending

on an individual grower’s own network.

These spatial extensions also apply to trade networks: in Chapter 1, we pre-

sumed that when growers traded cassava cuttings, they used a centralised market,

enabling them to trade with all other growers in the landscape. However, when

trade occurs via a market or central organisation, most transactions occur over a

scale larger than our landscape (a square with sides 3.16 km), with around 70 % of

transactions occurring over a scale of 10-50 km (Szyniszewska et al. (2021)). For

more informal trade settings, with growers interacting with each other, a proximity-

based kernel may be more appropriate (McQuaid et al. (2017b), McQuaid et al.

(2017a), though both of these were modelled over a larger landscape than ours).

Yet such exchanges are hard to parameterise as the probability of exchanging

planting material is highly variable across settings (varying between 30 - 92.51%

over unspecified spatial scales; Ntawuruhunga et al. (2007), Chikoti et al. (2016),

Djaha et al. (2018), Houngue et al. (2018) and Teeken et al. (2018)). Including
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plant trade networks may therefore be limited by the availability of data (Pau-

tasso & Jeger (2014)), but completely ignoring them omits an important means of

disease spread.

Spatial settings could also be important for planners, who can introduce tar-

geted subsidies to encourage the use of a control scheme. Plant disease control is

often targeted to high-risk areas, where hosts that are likely to be infected are re-

moved (Cunniffe et al. (2015b), Hyatt-Twynam et al. (2017), Fabre et al. (2021)).

McQuaid et al. (2017a) found that subsidising clean seed increased participation

in clean seed systems, though the effect of clustering these subsidies is uncertain

(McQuaid et al. (2017b)). By including spatial structure in our models, we could

target subsidies at those most at risk of infection, potentially reducing costs to the

subsidy provider.

6.3.4 Co-operative control schemes

In each of our models, growers only consider their own profits and act in their own

self-interest. Yet for many plant diseases, individual efforts made by a grower to

reduce disease severity on their own land are ineffective due to disease spread from

an external source (termed primary infection) (Madden et al. (2007), Laranjeira

et al. (2020)). Pathogens and their vectors, then, can be considered as a form of

“common property” (Lazarus & Dixon (1984)).

The mobility of vectors, in particular, is an excellent motivator for co-ordinated

control efforts (Singerman & Useche (2019)). In many cases, then, co-operation

between growers is needed to maximise profits for all growers. It is increasingly

common for groups of growers to partake in such co-ordinated schemes (Faust et al.
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(2008)). These agreements between growers can be formalised via area-wide pest

management (AWPM) schemes. These AWPM schemes consist of co-ordinated

control amongst growers in a region against a specific disease and have been used

in a wide variety of contexts, from managing grape phylloxera in Europe (Kogan

(1986)) to corn boll weevil and European corn borer (ECB) in the US (Faust et al.

(2008) and Bell et al. (2012) respectively).

Citrus Health Management Areas (CHMAs) are a specific subset of AWPM

schemes established across the United States to combat Huanglongbing (HLB,

or citrus greening) (Bassanezi et al. (2013), Jones et al. (2013), Graham et al.

(2020)). Growers in these CHMAs co-ordinate insecticide sprays, targeting the

Asian citrus psyllid (ACP) that vectors HLB. These schemes provide economic

benefits, though participation is still limited (Singerman et al. (2017)). Many

growers not participating in the CHMA cite others’ lack of participation as a key

obstacle to their own participation, as well as the effort co-ordinated sprays would

require.

A grower’s participation in AWPM also will depend on both the opinions of the

grower (Milne et al. (2020)) and the incentives provided that help to internalise

the externalities produced by engaging in disease control (Bate et al. (2021)).

Combining these with other considerations outlined above can therefore give a

more realistic insight into the drivers of growers’ decisions to use disease control.

6.3.5 Other extensions

Models are, by definition, abstractions of reality; therefore, we have made many

simplifying assumptions that could be rectified in future pieces of work. For sim-
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plicity, in both our stochastic and deterministic models we included an average

loss of yield. In reality, the yield will depend on how far into the growing season

the field was infected and the rate of within-field disease spread (as well as many

other factors, such as environmental stochasticity, the variety of crop in question,

availability of technology, planting density etc.). The inclusion of time-dependent

yield loss will change the nature of the payoffs to the growers and could shift the

balance of payoffs such that the payoff for an infected field planted with clean seed

is no longer the lowest possible payoff (i.e. eliminating the “sucker’s payoff”). If

this shift were observed, an “all control” equilibrium may now be stable in the

“grower vs” models that we have described.

We have only considered economic incentives for grower participation in the

control. Realistically, other considerations - such as preference for local varieties,

flavour, etc. - will play an important role in determining participation. Indeed,

surveys of cassava growers in Sub-Saharan Africa have found that such qualitative

traits have a greater role in determining a grower’s preference than economic traits

such as yield (Szyniszewska et al. (2021), Houngue et al. (2018)). These private

preferences or perceptions of risk are difficult to assess and could be encapsulated in

a “cost of control” parameter that will vary both between growers and the cultural

and market context in which the crop is being grown.

Empirical studies have shown that recent exposure to disease positively in-

fluence growers’ engagement with disease control strategies (Elbers et al. (2010),

Merrill et al. (2019b), Chen et al. (2013)). We have not explicitly included this

“psychological distancing” in our models, though it is somewhat accounted for in

our “grower vs” models (where growers consider their outcome from the previ-
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ous season). Explicit consideration would mean that growers would account not

only for the season immediately preceding their decision but the outcomes of all

previous seasons since the start of the epidemic.

Though we focus here on two case studies - the use of clean seed systems for

cassava brown streak disease (CBSD) and the deployment of crop varieties that are

tolerant and/or resistant to tomato yellow leaf curl virus - the behavioural compo-

nent of our model is sufficiently flexible that it could be used in other pathosystems.

6.4 Concluding remarks

During this thesis, we have combined human behaviour with classical epidemio-

logical models, demonstrating the importance of including grower decision-making

in plant epidemic models. These behavioural models have used different decision

rules, showing that a priori assumptions about what information growers will use

when making assessments affects model outcomes. Though in some ways rather

simplistic, our models capture important features of the factors that influence a

grower’s decision-making process and are sufficiently flexible in form to be adapted

to a range of pathosystems. They also leave scope to include other factors, such

as irrationality or risk perception, and our agent-based, spatial-stochastic models

can allow for even greater complexity. We have tested our models on different con-

trol schemes, demonstrating both their range and the importance of considering

the externalities generated by each control option, as this could lead to subopti-

mal outcomes. With greater attention being placed on the “human” factors that

impact disease control, these models are a step towards integrating the fields of

behavioural economics, sociology and plant disease epidemiology. It is vital that
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more empirical studies are done to understand the complex motivations that un-

derpin plant disease management.
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Appendix to Chapter 2

A.1 Underlying behaviour of the “strategy vs” mod-

els

To demonstrate the underlying drivers of dynamics in our models, we dissect

the behaviour of the “strategy vs population” model in some depth. We first in-

vestigated the response of the probability of infection, the expected profits and

the probability of switching strategy to the total number of infected fields (Fig-

ure A.1.1). Generally, as the number of infected fields increases, so too does the

probability of infection for controllers and non-controllers (qC and qN respectively)

(Figure A.1.1A). However, the increased number of infected fields changes the rel-

ative importance of the infection pathways for non-controllers. With an increase

in the number of infected fields, the instantaneous probability of horizontal trans-

mission for non-controllers (pN(Horiz), Equation 2.19), decreases as field infection

has already taken place through vertical transmission (pN(Vert), Equation 2.18)

(Figure A.1.1A).
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For the default parameterisation (Figure A.1.1(B)), the expected profits for the

non-controllers (PN) are always higher than that of the population, so they should

always have a zero probability of switching strategy (Figure A.1.1(C)). Conversely,

PC is always below the population average, and thus they should always have a

non-zero probability of switching. This results in an equilibrium where there are

no controllers present, as all of them have abandoned using the unprofitable CSS.

However, by reducing the cost of clean seed (ϕ = 0.125, equivalent to a 50% sub-

sidy), at around I = 411 fields control becomes more profitable and non-controllers

have a non-zero probability of switching strategy (Figure A.1.1(E)). As at this

point controllers cannot switch strategy, there is an “all control” equilibrium. The

point at which PN = PC (i.e. when I ≈ 411, which is the total number of infected

fields in the system and does not describe the number of infected controllers and

non-controllers) leads to an equilibrium where both control strategies are present.

The value of η (the responsiveness of growers) has no effect on the equilibrium

attained by the growers in the “strategy vs population” models, as the equilibrium

is based only on the relative values of PC , PN and P , though it did affect the

time it took to reach equilibrium (Figure A.1.1(D)). This also holds true for the

“strategy vs alternative” model.
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Figure A.1.1: Probability of infection, responsiveness of growers, expected
profits, and switching terms for the “strategy vs population” model. (A)
For the default parameterisation, the probability of infection increases as the num-
ber of infected growers increase (qN and qC), though the probability non-controllers
will be infected via horizontal transmission (pN(Horiz)) falls as I increases. (B)
The expected profits for controllers, non-controllers and the population for differ-
ent proportions of controllers in the population (c). For the default parameters,
PC < P for all values of I.(C) Switching probabilities for controllers and non-
controllers for different c. As PC < P , controllers should always have a non-zero
probability of switching strategy, whereas non-controllers should never start to
control.(D) The responsiveness of growers (η) does not affect the final equilibrium
values, though it does impact the time it takes to reach equilibrium. (E) shows the
expected profits for controllers, non-controllers and the population when the cost
of control ϕ,= 0.125. Now, at high levels of I, it is profitable to control. Where
PC = PN , both strategies will be present at equilibrium. F For ϕ = 0.125, for low
values of I controllers should switch strategy, but as I increases non-controllers
should have a non-zero probability of switching into the clean seed system. For
this parameter set, the equilibrium value of I is therefore 411, with 349 infected
controllers and 63 infected non-controllers.
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A.2 Mathematical derivations

A.2.1 The basic reproductive number (R0) for the “strategy

vs” models.

To find the value for R0, we calculated the next-generation matrix (NGM; Diek-

mann et al. (2010)). This relies on decomposing a linearised version of the model

into two matrices: the first contains the terms relating to disease transmission

(matrix JF ) whilst the second has terms relating to non-epidemiological transi-

tions between states (matrix JV ). The NGM, K, is given by K = JFJ
−1
V (van

den Driessche (2017)). To shorten the notation in what follows, we introduce the

following function of state variables:

Γ = SCzSC + ICzIC + SN(1− zSN) + IN(1− zIN). (A.1)

We focus only on the infected compartments in the general model, leading to:

dIC
dt

= βSC(IC + IN)− γIC , (A.2)

dIN
dt

= γΓ

(
p(IC + IN)

N

)
+ βSN(IC + IN)− γIN . (A.3)

The disease-free equilibrium (DFE) is given by (SC , IC , SN , IN) = (0, 0, N, 0).

Given that we have restricted the model to just the infected compartments, the

DFE can also be written as (IC , IN) = (0, 0)
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The matrix of rates at which new infections occur is

F =

 βSC(IC + IN)

γΓ
(

p(IC+IN )
N

)
+ βSN(IC + IN)

 . (A.4)

The matrix of rates at which infections are removed is

V =

γIC
γIN

 . (A.5)

The Jacobians for these matrices are:

JF =

 βSC βSC

γΓ
(

p
N

)
+ γ ∂Γ

∂IC

(
p(IC+IN )

N

)
+ βSN γΓ

(
p
N

)
+ γ ∂Γ

∂IN

(
p(IC+IN )

N

)
+ βSN

 ,

(A.6)

and

JV =

γ 0

0 γ

 . (A.7)

We need to evaluate the Jacobians at the DFE. Note that γΓ is the net rate at

which fields in which there is no control are planted, and so at the DFE, Γ = N .

Note too that, since both are multiplied by p(IC+IN )
N

(which is zero at the DFE),

the partial derivatives and ∂Γ
∂IC

and ∂Γ
∂IN

do not need to be calculated.
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At the DFE, the JF becomes

JF =

 0 0

γp+ βN γp+ βN

 , (A.8)

and J−1
V is given by:

J−1
V =

1/γ 0

0 1/γ

 . (A.9)

The NGM, K = JFJ
−1
V , is therefore given by:

 0 0

p+ βN
γ

p+ βN
γ

 (A.10)

The dominant eigenvalue for this matrix is λ1 =
βN
γ
+p, which gives the R0 for the

system. This can be further broken down into distinct components corresponding

to horizontal (RH
0 = βN

γ
) and vertical (RV

0 = p) transmission (Hamelin et al.

(2021)).

A.2.2 Stability of equilibria in the “strategy vs population”

model.

There are four equilibria, which can be distinguished by the presence of disease

and the proportion of growers controlling at equilibrium.
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• Disease-free equilibrium at which the disease is not able to spread even

when there is no control via clean seed

(SC , IC , SN , IN) = (0, 0, N, 0). (A.11)

• Control-free, disease-endemic equilibrium at which the disease is able

to spread in the absence of control, but nevertheless no grower controls

(SC , IC , SN , IN) =

(
0, 0,

γ(1− p)

β
,
βN − γ(1− p)

β

)
. (A.12)

• All-control, disease-endemic equilibrium at which all growers control,

but nevertheless disease is still present in the system

(SC , IC , SN , IN) =

(
γ

β
,
βN − γ

β
, 0, 0

)
(A.13)

• Two-strategy, disease-endemic equilibrium at which both disease and

control equilibrate at some intermediate level, with
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SC =
N(R0(γpL− βϕN)− γpL)

γp2L
, (A.14)

IC =
βϕN2(R0(βϕN − γpL) + γpL)

γp2L(βϕN − γpL)
, (A.15)

SN =
N(ϕR0 − pL)(βN(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL)

γp2L(βϕN − γpL)
, (A.16)

IN =
−ϕNR0(βN(βϕN − γLp) + γ2Lp)

γp2L(βϕN − γLp)
. (A.17)

We also note that none of Equations A.11, A.12, A.12 or A.14 - A.17 have a

dependence on the responsiveness of growers, η. Thus, the equilibrium attained

is independent of this parameter, though it does affect the dynamics approaching

equilibrium (Appendix 1 Figure A.1.1(D)).

The stability of each of these equilibria will be discussed in turn.

Disease-free equilibrium.

We determined the conditions for stability of each equilibrium in the “strategy vs”

models by first evaluating the Jacobian matrix for the system at each possible

equilibrium and then determining the eigenvalues for the matrix. The system can

be reduced to three state variables, as N = SC+IC+SN+IN . The model therefore
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becomes:

dSC

dt
= γ (SC(1− zSC) + IC(1− zIC) + (N − SC − IC)zIN)− βSC (IC + IN)− γSC ,

(A.18)

dIC
dt

= βSC (IC + IN)− γIC , (A.19)

dIN
dt

= γ (SCzSC + ICzIC + (N − SC − IC)(1− zIN))

(
p(IC + IN)

N

)
+

β(N − SC − IC − IN) (IC + IN)− γIN . (A.20)

where the switching terms are given by:

zSC = zIC = max
(
0, 1− e−η(P−PC)

)
, (A.21)

zSN = zIN = max
(
0, 1− e−η(P−PN )

)
. (A.22)

The DFE is given by (SC , IC , IN) = (0, 0, 0). The Jacobian matrix evaluated

with these values is given by:


−γ(1− exp(−ηϕ) + ηϕ) γ(exp(−ηϕ)− ηϕ) 0

0 −γ 0

0 βN + γp βN + γp− γ



From this, we can see the first eigenvalue is βN − γ + γp. The 2× 2 matrix that
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remains is given by:

−γ(1− exp(−ηϕ) + ηϕ) γ(exp(−ηϕ)− ηϕ)

0 −γ



This matrix is upper triangular, so the eigenvalues are given by the diagonal ele-

ments. We can see that −γ and −γ(1−exp(−ηϕ)+ϕ) are the remaining eigenvalues

for the matrix.

As −γ and −γ(1 − exp(−ηϕ) + ϕ) are always negative, the stability of this

equilibrium is dependent upon βN − γ + γp < 0. This corresponds to the R0

found using the NGM.

Disease-endemic, all control equilibrium.

The disease-endemic, all control equilibrium is given by: (SC , IC , IN) =
(

γ
β
, βN−γ

β
, 0
)
.

As there are no non-controllers at this equilibrium, PC = P (Equation 2.23 in the

main text).

The Jacobian matrix evaluated using these values is given by:


∂ ˙SC

∂SC

∂ ˙SC

∂IC
−γ

βN − γ 0 γ

∂ ˙IN
∂SC

∂ ˙IN
∂IC

−γ

 (A.23)
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with:

∂ṠC

∂SC

= γ

(
exp

(
−η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

))
− −η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2
− βN

(A.24)

∂ṠC

∂IC
= −γ

(
1− exp

(
−η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

))
− −η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

(A.25)

∂ ˙IN
∂SC

= βN + γ−

γp(βN − γ)

βN

(
exp

(
−η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

)
− −η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

)
(A.26)

∂ ˙IN
∂IC

=
∂ ˙IN
∂SC

. (A.27)

We can see that
∂ṠC

∂SC

=
∂ṠC

∂IC
− γ + βN. (A.28)

The characteristic equation for Matrix A.23 is given by

−(λ+ γ)

(
λ2 − λ

(
∂ṠC

∂IC
− γ + βN

)
− (βN − γ)

(
∂ṠC

∂IC

))
(A.29)
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Solving this equation, we find the eigenvalues to be −γ, βN − γ and

∂ṠC

∂IC
= −γ

(
1− exp

(
−η(Nβ(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

)
+

η(βN(γpL− βϕN)− γ2pL)

β2N2

)
.

(A.30)

As −γ is always negative, the stability depends on the remaining eigenvalues.

The second eigenvalue is always negative for βN
γ

> 1, which is also the R0 for

horizontal transmission (RH
0 ). Given that this expression can be re-written as:

∂ṠC

∂IC
= −γ (1− exp (−x) + x) , (A.31)

where x = η(βN(γpL−βϕN)−γ2pL)
β2N2 , the final eigenvalue is negative once the term in

the exponent (x) is negative:

−η(βN(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL)

βN
<0 (A.32)

(βN(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL) <0 (A.33)

βN(βϕN − γpL)

γ
<γpL (A.34)

γpL

(
γ − βN

β2N2

)
>ϕ (A.35)

pL

(
γ − βN

βN

)(
γ

βN

)
>ϕ. (A.36)

For clarity, this can be re-arranged as follows:
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Cost of

control
<

Loss due to

disease
× Probability of

vertical transmission
× Proportion of

infected fields
×
(
1− Probability of

horizontal transmission

)
,

ϕ < Lp

(
βN − γ

βN

)(
1− βN − γ

βN

)
. (A.37)

That is, for the “all control” equilibrium to be stable, RH
0 > 1 and the cost of

control (ϕ) must be less than the expected losses of infected non-controllers (L).

Disease-endemic, control-free equilibrium.

The disease-endemic, control-free equilibrium is given by: (SC , IC , IN) =
(
0, 0, βN−γ(1−p)

β

)
.

Additionally, as there are no controllers at this equilibrium, PN = P (Equation

2.23 in the main text). The entries for the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the

disease-endemic, no control equilibrium are given as follows:


∂ ˙SC

∂SC

∂ ˙SC

∂IC
0

γ(R0 − 1) −γ 0

∂ ˙IN
∂SC

∗
∂ ˙IN
∂IC

∗
γ(R0 − 1)

 (A.38)

Entries marked with “∗” are not written out in full as they are not needed for
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further analysis. Remaining entries are given as follows:

∂ṠC

∂SC

= γ

(
exp

(
−η(γR0(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL)

βγNR0

)
− γη(R0(βϕN − γpL) + γpL)

βNR0

−R0

)
(A.39)

∂ṠC

∂IC
= γ

(
exp

(
−η(γR0(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL)

βγNR0

)
− γη(R0(βϕN − γpL) + γpL)

βNR0

)
(A.40)

from which we can see that

∂ṠC

∂SC

=
∂ṠC

∂IC
− γR0. (A.41)

From this matrix, we can see that the first eigenvalue is given by γ(R0 − 1).

This is negative for R0 > 1.

The remaining eigenvalues can be found by solving the equation:

λ2 − a1λ+ a2 = 0 (A.42)

where

a1 =
∂ṠC

∂IC
− γ(R0 − 1) (A.43)

a2 = −γR0

(
∂ṠC

∂IC
− γ

)
. (A.44)
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Solving this, we find the remaining eigenvalues to be: −γR0, and

γ

(
exp

(
−η(γR0(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL)

βγNR0

)
− 1 +

−η(R0((βϕN − γpL))− γηpL)

βN

)
.

(A.45)

Clearly, −γR0 is always negative. The final eigenvalue is negative once

1− exp

(
−η(γR0(βϕN − γpL) + γ2pL)

βγNR0

)
<

−η(R0((βϕN − γpL))− γηpL)

βN

(A.46)

That is, the eigenvalue is negative once the term in the exponent is negative.

This can be rearranged as follows:

Lp

(
βN − γ(1− p)

βN

)(
γ

βN + γp

)
< ϕ (A.47)

For clarity, this can be re-written in terms of the probability of infection:

Loss due to

disease
×

Probability of

vertical transmission
×

Proportion of

infected fields
×

1−
Probability of

horizontal transmission.

 <
Cost of

control,

(A.48)

Lp

(
βN − γ(1− p)

βN

)(
1− βN − γ(1− p)

βN + γp

)
< ϕ. (A.49)
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Therefore, the control-free, disease-endemic equilibrium is stable for R0 > 1 and when

the expected losses due to disease for an infected non-controller are less than the cost of

control.

A.2.3 Stability of two-strategy equilibrium in the “strategy

vs” models.

Our “strategy vs” models are discontinuous, as the switching terms take different forms

depending on the relative values of the expected profits for each strategy and the pop-

ulation. Due to this discontinuity, the stability of the two-strategy equilibrium for the

“strategy vs population” model cannot be assessed by linearising around the equilibrium.

We instead used a numerical approach to assess the stability of this equilibrium. We

first generated a parameter set by sampling parameters from a plausible range (given in

Appendix 2 Table A.2.1). We then ran the model for each parameter set and found the

equilibrium values for each state variable (E∗ = (S∗
U , I

∗
U , S

∗
C , I

∗
C), taken after 500 sea-

sons). Then, for the same parameter set, the model was run with a set of 10,000 different

initial conditions again for 500 seasons. The difference between the final equilibrium

value for each state variable and E∗ was calculated. If the difference was greater than

10−8, it was deemed large enough to conclude that the equilibrium was unstable based

on different initial conditions. We repeated this for 5,000 different parameter sets and,

in each instance, the equilibrium attained was that expected for the parameter set.
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Table A.2.1: table
Range of values used for parameters when evaluating the stability of the “grower

vs” models.
Parameter Meaning Range of values

1/γ Length of the growing season 1− 600 days
β Rate of secondary infection 0− 2× 10−5

day−1 field−1

p Probability of getting infected cuttings 0− 1
η Responsiveness of growers 1− 200
L Loss due to infection 0− 1
ϕ Cost of control 0− 1
qkj Estimated value of qj for grower k (only

differs by grower in the spatial model)
Equations 5.5
and 5.6

qα Perceived value of the whitefly dispersal
scale parameterα

Equations 5.7

qβS
Perceived value of horizontal
transmission in the stochastic, spatial
model (βS)

Equations 5.8

SC(0) Initial proportion of susceptible
controllers

0−N

IC(0) Initial proportion of infected controllers 0−N
SN(0) Initial proportion of susceptible

non-controllers
0−N

IN(0) Initial proportion of infected
non-controllers

0−N

A.2.4 Mutual exclusivity of equilibria

For the “no control” equilibrium to be stable, the expected losses due to vertical trans-

mission must be less than the cost of control. That is, from Equation A.49, the following

must be true:

Lp

(
βN − γ(1− p)

βN

)(
1− βN − γ(1− p)

βN + γp

)
< ϕ (A.50)
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Conversely, for the “all control” equilibrium to be stable, the costs must be less than

the expected losses due to vertical transmission. From Equation A.37, this means that:

ϕ < Lp

(
βN − γ

βN

)(
1− βN − γ

βN

)
(A.51)

Thus, for both equilibria to be stable, the following condition must be met:

Lp

(
βN − γ(1− p)

βN

)(
1− βN − γ(1− p)

βN + γp

)
< Lp

(
βN − γ

βN

)(
1− βN − γ

βN

)
(A.52)

This can be simplified to:

(
βN − γ(1− p)

βN + γp

)
<

(
βN − γ

βN

)
, (A.53)

which, in turn, leaves us with the condition that 0 < −γ2p must be true. However, as

both γ and p are positive parameters, this is not possible and thus both equilibria cannot

be simultaneously stable.

A.2.5 Numerical assessment of equilibria in the “grower vs”

models.

The more complex form of these models precludes mathematical analysis, as conditions

for model equilibria no longer simply depend on the difference in profits between con-
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trollers and non-controllers. For these “grower vs” models to reach a two-strategy equi-

librium, the flow between the two strategies must be equal, i.e.

zININ = zSCSC + zICIC (A.54)

Consequently, we evaluated the stability of the possible equilibrium using numerical

methods. Using the same method as when assessing the stability of the “two-strategy

equilibrium” in the “strategy vs” models, we tested 10,000 sets of initial conditions and

ran the model to equilibrium for 5,000 different parameter sets (chosen from a range of

the plausible range parameters described in Appendix 2 Table A.2.1). In no case for

either of the “grower vs” models was it found that the difference between equilibrium

values of the simulated model was larger than our difference threshold of 10−8. We thus

concluded that the final equilibrium attained was not dependent on initial conditions.

The forms of the switching terms will differ between the two “grower vs” models,

leading to different equilibria for each model (Figure 2.4(C)-(D) in the main text). There

are two important differences from the “strategy vs” models:

• The “all control” equilibrium is impossible because growers who controlled

but nevertheless became infected always consider switching strategy, as they are

earning the lowest possible payoff (PIC , the “sucker’s payoff”). As long as there is a

non-zero probability of infection (which is necessary for control to be worthwhile)

there will always be non-controlling growers.
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• For the “grower vs population” model, the “no control” equilibrium is

only possible if all non-controllers are infected at equilibrium. For a “no

control” equilibrium, the expected profit of the population must be less than or

equal to PIN to prevent IN growers switching strategies (i.e. P ≤ PIN , Equation

2.34). At the “no control” equilibrium P = PN (Equation 2.23), leading to:

P =
PN (SN + IN )

N
≤ PIN (A.55)

As, in the “no control” equilibrium, SN + IN = N , this can be simplified:

PN ≤ PIN

qNPIN + (1− qN )PSN ≤ PIN

(1− qN )PSN ≤ PIN (1− qN )

PSN ≤ PIN (A.56)

The non-zero value of the loss due to disease (L) means that the conclusion pre-

sented in Equation A.56 is impossible (see Equation 2.11 & 2.12 in the main text).

Therefore, for a “no-control” equilibrium to be possible, all fields must be infected

(i.e. N = IN and qN = 1). In Figure 2.3(B) (main text), a “no control” equilibrium

would require higher β and p (Figure A.2.1).
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Figure A.2.1: Possible equilibria for the “grower vs population” model
when p = 1. With the higher probability of vertical transmission, the “no control”
equilibrium is possible for the “grower vs population” model as there will be no non-
infected, non-controlling (SN) growers at equilibrium (Equation A.56). However,
now that p = 1, there can never be a disease-free equilibrium for this parameter
set (as R0 > 1).
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Additionally, unlike in the “strategy vs” models, where the equilibrium is not de-

pendent on the value of responsiveness of growers (η), for the “growers vs” models

η does affect the final equilibrium values (see also Appendix 3 Figure A.3.1).

A.3 Supplementary results

A.3.1 Effect of responsiveness (η) on the “grower vs” models.

Unlike in the “strategy vs” models, where the equilibrium values are not dependent on

the value of responsiveness of growers, for the “growers vs” models η does affect the final

equilibrium values. Appendix 3 Figure A.3.1 shows how the proportion of controllers

changes with varying values of horizontal transmission (β) and η.

Interestingly, there is a directionality to the response. Below a certain threshold

(which here is β = 0.003301 day −1), an increase in η decreases the proportion controlling.

The increase in η means that all growers who have the potential to switch strategy have

a higher probability of doing so, and if η is sufficiently high then each switching term

approaches 1. This means that there is a decrease in controllers, as all SC and IC growers

will switch strategy, though only IN growers will start controlling.

At higher values of β, the increase in η causes an increase in controllers. For these

values, zsc eventually falls to zero, and having higher values of η increases the rate at

which this happens. As the parameter values permit a two-strategy equilibrium, but

the SC growers are no longer switching strategy, there is an increase in the number of

controllers with an increase in η.
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Figure A.3.1: Effect of changes in responsiveness and horizontal trans-
mission on the proportion of controllers at equilibrium. Below a certain
threshold, there is a decrease in the proportion of controllers with an increase in
η, as the higher responsiveness causes more SC growers to switch strategy. Above
this threshold, an increase in η causes an increase in controllers. The parameter
values mean that SC growers no longer change strategy, so they cannot leave the
CSS. However, an increase in η means that IN growers have a higher probability
of switching into the CSS. The solid vertical line denotes where this threshold is
crossed (β = 0.03301 day −1).

In the “grower vs” models, equilibrium is reached when zSCSC + zICIC = zININ (i.e.

the flow of growers out of one strategy matches the flow of growers out of the other)

(Figure A.3.2). As the switching terms are in part set by the value of η, for changes in

responsiveness then the values of SC , IC and IN at equilibrium must change to ensure

the equilibrium condition is still met.
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Figure A.3.2: Effect of responsiveness (η) on the “grower vs alternative”
model. (A) The flow of growers between the non-infected controllers (SC), in-
fected controllers (IC) and infected non-controllers (IN) based on their probability
of switching strategy (zSC , zIC and zIN respectively) with η = 1. (B) Full model
dynamics for η = 1.(C) The flow of growers between SC , IC and IN based on
their probability of switching with η = 10. Note that with lower values of η, there
are fewer growers moving between strategies.(D) Full model dynamics for η = 10.
Parameters are as in Table 2.2.2, except for β = 0.004 day −1, which was used to
allow for a disease- and control-endemic equilibrium (Figure 2.3).
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A.3.2 Effect of parameters on the “strategy vs” and “grower

vs population” models

We will now consider the three other behavioural models (the “strategy vs population”,

“strategy vs alternative” and “grower vs population”) that were not a focus of the main

text. Each model formulation responded very differently to changes in parameter values.

In all cases, when the rate of horizontal transmission (β) is sufficiently low, no grower

should use the CSS (Appendix 3 Figure A.3.2). At medium-to-low values of β, more

growers use the CSS, though as β increased, the higher probability of infection narrows

the range of costs for which a controller will consider participation in the CSS. The two

“strategy vs” models - which had the same equilibria - allowed an “all control” equilibrium

at low costs of control (ϕ). This was never possible for the “grower vs population” model,

as controllers managing infected fields should always consider switching strategy as they

have received the “sucker’s payoff”.

Overall, the “strategy vs” models saw lower participation in the CSS than the “grower

vs” models. The high default value of the cost of control (ϕ = 0.25) means that growers

will participate in the CSS only at very high probabilities of vertical transmission (p)

and loss due to disease (L). In the “grower vs” models, however, the non-controllers

with infected fields will likely have a lower payoff than the population average, and thus

should have a higher probability of switching strategy for a wider range of these parameter

values.
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Figure A.3.3: Effect of parameters on participation in the CSS. (A)–(C)
shows results for the “strategy vs population” and “strategy vs alternative” model
formulations;(D)–(F) are for the “grower vs population” model. Parameters are
as in Table 2.2.2 in the main text; the orange diamonds mark the default values.
(A) and (D) examine the impact of changing the cost of control (ϕ) and the rate
of horizontal transmission (β). At low values of β, no-one should control as the
probability of infection is sufficiently low that it is not necessary. As β increases,
controlling is more beneficial and the cost of control is perceived to be worthwhile.
However, as infection becomes more likely, the value of control diminishes so it is
not worthwhile to invest in control. In the “strategy vs” comparisons, it is possible
to reach an “all control” equilibrium, though this cannot happen for the “grower vs
population” model. (B) and (C) At very high probabilities of vertical transmission
(p) and loss due to disease (L), growers will participate in the CSS, though only
for a narrow range of β. However, for the “grower vs population” models, a much
wider range of all parameters allowed for participation. The irregular contours in
(E) and (F) are due to oscillations around the equilibrium.
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A.3.3 Effect of subsidy on parameter scans

Using the default parameters, there is a narrow range of parameter values for which

growers should consider control at equilibrium in the “strategy vs” models (Appendix 3

Figure 2.5D). In the “grower vs” models, though there is a wider range of parameters for

which growers control at equilibrium, there are still low levels of participation in the CSS

(Appendix 3 Figure 2.5(E)-(F)). Even when the probability of vertical transmission is

high, there are few growers using the CSS due to the high cost of participation. However,

providing a 50% subsidy such that ϕ = 0.125 increases both the level of participation

and the range of parameter values for which growers control (Appendix 3 Figure A.3.4).

Figure A.3.4: Effect of changes in the rate of secondary transmission
(β) and probability of vertical transmission (p) on the proportion of
controllers when ϕ = 0.125. Compared to the default value of ϕ = 0.25, a
higher proportion of growers control for a broader range of parameter values.
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B.1 Ordering of switching terms

The values of the switching terms are determined by the values of the profits laid

out in Equations 3.9-3.16. The ordering will depend on the relative values of three key

parameters: the loss due to disease for unimproved crop (L), the loss due to disease for

the improved crop (δLL) and the cost of control (ϕC).

If we assume that L > δLL and L > (δLL+ ϕC) (as for the default tolerant parame-

terisation), the ordering of the profits is as follows:

PSU = PEU > PSC = PEC > PICR > PICH > PIUR > PIUH (B.1)

There are five possible combinations of values for the switching terms:

• zSC , zEC , zICR, zICH , zIUR, zIUH > 0

• zICR, zICH , zIUR, zIUH > 0
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• zICH , zIUR, zIUH > 0

• zIUR, zIUH > 0

• zIUH > 0

For higher costs of tolerant crop, it may be the case that though L > δLL, L <

(δLL+ϕC). If the rogued tolerant crop is is more expensive than the rogued unimproved

crop (i.e. ϕRδLL + ϕC > ϕRL), and the harvested unimproved crop is more expensive

than the rogued tolerant crop (L > ϕRδLL + ϕC) the payoffs and switching terms will

be:

PSU = PEU > PSC = PEC > PIUR > PICR > PIUH > PICH (B.2)

• zSC , zEC , zIUR, zICR, zIUH , zICH > 0

• zIUR, zICR, zIUH , zICH > 0

• zICR, zIUH , zICH > 0

• zIUH , zICH > 0

• zICH > 0

Conversely, for L > δLL, L < (δLL + ϕC), if the rogued tolerant crop is more

expensive than the rogued unimproved crop (i.e. ϕRδLL+ϕC < ϕRL), but the harvested

unimproved crop is cheaper than the rogued tolerant crop (L < ϕRδLL+ ϕC), then the

payoffs are:
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PSU = PEU > PSC = PEC > PIUR > PIUH > PICR > PICH (B.3)

and the switching terms are given by:

• zSC , zEC , zIUR, zIUH , zICR, zICH > 0

• zIUR, zIUH , zICR, zICH > 0

• zIUH , zICR, zICH > 0

• zICR, zICH > 0

• zICH > 0

For the default resistant parameterisation, L = δLL and L < (δLL+ϕC). The profits

are ordered as:

PSU = PEU > PSC = PEC > PIUR > PIUH > PICR > PICH (B.4)

The following combinations of switching terms are possible:

• zSC , zEC , zIUH , zICR, zICH , zIUR > 0

• zIUH , zICR, zICH , zIUR > 0

• zICR, zICH , zIUR > 0

• zICH , zIUR > 0

• zICH > 0
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B.2 Mathematical details of non-behavioural model

We use the NGM method (Diekmann et al. (2010)) to calculate the basic reproduction

number when there are two types of crop (improved and unimproved) present at the

disease-free equilibrium, but growers cannot change strategy.

We focus only on the infected compartments, which are given by:

dEC

dt
= δββSC(IU + δσIC)− δϵϵEC − γEC , (B.5)

dIC
dt

= δϵϵEC − µCIC − γIC , (B.6)

dEU

dt
= βSU (IU + δσIC)− ϵEU − γEU , (B.7)

dIU
dt

= ϵEU − µUIU − γIU . (B.8)

We first linearise these equations to give the Jacobian matrix and evaluate it around

the disease-free equilibrium. We then decompose this Jacobian matrix into two further

matrices: F , which is the matrix of terms relating to disease transmission, and V = −Q,

where Q is the matrix containing non-epidemiological transition terms. The NGM, K,

is then given by FV −1 (Diekmann et al. (2010)).

For this system,

F =



0 δσδββC 0 δββC

0 0 0 0

0 δσβU 0 βU

0 0 0 0


, (B.9)
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and

V =



δϵϵ+ γ 0 0 0

−δϵϵ µC + γ 0 0

0 0 ϵ+ γ 0

0 0 −ϵ γ + µU


. (B.10)

The inverse of V is given by:

V −1 =



1
(δϵϵ+γ) 0 0 0

δϵϵ
(δϵϵ+γ)(µC+γ)

1
γ+µC

0 0

0 0 1
ϵ+γ 0

0 0 ϵ
(ϵ+γ)(µU+γ) 1/(µU + γ)


. (B.11)

The NGM, K = FV −1, is then given by:

K =



δϵϵδσδββC
(δϵϵ+γ)(µC+γ)

δσδββC
(µC+γ)

ϵδββC
(ϵ+γ)(µU+γ)

δββC
(µU+γ)

0 0 0 0

δϵϵδσβU
(δϵϵ+γ)(µC+γ)

δσβU
(µC+γ)

ϵβU
(ϵ+γ)(µU+γ)

βU
(µU+γ)

0 0 0 0


. (B.12)

R0 is given by the leading eigenvalue of this matrix:

R0 =
ϵβU

(γ + µU )(γ + ϵ)
+

δϵϵδσδββC

(γ + µC)(γ + δϵϵ)
(B.13)
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B.3 Supplementary results for non-behavioural model

B.3.1 Parameters relating to tolerance and resistance

A broad range of parameter values relating to tolerant and resistant traits are possible

depending on the cultivar and environmental conditions. As illustrative examples of the

effect of changing parameters along the tolerance/resistance continuum, we investigate

the effects of changing the probability of detection for improved crop (δνν; Figure B.3.1)

and relative susceptibility of improved crop (δβ ; Figure B.3.2). In each case, profits were

highest for both controllers and non-controllers when the parameterisation approached

that of the resistant crop (i.e. a high probability of detection and low relative suscepti-

bility). However, there was little impact on the profits of controllers who grew tolerant

crop (Figure B.3.1(C) and Figure B.3.2(C)), as the low loss due to disease for tolerant

crop means that the reduced probability of infection conferred by high δν and low δβ is

of little benefit. We note that by lowering the relative susceptibility of tolerant crop, it

contravenes the typical definition of tolerance (which does not have a reduced probability

of infection). However, in terms of the relative yield loss, this crop type retains some

tolerant characteristics and we therefore refer to it as “tolerant” for this result.

Disease elimination was possible under many parameterisations for the resistant crop

(due to the lower background infectivity of resistant crop, as well as its lower suscepti-

bility). For the “tolerant crop", when the relative susceptibility was very low, only then

was disease elimination possible (Figure B.3.2(A),(C)). This allowed growers to earn the
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maximum possible profits.

Figure B.3.1: Change in average profits for tolerant and resistant param-
eterisation when the probability of detection for improved crop (δνν) is
varied. (A) and (C) show the average profit for unimproved and improved crop
respectively for the tolerant parameterisation, whilst (B) and (D) show the same
for the resistant parameterisation. In all cases, the highest profits were achieved
when δν = 1 (i.e. infectious crop is always detected). The probability of detec-
tion had little impact on the average profit of controllers (C). This is because the
probability of detection affects the rate at which infectious plants are removed;
the higher the probability of detection, the lower the disease pressure and thus
the lower the probability of incurring the loss due to disease. As the loss due to
disease is low for tolerant crop, there is little impact on the profits of controllers.
Additionally, disease was not eliminated when the crop was tolerant. When the
crop was resistant, this also allowed disease elimination to occur at lower propor-
tions of resistant crop (C = 0.6 when δνν = 1, (B) and (D)). Other than those
scanned over, parameters are as in Table 3.2.
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Figure B.3.2: Change in average profits for tolerant and resistant pa-
rameterisation when the relative susceptibility of improved crop (δβ)
is varied. (A) and (C) show the average profit for unimproved and improved
crop respectively for the tolerant parameterisation, whilst (B) and (D) show the
same for the resistant parameterisation. We note that by altering the relative sus-
ceptibility of tolerant crop, it contravenes the typical definition of tolerance and
instead is more akin to quantitative resistance. In all cases, at lower suscepti-
bilities (which means the improved crop is less likely to become infected), profit
increases. Indeed, under this parameterisation, disease can go extinct under the
tolerant parameterisation (at C = 0.4 when δβ = 0.1, (A) and (C)). There is little
impact on the average profit for controllers when the improved crop is tolerant
(C), as the low loss due to disease in the tolerant parameterisation means that
the reduced probability of infection brought about by a lower δβ has little effect.
Disease elimination can occur under all values of δβ when the improved crop is
resistant ((B) and (D)). Even at high values of δβ, the resistant crop still has a
lower relative infectivity (δσ) and higher probability of detection (δν) than tolerant
crop. Other than those scanned over, parameters are as in Table 3.2.
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B.4 Mathematical details of behavioural model

B.4.1 Evaluating stability for behaviour model

To investigate how the initial conditions affected the equilibrium, we conducted a ran-

domisation scan with 10,000 sets of initial conditions and used nleqslv (Hasselman &

Hasselman (2018)) in R to investigate the number of equilibria attained for each param-

eter set. The nature of the switching terms means that the system is discontinuous, and

the equations will have a different form depending on the values of the state variables.

There are ten possible Jacobians, depending on the values of the switching terms (Ap-

pendix 1). For each set of equilibrium values found from our randomisation scan, we

evaluated the stability of that equilibrium using the appropriate Jacobian matrix.

B.4.2 Basic reproductive number of behavioural model

As the form of the equations differs between the model with fixed proportions and the

behavioural model, R0 must be calculated separately for the behavioural model. For the

disease-free equilibrium given by (SU , EU , IU , SC , EC , IC) = (U, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), all switching

terms should be non-zero. As there is no disease, there is no need for control, so no growers

should use the control strategy. Additionally, any growers whose fields do become infected

will have a lower payoff than the expected payoff of the alternative strategy (as there

is no disease), so all non-controllers with infectious fields should switch strategy. The
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system of equations is therefore:

dSC

dt
= γθC − δββSC(IU + δσIC) +MC − γSC , (B.1)

dEC

dt
= δββSC(IU + δσIC)− δϵϵEC − γEC , (B.2)

dIC
dt

= δϵϵEC − µCIC − γIC , (B.3)

dSU

dt
= γθU − βSU (IU + δσIC) +MU − γSU , (B.4)

dEU

dt
= βSU (IU + δσIC)− ϵEU − γEU , (B.5)

dIU
dt

= ϵEU − µUIU − γIU . (B.6)

where:

θC = (1− zSC)SC + (1− zEC)EC + (1− zICH)IC + zIUHIU , (B.7)

θU = SU + EU + (1− zIUH)IU + zSCSC + zECEC + zICHIC , (B.8)

MC = (1− zICR)µCIC + zIURµUIU , (B.9)

MU = zICRµCIC + (1− zIUR)µUIU , (B.10)

N = SC + EC + IC + SU + EU + IU . (B.11)

Using Equations B.1 - B.6, and the method outlined in Diekmann et al. (2010) and

the main text, we find:
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F =



0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 βδσN + 0 0 βN

0 0 0 0


(B.12)

V =



γ + δϵϵ 0 0 0

−δϵϵ γ + µC 0 0

0 0 γ + ϵ 0

0 0 −ϵ γ + µ


(B.13)

V −1 =



1
γ+δϵϵ

0 0 0

δϵϵ
(δϵϵ+γ)(γ+µC)

1
γ+µC

0 0

0 0 1
γ+ϵ 0

0 0 ϵ
(ϵ+γ)∗(γ+µ)

1
γ+µ


(B.14)

The NGM, FV −1, can then be simplified to:

K =



0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

R0C
βδσN
γ+µC

R0
βN
γ+µ

0 0 0 0


(B.15)

where R0 = βϵN
(µU+γ)(ϵ+γ) (Equation 3.58) and R0C =

δββδϵϵδσN
(µC+γ)(δϵϵ+γ) (Equation 3.59). The
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eigenvalue of K is given by R0, so the basic reproduction number is the same regardless

of whether behaviour is included in the model, depending only on whether N = U or

N = C.
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B.5 Supplementary results for behavioural model

B.5.1 Underlying behaviour of switching terms for resistant

parameterisation with variable cost of control.

The kinks in Figure 3.7b in the main text are caused by changes in the values of the

switching terms. As the epidemic progresses, the expected profits for each strategy

change. If they fall below the profit for a particular outcome (for example, the profit for

a controller with an infected field, PIUH), growers who have earned that outcome switch

from having a non-zero probability of switching strategy to never switching. For different

values of ϕC , this occurs at different values of β (Figure B.5.1).
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Figure B.5.1: Change in expected profits with different values of the cost
of control (ϕC) for resistant parameterisation. (A) When ϕC = 0.1, the
expected profits for non-controllers fall below the expected profits for controllers
with susceptible or latently-infected (SC or EC) crop at β = 0.068 day−1 (“x”). At
this point, those with SC or EC fields stop switching strategy. (B) When ϕC = 0.2,
SC and EC growers stop switching strategy at β = 0.075 day−1 (“x”). At β =
0.0845 day−1 (“+”), non-controllers with infectious fields that have been rogued
also stop switching strategy (as PC < PIUR). (C) When ϕC = 0.3, non-controllers
with IUR fields stop switching strategy at β = 0.051 day−1 (“x”), and controllers
with SC or EC fields stop when β = 0.1 day−1. (D) When ϕC = 0.4, growers with
PIUR fields stop switching strategy at β = 0.035 day−1 (“x”). Controllers always
have a non-zero probability of switching strategy for this parameter set. Other
than those scanned over, parameters are as in Table 3.2.
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B.5.2 Expected profits for unimproved, tolerant and resis-

tant crop

The pattern outlined below is the same as that for Figure 3.6 in the main text, though

for a two-way scan of the rate of horizontal transmission (β) and the cost of control (ϕC).

Irrespective of whether the improved crop was tolerant or resistant, as β increased

there was a corresponding increase in the proportion of infectious fields (IU + IC ; Figure

B.5.2(A),(B)). This increase occurred more quickly when the improved crop was tolerant,

as tolerant crop has the same susceptibility and infectivity as unimproved crop, but is

less likely to be detected and removed once infected.

Resistance is incomplete (Table 3.2 in the main text), so fields planted with resistant

crop may still be infected. However, the reduced probability of infection means that

there are overall lower proportions of infected fields. Participation in control is relatively

high for low values of β and ϕC , though this decreases as β gets larger (approaches

0.067 day−1 in Figure 3.6 in the main text; where it occurs in Figure B.5.2(A),(C) de-

pends on the value of ϕC). For these parameter values, PU approaches PSC,EC (Figure

3.6(A) in the main text), so fewer controllers with susceptible or latently-infected fields

should switch strategy. There is still a high infectious pressure, though, so more of these

controlled fields will become infected. They will therefore incur the loss due to disease

(LC), resulting in the lowest possible payoff. Expected profits for controllers (and con-

sequently proportion of growers using control) briefly increase when PC < PIUR (which
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occurs at β = 0.067 day−1 in Figure 3.6(A) in the main text). The non-controllers who

rogued their fields (achieving PIUR), should no longer switch strategy, and they replant

SU fields. There is still a high probability of infection, however, and many of these non-

controlled fields will be infected by the time they are harvested. Some will be rogued

before harvesting, preventing some loss of yield. Those that have not rogued achieve a

low payoff and switch into the control strategy.

After this point, however, the proportion of controllers falls. The increased infection

pressure means that the expected profit of non-controllers is lower than the profit of

controllers with susceptible or latently-infected fields (PU < PSC,EC). Controllers who

harvest susceptible or latently-infected fields should therefore never consider switching

strategy. The high infection pressure, however, means that many of these resistant fields

will be infected before they are harvested. As PICH,ICR < PU for these values of β,

controllers with infectious fields should always switch strategy. As fewer growers control

and plant resistant crop, the disease pressure increases and there are more infectious

fields.

When the improved crop was tolerant, we chose initial conditions such that there

would always be a disease-endemic equilibrium in the bistable region (IU0 + IC0 =

0.15, SC0+EC0+IC0 = 0.2, Figure 3.5 in the main text). A high proportion of infectious

fields was seen for most parameter combinations, in part due to the lower probability of

infectious tolerant fields being removed by roguing. This accompanied a high degree of

participation in control, as the low default value of LC (= 0.06) and lower probability of

paying the roguing cost favoured tolerant crop. Additionally, once R0 > 1 and the costs
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of control < 0.2, an “all-control” equilibrium persists, where SC + EC + IC = N .

This “all-control” equilibrium was not seen in the parameterisation where the im-

proved crop was resistant. This is both due to the positive externalities generated by

the crop reducing the probability of infection for non-controllers and the structure of the

model, which means growers with infectious resistant crop should always have a non-zero

probability of switching strategy (as PICR is the lowest payoff).
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Figure B.5.2: Response of the number of infectious fields and participa-
tion in control to the rate of horizontal transmission in non-improved
crops (β) and the cost of control (ϕC). (A) The change in proportion of infec-
tious fields (IU +IC) and (B) change in participation in control when the improved
crop has tolerant characteristics. Equivalent plots for resistant improved crop are
shown in (C) and (D). In all graphs, the vertical dashed line at β = 0.0333 day −1

is where R0 = 1. When the crop used by controllers is tolerant to infection, there
are high levels of infection and participation in control. Additionally, at low values
of ϕC , disease can invade when R0 < 1 (A). For resistant crop, there is a much
lower proportion of infectious fields and controllers for most values of β. Other
than those being varied, parameters and initial conditions are as in Tables 3.2 and
3.2 respectively.

The expected profits of both controllers and non-controllers follow a similar pattern

to that of the proportion of infectious fields and controllers (Figure 3.6 in the main

text). In both cases, when R0 < 1 the profit of non-controllers (PU ) is equal to that

of susceptible/latently-infected non-controllers (except where bistability exists in the
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tolerant parameterisation). Once disease invades, profits of both controllers and non-

controllers fall. However, for the majority of values of β and ϕC , PU is higher when there

is resistant crop than when there is tolerant crop, indicating that non-controllers benefit

more from the presence of resistant crop. However, the profits of growers using tolerant

crops were generally higher than those using resistant crops, as the benefits generated

by tolerant crops were experienced privately by the growers using them.

Figure B.5.3: Response of the expected profits to the rate of horizontal
transmission in non-improved crops (β) and the cost of control (ϕC).
(A) and (C) are the expected profits for non-controllers (PU) and controllers (PC)
respectively when the improved crop is tolerant; (B) and (D) show the same for re-
sistant crop. The highest profits for non-controllers are seen when R0 < 1, though
PU is generally higher for those in the resistant-crop scenario than the tolerant
crop. Conversely, controllers who used tolerant crop generally had higher profits
than those using resistant crop. The grey dots indicate the default parameterisa-
tion. Other than those being varied, parameters and initial conditions are as in
Tables 3.2 and 3.2 respectively.
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C.1 Calculating the expected profit

To calculate the expected profit, we must first calculate the profits associated with

each possible outcome a grower could achieve at the time of harvest (or when a field

is rogued). These will depend on the control strategy used by the grower (whether

they planted tolerant, resistant, or unimproved crop at the beginning of the season), the

infectious status of their field and whether an infectious field was rogued.

The profits for each field type are given as follows:
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PSU = Profit for non-controller with a susceptible field,

= Y, (C.1)

PEU = Profit for non-controller with latently-infected field,

= Y, (C.2)

PIHU = Profit for non-controller with an infected field that was not rogued,

= Y − L, (C.3)

PIRU = Profit for non-controller with an infected field that was rogued,

= Y − ϕQL, (C.4)

PST = Profit for controller using tolerant crop with a susceptible field,

= δYT
Y − ϕT , (C.5)

PET = Profit for controller using tolerant crop with latently-infected field,

= δYT
Y − ϕT , (C.6)

PIHT = Profit for controller using tolerant crop with an infected field that was not rogued,

= δYT
Y − ϕT − LT , (C.7)

PIRT = Profit for controller using tolerant crop with an infected field and that was rogued,

= δYT
Y − ϕT − ϕQLT . (C.8)

PSR = Profit for controller using resistant crop with a susceptible field,

= δYR
Y − ϕR, (C.9)

PER = Profit for controller using resistant crop with latently-infected field,

= δYR
Y − ϕR, (C.10)

PIHR = Profit for controller using resistant crop with an infected field that was not rogued,

= δYR
Y − ϕR − LR, (C.11)

PIRR = Profit for controller using resistant crop with an infected field and that was rogued,

= δYR
Y − ϕR − ϕQLR. (C.12)
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The expected profits for each strategy depend on the probabilities of a grower receiving

each of these payoffs.

For each crop variety, the probability of infection (qj) is given as:

qj = Instantaneous probability of horizontal infection,

=
Instantaneous infection rate

Instantaneous infection rate + Harvesting rate
,

so

qU =
β(IU + δσT IT + δσRIR)

β(IU + IT + σIU ) + γ
, (C.13)

qT =
δβT

β(IU + δσT IT + δσRIR)

δδβT β(IU + IT + σIU ) + γ
, (C.14)

qR =
δδβRβ(IU + δσT IT + δσRIR)

δδβRβ(IU + IT + σIU ) + γ
. (C.15)

The expected profit, however, will also be dependent on whether a grower’s field is

harvested whilst latently infected (qEb) or proceeds to become fully infectious (qIb). The

probability of being harvested whilst latently infected is given as:

qEU =
γ

ϵ+ γ
, (C.16)

qET =
γ

δϵT ϵ+ γ
, (C.17)

qER =
γ

δϵRϵ+ γ
, (C.18)
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and the probability of becoming fully infectious before harvest is:

qIU =
ϵ

ϵ+ γ
, (C.19)

qIT =
δϵT ϵ

δϵT ϵ+ γ
, (C.20)

qIR =
δϵRϵ

δϵRϵ+ γ
. (C.21)

Fully infectious crops can either be harvested or removed via roguing. The probability

that harvesting occurs before roguing (qIHb) is given by:

qIHb = qIb

(
γ

γ + µb

)
, (C.22)

and that it is rogued before harvesting (qIRb) is:

qIRb = qIb

(
µb

γ + µb

)
, (C.23)
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We can then use these probabilities to calculate the expected profit of each strategy:

PU = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if control is not adopted,

= (1− qU )PSU + qEUPEU + qIHUPIHU + qIRUPIRU , (C.24)

PT = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if tolerant crop is used,

= (1− qT )PST + qETPET + qIHTPIHT + qIRTPIRT , (C.25)

PR = Grower’s estimate of the expected profit next season if resistant crop is used,

= (1− qR)PSR + qERPER + qIHRPIHR + qIRRPIRR. (C.26)

We can simplify these expressions to:

PU = Y − qU
ϵ

ϵ+ γ
L

(
γ

γ + µU
+

µU

µU + γ
ϕQ

)
, (C.27)

PT = δYT
Y − ϕT − qT

δϵT ϵ

δϵT ϵ+ γ
δLT

L

(
γ

γ + µT
+

µT

µT + γ
ϕQ

)
, (C.28)

PR = δYR
Y − ϕR − qR

δϵRϵ

δϵRϵ+ γ
δLR

L

(
γ

γ + µR
+

µR

µR + γ
ϕQ

)
. (C.29)
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C.2 Details of switching terms

The switching terms take the general form: a grower with outcome Pab, is switching

into strategy c or d, a ∈ {S,E, IH , IR} and b, c, d ∈ {U, T,R}, b ̸= c ̸= d. If the profits

of both c and d are exactly equal, the grower will switch into whichever strategy has the

higher proportion of current users. If both the expected profits and the proportion of

growers using each strategy are the same, then half of the growers considering changing

strategy will compare with each alternative expected profit.

The full details of all the switching terms are given below. If PT < PR or PT = PR

and R > T (i.e. there are more using resistant than tolerant crop), then

zSUR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PSU )), (C.30)

zEUR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PEU )), (C.31)

zIHUR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PIHU )), (C.32)

zIRUR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PIRU )), (C.33)

zSUT = 0, (C.34)

zEUT = 0, (C.35)

zIHUT = 0, (C.36)

zIRUT = 0. (C.37)
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If PT > PR or PT = PR and R < T , then

zSUR = 0, (C.38)

zEUR = 0, (C.39)

zIHUR = 0, (C.40)

zIRUR = 0, (C.41)

zSUT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PSU )) (C.42)

zEUT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PEU )) (C.43)

zIHUT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PIHU )) (C.44)

zIRUT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PIRU )). (C.45)
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If PT < PU or PT = PU and U > T , then

zSRU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PSR)), (C.46)

zERU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PER)), (C.47)

zIHRU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PIHR)), (C.48)

zIRRU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PIRR)), (C.49)

zSRT = 0, (C.50)

zERT = 0, (C.51)

zIHRT = 0, (C.52)

zIRRT = 0. (C.53)
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If PT > PU or PT = PU and U < T , then

zSRU = 0, (C.54)

zERU = 0, (C.55)

zIHRU = 0, (C.56)

zIRRU = 0, (C.57)

zSRT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PSR)), (C.58)

zERT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PER)), (C.59)

zIHRT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PIHR)), (C.60)

zIRRT = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PT − PIRR)). (C.61)
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If PU > PR or PU = PR and R < U , then

zSTU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PST )), (C.62)

zETU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PET )), (C.63)

zIHTU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PIHT )), (C.64)

zIRTU = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PU − PIRT )), (C.65)

zSTR = 0, (C.66)

zETR = 0, (C.67)

zIHTR = 0, (C.68)

zIRTR = 0. (C.69)
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If PU < PR or PU = PR and R > U , then

zSTU = 0, (C.70)

zETU = 0, (C.71)

zIHTU = 0, (C.72)

zIRTU = 0, (C.73)

zSTR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PST )), (C.74)

zETR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PET )), (C.75)

zIHTR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PIHT )), (C.76)

zIRTR = max(0, 1− exp(−η(PR − PIRT )). (C.77)

In the case where both the profits and the proportion of growers using the alternative

strategy are equal, growers changing strategy will be divided evenly between the two

alternative strategies.
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To simplify writing the model, we can then say:

zSU = max(zSUT , zSUR), (C.78)

zEU = max(zEUT , zEUR), (C.79)

zIHU = max(zIHUT , zIHUR), (C.80)

zIRU = max(zIRUT , zIRUR), (C.81)

zST = max(zSTU , zSTR), (C.82)

zET = max(zETU , zETR), (C.83)

zIHT = max(zIHTU , zIHTR), (C.84)

zIRT = max(zIRTU , zIRTR), (C.85)

zSR = max(zSRU , zSRT ), (C.86)

zER = max(zERU , zERT ), (C.87)

zIHR = max(zIHRU , zIHRT ), (C.88)

zIRR = max(zIRRU , zIRRT ). (C.89)

C.3 Calculating the basic reproduction number for

the model

At the disease-free equilibrium, if growers have a choice between strategies they would

never chose to pay for control. Thus, in the behavioural model, the disease-free equilib-

rium is given as: (SU , EU , IU , ST , ET , IT , SR, ER, IR) = (N, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
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For this model, F =

F =



0 βUN 0 βUN 0 σβUN

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0



, (C.90)

and

V =



ϵ+ γ 0 0 0 0 0

−ϵ µU + γ 0 0 0 0

0 0 δϵT ϵ+ γ 0 0 0

0 0 −δϵT ϵ µT + γ 0 0

0 0 0 0 δϵRϵ+ γ 0

0 0 0 0 −δϵRϵ µR + γ



. (C.91)
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The inverse of V is given by:

V −1 =



1
ϵ+γ 0 0 0 0 0

ϵ
(ϵ+γ)(µU+γ)

1
µU+γ 0 0 0 0

0 0 1
δϵT ϵ+γ 0 0 0

0 0
δϵT ϵ

(δϵT ϵ+γ)(µT+γ)
1

γ+µT
0 0

0 0 0 0 1
δϵRϵ+γ 0

0 0 0 0
δϵRϵ

(δϵRϵ+γ)(γ+µR)
1

µR+γ



. (C.92)

The NGM, K = FV −1, is then given by:

K =



βU ϵN
(ϵ+γ)(µU+γ)

βUN
µU+γ

βU δϵT ϵN

(δϵT ϵ+γ)(µT+γ)
βUN
µT+γ

βU δϵRϵσN

(δϵRϵ+γ)(µR+γ)
βUσN
µR+γ

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0



. (C.93)

The leading eigenvalue for this matrix is

R0 =
βU ϵN

(ϵ+ γ)(µU + γ)
. (C.94)
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C.4 Supplementary results

C.4.1 Change in switching points for parameter scans

The underlying bistability of the model means that, for a given set of parameters, different

equilibria can be attained depending on the initial conditions. This manifests in our

parameter scans over the relative loss due to disease in tolerant crop (δLT
) and the

relative susceptibility in resistant crop (δβR
) (Figures 4.4 and 4.5 in Chapter 4).

In these parameter scans, the initial conditions influence the parameter value at

which the system switches from a mixed “tolerant and unimproved crop” equilibrium to

a “resistant and unimproved crop” equilibrium in the δLT
parameter scan (and vice versa

in the δβR
scan). When the switch occurs depends strongly on the initial proportion of

tolerant crop (Figures C.4.2 and C.4.1, which show the “extreme” parameter values for

which the switch can occur). Importantly, this does not change the parameter values

where growers of infected tolerant crop should switch strategy, as this occurs within the

range of δLT
that is unaffected by bistability (Figure C.4.1 (B) and (D)).
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Figure C.4.1: Parameter scans showing range of δLT
values during which

switch in equilibria can occur.(A) + (B) When none of the fields are initially
planted with tolerant crop (T0 = 0), the switch to the “resistant and unimproved”
equilibrium occurs at δLT

= 0.51 (“O”). (C) + (D) When all of the fields were
initially planted with tolerant crop, the switch to the “resistant and unimproved”
doesn’t occur until δLT

= 0.51 (“O”).
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Figure C.4.2: Parameter scans showing range of δβT
values during which

switch in equilibria can occur. When none of the fields are initially planted
with tolerant crop (T0 = 0), the switch to the “resistant and unimproved crop"
equilibrium occurs at a lower value of δβR

. When all of the fields are initially
planted with tolerant crop (T0 = 0; (A)), the switch to the “resistant and unim-
proved" equilibrium occurs at lower values of δβR

than if T0 = 1; (B).
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C.4.2 Time courses for subsidisation schemes

The Pareto front is bounded by two extremes: one where the profit of growers is max-

imised (P = 1), and the other when the cost to the planner is minimised (τ = 0). Both

of these scenarios have a Gini coefficient of 0.5. To prioritise the growers’ profits, the cost

of both resistant and tolerant crop must be low (ϕR = 0 and ϕT = 0.05). Conversely, to

minimise the cost to the planner, both crops must be expensive for the growers (ϕR = 0.4

and ϕT = 0.375).

The fairest scenario (G = 0.009) occurs when τ = 0.13 and P = 0.93. To achieve

this, the cost of tolerant crop (ϕT ) is 0.12, and the cost of resistant crop (ϕR) is 0.105.

Here, we show the dynamics of the model for each scenario. In both the “fairest"

scenario and when the profits to the grower are preferred, the subsidisation scheme results

in a high proportion using resistant crop and very low levels of disease (Figure C.4.3(A)-

(B)). When the costs to the planner are minimised, then no growers use resistant crop,

and very few use tolerant crop (which is not subsidised, but still provides a reduced loss

in yield if infected).
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Figure C.4.3: Time courses for the most- and least-fair subsidisation
schemes when the tolerant and resistant crop are inefficient. (A) Dy-
namics that maximise the profits to the grower. Here, ≈ 49.8% of growers use
resistant crop. (B) The fairest scenario, where both the profits and costs have
relatively equal weighting. In this case, ≈ 40.3% use resistant crop. (C) When
minimising the cost to the planner is prioritised, ≈ 10% of growers use tolerant
crop.

C.4.3 Effect of change in cost of improved crop on the pro-

portion of tolerant or resistant crops

When the cost of resistant (ϕR) and tolerant (ϕT ) crops are varied, there is only a narrow

parameter space where both crop types can coexist (Figure 4.6(D) in the main text). For

the majority of the parameter space, two distinct regions emerge: one where growers

use resistant and unimproved crop, and one where growers use tolerant and unimproved

crop. The Pareto front lies within the “resistant and unimproved” equilibrium, save for

the solution at ϕT = 0.375 and ϕR = 0.4, where no growers use resistant crop and 10%

use tolerant crop.
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Figure C.4.4: Effect of change in the price of tolerant (ϕT ) and resistant
(ϕR) crop on the proportion of growers using improved crop over time.
Change in uptake of (A) tolerant crop and (B) resistant crop. Along the Pareto
front, growers are always in a “resistant and unimproved" equilibrium, except for
the point at ϕT = 0.375 and ϕR = 0.4, where no growers use resistant crop and
10% of growers use tolerant crop. The fairest scenario is marked with a ”X" (
Gini coefficient = 0.009, when τ = 0.13 and P = 0.93). The least fair scenarios
(G = 0.5) are marked with ”O" when the profit is prioritised, and ”*" when the
costs to the planner are.
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D.1 Uptake of resistant crop after 50 seasons

The use of highly-effective resistant crop introduces the possibility for disease ex-

tinction (as tolerant crop does not restrict TYLCV replication, disease extinction is not

promoted). When disease goes extinct, however, there is no longer any use for resistant

crop. Yet there is a time lag between the elimination of TYLCV and the abandonment

of resistant crop: though there are very few infected fields after 10 seasons, and in a high

proportion of the simulations disease goes extinct, ≈ 38% of growers still use resistant

crop (Figure 5.9(B) in the main text). After 50 seasons, if the relative susceptibility

is very low (δβ < 0.050) TYLCV always goes extinct, and growers stop using resistant

crop (Figure C.4.4). Once δβ > 0.050, more growers use resistant crop, though a large

proportion remain “free-riders" and continue planting unimproved crop. Once δβ > 0.15,

however, uptake of resistant crop falls. As the resistant crop becomes less effective, fewer

growers use it as they are more likely to receive the “suckers payoff" and pay the dual
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cost of the loss due to disease and cost of resistant crop.

Figure C.4.4: Effect of the change in the relative susceptibility of resistant
crop on its uptake after 50 seasons. For δβ < 0.050, TYLCV always goes
extinct and no growers use resistant crop. Then, as resistant crop becomes more
effective (δβ increases), more growers use resistant crop, though its uptake declines
after δβ = 0.15. The reduced efficacy makes resistant crop less worthwhile, so fewer
growers use it.

D.2 Clustering of control strategies after 10 sea-

sons

We used Moran’s I to evaluate the similarity in control strategy between growers

whose fields were in close proximity. Using the parameterisation in Table 5.2, we in-
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vestigate the degree of clustering of control strategies and infection after 10 seasons.

We measured clustering over 200m (i.e. when calculating Moran’s I, we evaluated the

similarity in the control and infection status of fields within 200m of the focal grower),

though growers could access information from other fields within 100m of their own when

assessing profitability.

When growers can only access information on fields within a 100m radius of their

own field, there is widespread adoption of tolerant crop (Figure D.1.1). However, there is

no evidence of clustering after ten seasons, and indeed the negative Moran’s I indicates

a degree of dispersion in the locations of like fields in the landscape (Moran’s I at season

10: -0.0550, p ≤ 0.05). As tolerant crop is widespread in the landscape (after 10 seasons

97% of of growers use tolerant crop), this dispersion likely refers to the unimproved crop.

We found that groups of growers using resistant crop were clustered in the landscape

(Figure 5.12(B), Moran’s I at season 10: 0.0601, standard deviation = 0.0181, p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure D.1.1: Adoption of tolerant crop in the landscape when growers
can only receive information from growers within 100 m of their field.
Moran’s I is 0.0105, p ≤ 0.05. This indicates a weak positive correlation between
the location of fields planted with the same crop type in this landscape.
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Figure D.1.1: Adoption of resistant crop in the landscape when growers
can only receive information from growers within 100m of their field.
Moran’s I for this result is 0.154, standard deviation: 0.0386, p ≤ 0.05 .This
indicates a strong positive correlation between the location of fields planted with
resistant crop in this landscape. After ten seasons, 42.3% of growers use resistant
crop.
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